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[1.0] TNTRODUCTTON
Terrible Swlft Sword is a grand tactical,
regimental-level simulation of the Battle of
Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863. The game enables the
Players to recreate the encounter between Robert
E. l,ee's Army of Northern Virginia and George
Meade's Army of the Potomac.

Tenible Swift Sword is not a simple game; there
are a great number of rules and concepts that will,
at first, be unfamiliar to a large majority of
Players. However, the flow of the game is relatively
smooth and most Players will find that a working
familiarity with the rules will be enough to get the
game started. It is thus suggested that the Players
first study the Sequence of Play (Section 4.0), as it
is the backbone of the game. The Sequence will
give the Players a pretty good idea of what happens
and in what order. The Players should then set up
one of the scenarios and go through the rules as
they push the counters around. After a few Turns
of this, most Players will be ready to pitch into the
battle proper.

[2.0] GAME EQTTIPMENT
[2.1ITItr GAME MAP
The game map is composed of three separate
22"x34" mapsheets, which, when placed together,
form the battlefield at Gettysburg. A hexagonal
grid pattern is printed on the game map to
regulate movement and location of the playing
pieces and to calculate ranges when units fire in
combat. There are several different types of terrain
on the map, all ofwhich are covered in the Terrain
Effects section of the game map (see 3,0).
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t2.2I GAME CHARTS AND TABLES

Various visual aids are provided with the game to
simplify and illustrate certain game functions.
Some charts and tables are printed directly on the
game map: the Turn Record Track, the Casualty
and Captured Tracks, and the Artillery Ammuni-
tion Availability Track (AAAT).

There are other charts and tables on separate
sheets of paper: the Fire and Melee Combat
Results Tables, the Terain Effects Chart, and the
Range Effects Chart. The various Reinforcement
Schedules are found within the rules booklet.

[2.3] TI{E PLAYING PIECES

There are 2,000 playing pieces, called "counters,"
in Terrible Swift Sword. Most of them are
Informational Counterc. Informational Counters
include Strength Counters (both combat and
supply), Ammunition Depleted counters, Pinned
counters, Routed counters, and Column Forma-
tion counters. All ofthese lnformational Counters
convey information about the status of a given
unit. The actual units in the game-the infantry
regiments, artillery batteries, supply wagons,
generals, etc.-are represented by Organlzatlonal
Counters. Organi2ational Cqunters come in two
colors-blue for the Union and Gray for the
Confederacy-and contain information as to the
historical designation, weapon type, and strength
ofeach unit.

[2.31] There are two types of Organizational
Counters: Combat units and non-combat units (see

Case 2.4). Combat units are represented, for play
purposes, by two counters: the Organizational
Counter and a Combat Strength Counter, which is
always placed under the Organizational Counter
and represents the actual strength of the unit at
that time. The Combat Strength Counter may be
changed as the strength of the unit is reduced by
combat. Players.should note that the "strength"
printed on the Organizational Counter is the
original and maximum strength of that unit, and
the unit's strength may not necessarily be that
which is printed on the Organizational Counter. A
unit's strength is always the strength of its
Combat Strength Counter.

I2.32lCavahy and Artillery counters are printed on
both sides, each side representing a different status
that the unit may have. Artillery may be either
limbered or unlimbered; Cavalry may be either
mounted or dismounted. (see Cases 6.13 and 6.14).
Whatever the unit's status is at a given time, that
particular side of the counter should be placed
face-up.

[2.33] Infantry, Supply and Headquarters units are
also printed on both sides. The "front" side con-
tains the unit's historical andlor combat informa-
tion, while the inverted side shows the unit in a
state of rout (RTD).
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[2.4] DEFrr\rTrONS OF TERMS
Combot Shength: The Combat Strength of each
unit is a single number, shown on a Combat
Strength Counter. The Combat Strength (some-
times referred to as the Base Combat Strensth) is
equivalent to the manpower of that unit. with
each Point representing one hundred men for
Iafantry and Cavalry, or one gun for Aftillery.
Thus, an Infantry Regiment with a Combat
Strength of "4" has approximately 400 men, while
an Artillery battery would have four guns. The
Combat Strength also corresponds to the Fire
Power and Melee Capability of a given unit,
modified by the type of unit andlor the weapon
fired. The Combat Strength of a unit may be
reduced by combat, in which case the Combat
Strength Counter is replaced by a counter
specifuing the reduced Strength. (For the use of
Supply Strength Counters, see Section 23.0.)
Movement Allowance: The Movement Allowance
represents the mobility of a unit in terms of Points.
Basically, a unit expends one Movement Point for
each hexagon of Clear terrain (see the Terrain
Effects Chart, 9.0.) Units do not have their Move-
ment Allowances printed on their Organizational
Counters. The following is a list of all Movement
Allowances.
UnitType Movernent

Allowance
Infantty, Dismounted Cavalry and
Supply Units 5 Mp's

Standard Artillery (Limbered) 8 MP's
Mounted Cavalry, Horse Artillery,

l,eaders and HQ's 10MP's

Effectiveness Radlus: This is the capability of an
Officer to control the troops within his command,
expressed in a radius of hexes.

Morale Rating: This is the capability of an Officer
to rally troops within his command, expressed in
Points.

Command Rating: This is the capability of a
Commander, expressed in Points, to influence the
Officers within his command.

Combat Unit: Any unit in the game that is capable
of engaging in combat (Fire or Melee) in that it has
manpower attached to it in the form of Combat
Strength Points. Thus, a Supply Wagon can be
considered a combat unit when it has its guard
intact, while a lrader is never a combat unit.
Players should note that when a combat unit has
its Combat Strength reduced to "0" it is removed
from the game (bxception: see Case 12.12).

t2.sl GAME SCALE
Each hexagon on the map represents appioxl-
mately 120 yards of real terrain. Each Infantry or
Cavalry unit is a regiment of anywhere from 100 to
800 men. unless otherwise designated. (Some units
are battalions or companies.) Each Artillery unit is
a battery oftwo to six guns.

[2.6] TNVENTORY OF GAME PARTS

A complete game of Terrtble Snfift Sword includes:
One Rules Booklet
Two different Combat Unit Counter Sheets
Three identical Marker Counter Sheets
Three different Game Map Sections
One Plastic Die
One Game Box

If any parts are missing or damaged, please write:

Customer Service

Simulations Publications, Inc.,
44 East 23rd Street

New York, N.Y. 10010

Questions regarding the rules of the game will be
answered if agcompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope, and if phrased to be answered
by a simple one word answer. Send rules questions
to the above address.

[3.0] sETTrNc uP TIrE GAME
GENERALRULE:
The three map sections have been designed so that
they overlap each other when placed together.
Simply note the correct direction of each map
section and place it accordingly, with The Little
Round Top section (Section O lying lengthwise at
the bottom of the other two maps. A quick glance
at the roads will tell you whether the map sections
are aligned properly. Note that Map Section C
does not run the full length ofthe other two maps.
Example: If aligned properly, hex A6101, 86134
and C0130 should all overlap each other.

PROCEDURE:

The three map sections are identified by letter: A,
B or C. Section A is in the upper left; Section B,
the upper right; and Section C, the bottom. Hexes
for placement in the Scenarios are prefixed by a
letter to identify which Map Section the hex is on.
Thus, hex 84322 would be the top of Cemetery
Hill; A1913, Herr's Tavern; and CM31, the Peach
Orchard.

The many countefs should be sorted into their
corps components for the Union and their
divisional command for the Confederacy. This, to
say the least, will greatly facilitate play. The units
in each brigade may be checked, if necessary,
against the Order of Battle (Section 30.0).

[4.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
GENERALRULE:
The game is played in successive Game-Turns,
composed of alternate Player-Turns. During each
Player-Turn, the Player maneuvers his units and
resolves combat in sequence. within the limits
provided by the rules. At the conclirsion ofthe final
Game-Turn, the Victory Conditions are consulted
and a winner is declared..

CASES:

t4.rl SEQUENCE OUrr,nrn
Each Game-Turn is divided into a First PlayerTurn
Turn and a Second Player-Turn. The Player whoie
Player-Turn is currently in progress is termed the
Phasing Player. The Sequence of PIay must be
followed in the order presented. Determination of
which Player is first is given in each Sconario.

1. FIRST PLAYER.TURN
A. Initial Command Phase: The Phasing Player
now checks the Effectiveness Radii of all his
Officen to see whether the units within each
Officer's command may move and fire. Mounted
Cavalry, Supply units, Sharpshooter units, Artil-
lery and lcaders are not affected by the Initial
Command Phase (see Case 17.13).

B. Offensive Artillery Bonbardnent Phase: The
Phasing Player may now use any of his Artillery
units to fire at any units ofthe non-Phasing Player.
This is resolved within the rules set down for Fire
Combat (see Section 10.0).

C. Defensive Counter-Bettery Fire Phase: The
non-Phasing Player may now fire any of his
Artillery units at any of the Phasing Player's
Artillery units that fired in (B), above, and only at
those uniti, within the rules for Fire Combat (see
Section 10.0).

D. Movement Phase: The Phasing Player now
moves all, some or none of his units as hd desires,
within the limits and restrictions of the Movement
Rules (see Section 6.0). The Phasing Player may
bring reinforcements onto the map, as determined
by the Reinforcement Schedule for each Scenario
and thri Reinforcement Rules. The non-Phasing
Player's units may not move during this Phase.

E. Defensive Fire Phase: The non-Phasing Player
may now fire any of his units that are capable of
firing at any of the Phasing Player's units, within
the provisions and restrictions of the Fire Combat
and Line of Sight Rules. However, Artillery units
of the non-Phasing Player that fired in Phase C
(above) may not fire during this Phase. Firing units
check, if necessary, for ammunition depletion.
Neither Player may move his units during this
Phase, except when forced to as a result of combat
or under the Artillery "retire by prolonge" rule
(Case 18.8).

F. Offensive Fire Phase: The Phasing Player may
now fire using the same procedure as in Phase E.
Artillery units of the Phasing Player that fired in

Fire Shength: Fire Strength represents the Combat
Strength of a unit when firing its weapons. Fire
Strength is always a factor of the Base Combat
Strength and the Weapon-Type, adjusted for
Range Effectq (see Case 10,26).
Melee Strength: Melee Strength is the capability of
a unit to engage in hand-to-hand combat. Melee
Strength is always expressed as the Base Combat
Strength, adjusted for unit type.
Lcader: The term "[rader" refers to all the
Generals and Colonels included in the counter mix.
There are two types of Leaders, and the players
should tryto remember the differences as quickly as
possible. Officers are the direct unit leaders:
Brigade Infantry and Cavalry Iraders for the
Confederacy and Division Infantry and Brigade
Cavalry kaders for the fJ1l61. Q6mnanders are
higher echelon Ieaders, and they control officers,
as opposed to combat units (see Case 17.1).
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Phase B may not fire in this Phase. Phasing
Artillery units may not "retire by ptolonge" in an
Offensive Fire Phase.

G. Retreat Before Melee Phase: The non-Phasing
Player now has the option to retreat all units that
are in danger ofbeing Melee attacked by the units
ofthe Phasing Player in Phase H one or two hexes,
at his choice, thus avoiding Melee. The
non-Phasing Player's retreating units may undergo
Withdrawal Fire (see Case 11.1) and must, in any
case, roll for possible rout at the end ofthe retreat,
whether a casualty has been suffered as a result of
Withdrawal Fire or not. The Phasing Player may
then advance into the vacated hex.

H. Melee Phase: Any Phasing Infantry ot Cavalry
units-excluding guards-which begin the Phase
adjacent to an Enemy unit other than a unit that
has Retreated Before Melee (Phase G) may now
enter the hex occupied by that Enemy uni(s)  and
engage in Melee combat. Units of the Phasing
Player employing Melee attack may move one hex
to do this, but may move only into an Enemy-
occupied hex. Retreats and casualties are then'
taken as a result of the Melee Combat.

J. Final Command Phase: The.Phasing Player may
attempt to rally any of his routed units within the
provisions of the Leader and Rout Rules. The
Phasing Player may also resupply any units that
are out of ammunition as per the Supply Rules. All
Pinned Markers ar9 removed from Friendly units.

2. SECOND PLAYER-TURN

The Second Player now becomes the Phasing
Player and proceeds to follow the PIay Sequence,
Steps A through J, as described above.

3. GAME-TURN RECORD INTERPHASE.

The Game-Turn Marker(s) should be advanced
one space (20 minutes for daylight Turns, one hour
for Night Turns) on the Game-Turn Recotd Track
to mark the passage of one Game-Turn, Players
should note that the Game-Turn Record Track
uses modern military time notation (i.e., a full
24-hour cycle, with 8 AM equal to 0800; 2:20 PM
equal to 1420, etc.). This was adopted for ease and
effrciency, although it was not truly in effect at the
time of the Civil War.

[s.0] MOVEMENT
GENERAL RULE:

During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player
may move as many or as few of his units as he
wishes. They. may be moved in any direction or
combination of directions, limited only by their
Movement Allowance, Command Control and the
terrain restrictions. Movement Allowances are not
printed on the units; they are listed in Case 2.42.

PROCEDURE:
Units are moved one at a time, or in stacks, tracing
a path of contiguous hexes through the hex grid.
As a unit enters each hex it must pay a portion of
its Movement Allowance for entering the hex
and/or crossing the particular hexside. These costs
are listed on the Terrain Effects Chart (9.0).

CASES:

ts.T I PROHIBITIONS AGNNST MOYEMENT

[5.11] Movement may never take place out of
sequence. A Player's units may be moved only
during his own Movement Phase. In addition,
units may move voluntarily in the Melee Phase
andlor the Retreat Before Melee Phase. However,
these movements are limited by the restfictions of
the rules pertaining to each of those Phases and do
not require the expenditure of Movement Points. A
unit may be fotced to move involuntarily (retreat)

as the result of combat. This is not considered to

be movement as it is a limited form which does not
require the expenditure of any Movement Points.
Friendly units may not be moved normally during
an Enemy Playet's Movement Phase. Other than
the possible advance into a hex vacated as a result
of Retreat Before Melee (13.7) or a Retire by
Prolonge (18.8), there is no advance after combat.

15.121 A unit may enter a hex containing an Enemy
unit, but it may do so only in a Friendly Melee
Phase. At all other times, units are prohibited from
entering hexes occupied by Enemy units. Friendly-
occupied hexes may be entered (see Section 8.0).

[5.13] Generally, no combat takes place in the
Movement Phase. Howevet, see the rules for With-
drawal Fire (Case 11.1).

[5.14] Units are free to move in and out of hexes
adjacent to Enemy units within the restrictions of
Withdrawal Fire. There ate no Zone of Control
restrictions on movement.

[5.f 5] The number of Movement Points expended
by a unit during a single Movement Phase may not
exceed its total Movement Allowance. A unit may
expend any portion of its Movement Allowance,
but unused Movement Points may not be accumu-
lated for another Movement Phase or transferred
to another unit.

[5.16] Movement from hex to hex must be
consecutive; units may not 'skip' hexes.

[5.17] Infantry units and dismounted Cavalry units
may not move or change formation if they are
outside the Effectiveness Radius of theit Offtcer
during the Initial Command Phase, with certain
exceptions. See the lrader Rules, Case 17.14.

[5.2] STANDARD TERRAIN EFFECTS

[5.21] A unit expends one Movement Point to enter
a Cleat terrain hex. To enter othei types of terrain
and/or to cross certain types of hexsides, a unit
must often expend more than one Movement
Point. Certain hexsides act as barriers and prohibit
movement through them; these are unpassable
Stream hexsides. See the Terrain Effects Chart, 9.0
for the Movement Point Costs for each type of
terrain.

[5.22] There are three distinct types of thorough-
fares on the map. For a unit to gain any benefit
from movement on any of these thoroughfares, it
must move from one thoroughfare hex directly into
an adjacent, connected thoroughfare hex through
a thoroughfate hexside. Units which are moving on
thoroughfares ignore, for movement purposes

only, any other terrain in the hex. The three types
of thotoughfares are Turnpikes, Roads and Trails.

[5.23] Turnptkes, or "Pikes," represent hard-
surfaced, paved thoroughfares which were
generally impewious to weather conditions and the
constant march of armies. Any unit, excluding
lnfantry units in line formation, that uses a Pike as
per Case 5.22 expendsVt Movement Point for each
Pike hexside crossed.

[5.24] Roads represent well-traveled highways that
had a hard-packed dirt surface. Because of the
several days' rains preceding the battle, these
roads were in generally poor condition. Movement
rate on Roads, conducted as per Case 5.22, varies
depending on the type of unit moving. Infantry
move faster than normal, but slower thah on Pikes,
Artillery and wagons can get bogged down.
Infantry (and dismounted Cavalry) units in lirie
formation derive no benefit from Roads. See the
Terrain Effects Chart, 9.0.

[5.25] Trails represent the network of country lanes
and paths that intertwined amopg the fatms and
houses. Trails are represented on the map only
where they tend to negate other terrain; the Trbils
on the TSS map do not portray a definitive picture
of the complete network. All units, except for

lnfantry (and dismounted Cavalry) in line,

treat Trail hexes as if they were Clear terrain as

long as the provisions of Case 5.22 arc met.

lnfintry (and dismounted Cavalry) in line derive

no benefit from Trails.

[5.26] Ridge and Slope hexsides represent changes

in elevation and the resultant peaks formed by

these changes. All units expend extra Movement

Points when ctossing Ridge hexsides or moving up

Slooe hexsides. (See the Terrain Key on the map

for the differences between an upslope and a

downslope). In addition, Limbered Artillery'

Supply Wagons and Trains, and mounted Cavalry

spend additional Movement Points for moving

down a Slope as well as up; in essence, they pay a

cost for crossing cny Slope hexside in any

direction. Note that while Ridge hexsides affect

both combat and Line of Sight, as well as

movement, Slope hexsides affect only movement.

They have no effect on combat or Line of Sight.

[5.27] There are five "Streams" on the map; all of

ih". ur" crossable as per the TEC, except for

Marsh Creek. Marsh Creek may be crossed only at

bridges and fords. A11 other hexsides of Marsh

Creek are unpassable; they may not be crossed.

Howevet, units may fire over Marsh Creek, if they

satisfy all the other requirements of fire combat.

Bridges are treated as if they were Pikes. Note that

lnfantry/dismounted Cavalry units in line forma-

tion may not use Bridges.

I5,2El All units pay additional coSts to enter Woods

and Marsh hexes. Artillery units and Supply

Wagons/Trains must stop as soon as they enter the

Woods hex; they may move no further in that

Turn. They may enter one Woods hex per Turn.

Artillery and Supply Wagons/Trains may never

enter a Marsh hex, unless they are moving along a

Pike, Road or Trail.

t5.3] SPECIAL TERRAIN EFFECTS

[5.31] Stone Walls: Several hexsides on the map

ire considered to be Stone Walls (see the Terrain

Key on the map). Stone Walls do not affect the

movement of lnfantry or Cavalry in any formation.

However, neither Artillery nor Supply Wagons/

Trains may cross a Stone Wall hexside, unless it is

crossed by a Pike, Road or Trail. In addition'

Stone Walls affect combat, although they have no

effect on Line of Sight.

[5.32] The Unfinished Raihoad Cut: Running just

north of and parallel to the Chambersburg Pike is

an unfinished railroad bed that cuts directly

through the hilly terrain northwest of the town.

Where the bed cuts through the Ridges and creates

man-made."passes" the hexsides have been so

marked (see the Terrain Key). No unit, of any type,

may ever cross a Railroad Cut hexside. The

Unfinished Railroad bed may be used as if it were

a Road (see Case 5.24). The Railroad Cut also has

additional special effects on combat and Line of

Sight. See Case 10.52.

[5.33] The Gettysburg and Hanover Railrood: The

G&H RR is treated as a Road (see Case 5.24)' lt

has no effect on combat.

[5.341 Gettysburg: The town of Gettysburg offers

unique problems for both movement and combat.

A1l 
-Infintry/dismounted 

Cavalry units in line

formation may move only one hex per Turn in any

town hex within Gettysburg (i.e., it costs these

units their total Movement Allowance to enter a

Town hex) unless the unit is moving on Roads and

Pikes (although lnfantry must be in column to use

Roads and Pikes). Artillery units may move

through the Town only on Pikes and Roads. They

may not enter a Town hex for any reason' except as

above, Town hexes are thus considered impassable

for Artillery for purposes of retreat. Supply

Wagons/Trains are under the same restrictions as

Art i l lery for  movement wi th in Gettysburg'



Mounted Cavalry units move normally on Roads
and Pikes within the Town; they move into regular
Town hexes at a rate of 3 Movement Points per
hex. haders and HQ's move as if they were
mounted Cavalry. Town hexes also affect combat,
Line of Sight and rout.

[5.35] The Sunken Road: The Sunken Road runs
SW out of Gettysburg from hex 83526 to 84332;
it is termed the Sunken Road because terrain
peculiarities made it into a kind of trench. The
Sunken Road has no effect on movement in any
way; units may move through it or across it in
normal fashion. The Sunken Road does affect
combat. See Case 10.51.

[6.0] FORMATTONS
GENERALRULE:
All combat units may be in one of two different
formations. Infantry units may be in either line or
column; Artillery units are either limbered or
unlimbered; Cavalry units are either mounted (and
in column) or dismounted (and the equivalent of
line lnfantry). Supply Wagons and Trains and
Leaders have no formation. Supply units move as
limbered Artillety and engage in combat as line
lnfantry. HQ units are considered to be either
Cavalry or lnfantry, depending on whether they
are moving or fighting. Note that the terms "line"
and "column" are for game purposes; they only
Ioosely relate to the actual line and column
formations used during the Civil War.

PROCEDURE:
Units may exist in only one formation at any given
time. Units may change formation according to the
rules below, in which case they must pay a cost in
Movement Points to do so. Depending on the
formation which a unit is in, its abilities to move
andlor fight may change.

CASES:

[6.1IUNIT FORMATIONS

[6.11] Infantry units in column formation gain
increased mobility, through the use of Pikes,
Roads and Trails, but they may not engage in fire
combat at any time. Infantry in column may never
engage in Melee attacks in a Friendly Melee Phase,
but they may defend against a Melee attack in a
non-Friendly Melee Phase. When Melee attacked,
lnfantry units in column use their normal Melee
Strength. lf Infantry in column is fired upon in a
Fire Phase, the Final Fire Strength Column is
adjusted one column to the right. (See the rules for
Fire Combat and the Fire Combat Results Table).
Infantry may use Pikes, Roads and Trails only
when they are in column formation. An Infantry
unit in column is so designated by placing a
Column Marker on top of it. ln instances where
there are long lines of Infantry in column, it is
necessary to so designate only the lead unit.

[6.12] lnfantry units in line formation may move
and engage in combat normally. Infantry units are
considered to be in line at all times, unless other-
wise designated (see 6.11). Infantry in line may not
use Pikes, Roads, or Trails, nor may they use
Bridges to cross Streams. They must use the other
terrain in the hex or change formation to column
to use the Pike. Road. etc.

[6.13] Artillery is either limbered or unlimbered.
When an Artillery battery is limbered, it is
prepared to move; when it is unlimbered, it is
prepated to fire. Limbered Artillery may only
move; it may not fire. Unlimbered Artillery may
only fire; it may not move. (However, see Case
18.8). All Artillery units, whether unlimbered or
limbered, have a defensive Melee value of "'1."
Artillery may not employ Melee attack in a
Friendly Melee Phase. It may, however, defend

against Melee attacks, adding its value (1) to any
other units in the stack. Artillery counters are
printed on both sides, representing limbered and
unlimbered (see Case 2.34). To change the state of
an Artillery unit, the Player simply flips the
counter over after payihg the necessary cost in
Movement Points (see Case 6.72). Limbered
Artillery is not considered to be in column.

[6.14] Cavalry units may operate either mounted or
dismounted. Mounted Cavalry units are always
considered in column. They may engage in Melee
combat normally (and charge), but they may not
fire in any Fire Phase. Dismounted Cavalry units
are considered to be line Infantry for all purposes,
and they fire, engage in Melee combat, and move
as such. Mounted Cavalry, being in column,
suffers a two column adjustment to the right on the
Fire CRT when fired upon, as it is both mounted
Cavalry and in column. (See Cases 10.62 and the
Fire Combat Results Table, 10.9.) Cavalry units
are printed on both sides, each side representing
either mounted or dismounted status (see 2.34\. To
change from one to the other, simply pay the cost
in Movement Points (see 6.72) and turn the unit
over. For Special Rules pertaining to the ability of
mounted Cavalry to Charge or Retreat Before
Combat, see Section 18.0.

[6.15] Supply units (Wagons or Trains) have no
formation. They move as if they were limbered
Artillery units (but with a Movement Allowance of
five) and fire as ifthey were line Infantry. They do
not pay any Movement Point cost to change forma-
tion, as they have no formation.

[6.16] Headquarter units are assumed to be
mounted Cavalry for purposes of movement, and
dismounted Cavalry for purposes of Combat. They
do not pay any costs to change formation, see Case
17.81.

t6.2I CHAI{GING FORMATION

[6.21] Changing formation is a function of
movement. Therefore, any unit that is prohibited
from moving fot whatever reason may not change
formation. Example: An lnfantry regiment in line
formation is outside the Effectiveness Radius of its
Officer in the Initial Command Phase. As it may
not move for that reason, neither may it change
its formation during the ensuing Friendly Move-
ment Phase.

[6.22] Units pay costs in Movement Points to
change formation. lnfantry and Artillery units may
change formation at any time during a Friendly
Movement Phase (see Case 6.21), as long as they
have the requisite number of Movement Points
available. Cavalry units may dismount or mount
only at the end of a Friendly Movement Phase.
When doing so, they must have sufficient Move-
ment Points remaining from their original state to
perform the operation. Thus, a dismounted
Cavalry unit that has expended thtee Movement
Points in movement may not mount at the end of
the Movement Phase, as it does not have the
necessary three Points remaining to do so. The
costs to change formation are as follows:
INFANTRY: Two MP's to change formation.

ARTILLERY: Four MP's to limber or unlimber.

CAVALRY: Three MP's to mount or dismount.

[6.3] UNIT FORMATION EFFECTS
ON FIRE COMBAT

(see separate sheet of Charts & Tables)

[7.0] FACTNG
GENERALRULE:
All combat units in line formation have three
hexsides which are considered to be their "frontal
hexside." The front of the unit is the top; the top
hexside which the top of the unit faces is the center
hexside of the three frontal hexsides. The three
rear hexsides of the unit are referred to as the

enlilade hexsides. All units in column formation,
as well as limbered Artillery, have no facing (and
thus may not, for game purposes, be enfiladed).

PROCEDURE:
Each unit is oriented so that the front (top) of the
counter is facing towards a specific hexside and is
not situated between two adjacent hexsides.

Example:

CASES:

[7.1] EFFECTS ON MOVEMENT

[7.11] Facing has no effect on movement. A unit
may move into any adjacent hex no matter which
hex it was facing before it so moved, However, to
enter a hex a unit must do so by orienting the unit
so that the center (front) of the three frontal
hexsides is adjacent to the hex into which entry is
desired; i.e., a unit may never "back" into a hex,
with the exception of the Artillery maneuver
"Retire by Prolonge" (Case 18.8). See also Case
1 1.16.

[7.12] There is no Movement Point cost to change
facing. All units may change facing freely
throughout the Fr iendly Movement Phase.
Changing facing is not considered to be
movement; therefore, units that normally may not
move may change their facing during a Movement
Phase. There is no restriction on the number of
hexsides which may be turned.

[7,13] Generally, units may change their facing
only during a Friendly Movement Phase. Once this
Phase has been completed, a unit must remain in
the facing in which it has been set. However, units
may rearrange their facing after a Melee attack
(see Case 7.32).

[7.2]EFFECT ON FIRE COMBAT

[7.21] Units may fire only through their frontal
hexsides.

[7.22] Units may be fired upon through any of their
hexsides. A unit in line formation which is fired
upon through any of its enfilade hexsides is being
enffladed. A unit which is being enfiladed in Fire
Combat by at least one unit has the total Fire
Strength being used against it adjusted one
column to the right on the Fire CRT. If a Line of
Fire leading to a unit bisects a frontal hexside and
an enfilade hexside, the unit is considered to have
been enfiladed.

Example:

l



17.231 A unit in column formation cannot be
enfiladed. The effect of enfilade fire on a unit in
column is taken into account as part of the column
status of the unit.

[7.3] EFFECT ON MELEE COMBAT

[7.31] A unit may only advance for Melee combat
into a hex which is adjacent to one of its ftontal
hexsides. It may never move in a Friendly Melee
Phase into a hex which was not adjacent to one of
its three frontal hexsides. This is an exception to
the rule that units may move into any hex,
regardless offacing (see Case 7.11; see also Section
11.0).

[7.32] Other than the provisions of Case 7.31,
facing has no effect upon Melee Combat. Units
engaged in Melee combat have no facing; when the
Melee is finished, the units may rearrange their
facing. This is an exception to Case 7.13.

lE.0l STACKING
GENERALRULE:
Generally, as many as eight Combat Strength
Points may stack in any one hex; however, there
may be no more than two Friendly units in any one
hex. Units may move through other Friendly units
freely, and there is no coit in Movement Points to
stack or unstack. Stacking restrictions apply only
at the end ofa Movement Phase and at the end of
the Combat Phases (see Case 13.6).

CASES:

lE.ll INTAI\ITRY IN COLUMN

An Infantry unit in column formation may never
stack with another unit, except for Iradets.
Infantry in column may move through other units
during a Movement Phase and vice versa. At the
end ofthe Movement Phase, however, the Infantry
unit in column must be the only unit in that hex
(exclusive of Leaders).

[8.2] UNIT STACKING RESTRICTIONS

All other units may stack up to eight Combat
Strength Points in any one hex, regardless of
terrain, However, there may never be more than
two Friendly units in aiy one hex, excluding
I-eaders. Thus, ifyou have two Infantry regiments
with a total Strength one hex, you may
not add any more units to the hex, even though the
maximum level is eight Strength Points.

[E.21] All combat units use their basic Strength
(unadjusted for terrain, etc.) for stacking.

18.221 HQ units use the Base Strength of their
attached guard for stacking calculations.

[E.23] Supply Wagons and Trains have a Strength
of "4" for Stacking purposes only. For all other
combat purposes, they use the Combat Strength of
their guard. If the guard unit is not present (i.e.,

eliminated or deployed elsewhere), the Supply unit
still has a Strength of "4" for stacking purposes.

[E.24] Leaders have no Stacking value; they may
stack freely. You may have any number of
Iraders in one hex. However, kaders are
restricted as to which units thev mav stack with
(see Case 17.3).

[E.25] Mounted Cavalry units stack only with other
mounted Cavalry. For this purpose, mounted
Cavalry includes limbered horse Artillery. All
other types of units may intermix in a hex, unless it
conflicts with Cases 8.1 or 8.7.

[E.3]APPLrCArrOn Or
STACKING RESTRICTIONS

Stacking restrictions take effect at the end of the
Movement Phase and at the end of each Combat
Phase. Units may move freely through other

Friendly units during a Movement Phase. Units
may never move th-iough Enemy units nor may
they stack with Enemy units, with the exception of
engaging in Melee Combat. Terrain has no effect
on stacking.

[8.4]EFFECT ON FACTNG

All units stacked within the same hex must face
in the same direction; i.e., the facing of all units in
any one hex must be the same.

[8.s]EFFECTS ON COMBAT

[8.51] Only the top unit in a hex may engage in Fire
Combat. The bottom unit may not fire, either
offensively or defensively.

[E.52] Normally, only the top unit in the hex takes
losses when fired on by small-atms fire (Infantry,

etc.) or by Artillety at a range of two hexes or less.
However, if a combat result calls fot losses greater
than the number of Combat Strength Points
available to the top unit, the remainder of Point
losses must be taken from the bottom unit. Thus, if
a "1" lnfantry unit is stacked on top of a "3"
lnfantry unit and the hex is fired upon by Enemy
lnfantry units, with the combat result being a loss
of "2" Strength Points, the top unit is eliminated
and the bottom unit loses one Strength Point.

[E,53] lf a stack of units is fired on by Artillery at a
range of three hexes or greater, both units in the
stack are affected equally. The die is rolled once
for each unit in the hex, top unit first. Any result to
one unit affects only that unit, with the knowledge
that if a top unit is touted as a result of a combat
1oss, the bottom unit in the hex must roll for rout
even if it has not suffered any loss (see Case 14.5).
Both units in the hex roll for casualties before the
die is rolled to check for rout.

[8.6]ORDER OF STACKING

Units may only stack, or change order in stacking,
during a Friendly Movement Phase. However, if
there are two units in a hex and the top unit runs
out of ammunition, the Owning Player may change
the stacking order of the units at the end of the
Combat Phase in which the ammunition depletion
was suffered.

[8.7]RESERVE STATUS

Units may be placed in Reserve status simply by
placing a "Reserve" Marker on top of the units so
designated. IfMelee attacked, they defend at half
Strength, rounding fractions down. Units in
Reserve may not move. Reserve status may be
designated or removed at any point in a Friendly
Movement Phase.

[E.71] In Reserve Status, you may stack:

A. One full non-Artillery brigade, if all units are
from the same brigade; or,

B. Sixteen Combat Strength Points of Infantry or
Cavalry.
C. One full battalion, or brigade, of Artillery, if all
batteries are from the same battalion or brigade;
Of'

D. Four batteries of Artillery.
[8.72] Units must stack by type in Reserve; i.e,,
Cavalry units may not stack with Infantry, nor may
they stack with Artillery, etc, Limbered Artillery
may not stack in Reserve with unlimbered
Artillery, but limbered Horse Artillery may stack
with mounted Cavalry. Dismounted Cavalry are
considered to be Infantry.
[E.731 Units which desire to enter Reserve Status
may avoid the Stacking restrictions of Cases 8.2
and 8.3 only by actually entering Reserve Status.
There is no Movement Point cost to enter Reserve
Status or to leave Reserve Status. Units may not
move through units in Reserve.

[E.74] Supply units and Infantry in column forma-
tion may never enter into Reserve Status.

[8.75] Units which are attacked while in Reserve
Status and are forced to retreat must observe
regular stacking restrictions at the end of the
retreat; i.e., they may not retreat in Reserve Status.
Units which are forced to violate this because of
terrain restrictions, the presence of Enemy units,
etc., are considered to be captured. The choice of
which units are captured is up to the Owning
Player.

[8.76] Units may entef into Reserve Status in any
terrain.

t8.El TNTORMATTONAL COUNTTRS
Al l  lnformat ional  Counters ( the Strength
Counters. "Column." "Pinned," etc., Markers) do
not count against stacking limits.

I9.OI TERRAIN EFFECTS- -ON MOVEMENT
(See sheet of Charts & Tables)

[10.0] FrRE coMBAT
GENERALRULE:
A11 combat units, except for mounted Cavalry, may

fire their weapons at Enemy units in accordanca
with the rules on Range of Weapons, Fire Combat
and Line of Sight. There is both offensive and

defensive fire within each Playet-Turn, so that

each side gets an opportunity to fire at least once
per Player-Turn. The results offiring weapons are

taken from the Fire Combat Results Table (CRT)
(10.9).

PROCEDURE:
Total the number of Fire Strength Points of all the

attacking units frring into a given hex. This

number is then transferred to the Fire CRT and

the proper column is located for that number of

Fire Strength Points. Certain terrain and unit-type

effects may adjust that column to either the right
or thg left. After the final column is determined, a
die is rolled and the result found by cross-
indexing that roll with the adjusted Fire Strength
column. The number found is either the numbet of

Combat Strength Points eliminated ot a "Pinned"
result.

CASES:

[10.1] THE COMBAT STRENGTH

Each combat unit is composed of two counters; the
top counter is the Organfuational Counter and the

bottom counter is the Marker which represents the

Combat Strength of the unit. (Under certain

Optional Rules, some units may have three

counters, the third being a Supply Strength
Marker). The orlglnal Combat Strength of each
unit is printed on the Organizational Counter. In

some Scenarios, the actual Combat Strength is

different from the original Strength and is so noted
in the Scenario Deployment Schedule. The

Strength of each unit may be reduced by combat.
Each time one or more Strength Points are lost,
place an appropriately reduced counter number
underneath the unit.

[10.11] Strength Counters are neutral and may be

used by both sides interchangeably. The Combat

Strength represents the unit's manpower, Fite

Strength and Melee capabilities.

[10.12] Each Combat Strength Point reptesents

100 men for all units except Artillery' For Artillery

units, the Combat Strength Points represent the
number of guns in the battety; each Artillery

battery is considered to consist of approximately
100 men for game purposes. Therefore, a regiment
of lnfantry with a Strength of "3" will

have approximately 300 men in it, while a battery
with a Strength of "6" will have six guns and 100
men, Note that not everv Confederate Horse



Artillery battery contains 100 men (see Cirse 18.92).
ln addition, Artillery batteries may sometimes
have a Supply Strength Counter (see Case 23.21).

[10.13] All lnfantry units (including dismounted
Cavalry) have a Fire Strength and Melee capability
equal to their Combat Strength Counter. (This is
the actual Strength, not the original Strength given
on the Organizational Counter, although the two
can be the same.) This includes HQ and Supply
units.

[10.f4] All Artillery units have a Fire Strength
equal to their Combat Strength value; however, all
Artillery units Melee with a total Strength of "1,"
regardless ofthe Combat Strength value. Artillery
units may not initiate Melee combat. (However, see
Case 13.85).

[0.15] Artillery units firing at Infantry (or
dismounted Cavalry) have their Fire Strength
halved, rounding fractions down. This applies only
ifthe unit actually hit is lnfantry.

[0.16] Mounted Cavalry have no Fire Strength.
They engage in Melee combat offensively with a
Strength equal to their Combat Strength value.
However, ifthey Charge an Enemy unit, or they are
Melee attacked by any other non-charging
mounted Cavalry unit, they use a Melee Strength
equal to two times their Strength value. (See
Cavalry Charge Rule, Case 18.2.)

[10.17] Supply and HQ units fire and engage in
Melee combat with the characteristics of line
lnfantry, with the exception that they may not fire
offensively nor initiate Melee. (However, see Case
13.85.)

lr0.2lwEAPoN TYPE AND RANGE
[10.21] The tpe of weapon fired by each individual
unit is noted on the Organizational Counter for
that unit. Units that have no weapon tlpe may not
engage in Fire Combat.

[10.22] WEAPON TYPES
Infantry and Dismounted Cavalry (Small Armc):
R:Rifle-Musket (Muzzleloaded Enfields and
Spdngfields).
C:Breech-loading Carbines (usually Sharps or
Merrills)

B:Breechloading Rifl es.

S:Repeating Rifl es (Spencers)

P:Pistols and other Hand Weapons

Artillery:
N:12 lb. Napoleons, muzzleJoaded
T:Rifled Cannon, including 3 inchers, 10 lb.
Parrots, etc.
H:Howitzers
W:Whitworths (Long-Range rifled guns)

[f0.23] A unit's weapon type not only delineates
how far and how effectively it may fire, but it may
also provide defensive adjustments to the Fire
CRT depending on the type of weapon. All "B."
"C." "S" and "P" units carried weapons capable
of being loaded while lying down, thus affording
the user much greater protection than the
standard rifle-muskets. Therefore, if any of those
units are fired upon, the Player adjusts the Total
Fire Strength column one to the left.

[10.24] Each weapon has a maximum range at
which it may fire at an Enemy unit. This range is
found on the Range Effects Chart (Case 10.26). No
unit may fire at an Enemy unit that is outside the
maximum range for that weapon. Qalculate by
counting the distance, in hexes, from the firing hex
to the target hex. The firing unit's hex is not
counted as part ofthe range figure; the target hex
is counted.

[10.25] Adjacent opposing units may engage in
Fire Combat against each other, or they may fire at
other, more distant units.

[10.261 Range Effects Chart
(See sheet of Charts & Tables)

[10.3] MULTIPLE UI\IIT FIRE

[f031] ln Fire Combat, Infantry or Artillery units
firing from different hexes at the same Enemy hex
must combine their Fire Strengths into one total.
Each unit's Fire Strength is computed separately
for range, and then all are added together.
lnfantry Fire Strength and Artillery Fire Strength
are never added together; these units always fire
sepafately.

[10.32] Only the top unit in a stack may fire; the
bottom unit may not fire. Small-arms fire
(lnfantry, etc.) affects only the top unit in a stack,
unless the top unit suffers greater casualties than it
has in its given Strength (see Case 8.52).

[10.331 Within the restrictions of Case 10.31, no
unit may be fired upon more than once in any
given Combat Phase by small-arms fire, and no
unit may be fired upon more than once in a
Combat Phase by Artillery. A unit may be fired
upon by small-arms fire and Artillety in any
one Phase, but only once by each.

[f034] No unit may fire its entire Fire Strength
more than once in any given Phase. However,
within any given Phase a unit may choose to split
its Fire Strength, directing it at any number of
target hexes, as long as the total Combat Strength
is not exceeded and the rules of facing are
observed. Example: An Infantry regiment with a
Strenglh of "3" may fire with a Strength of "1" at
three different Enemy hexes, or it may fire with a
Strength of "2" at one hex and "1" at another, etc.

Note that the Base Strength is divided, not the
flnal Fire Strength (which miry . be the Base
Strength augmented by terrain, range, etc.).
Example: A battery of 12-lb'ers with a Combat
Strength of "6" can fire at an Enemy unit that is
adjacent and one that is ten hexes distant. The
firing battery must split its Strength ("6") before
adding in effects of range, et al.

[10.35] In splitting units' fire Strengths, the
Combat Sttength may not be so divided as to make
the final Fire Strength against any one hex less
than one. Example: A battery ofsix guns could not
fire at six individual targets seven hexes
distant, because the final Fire Strength would
(theoretically) be halved for each of those targets.
The battery would have to split its fire among only
three of the regiments to produce the necessary
one-Point minimum per target. This restriction
applies only when splitting Fire Strengths; a unit
may always fire its whole Strength-no matter how
much it is reduced-at a single target.

[10.36] Units may fire only through their frontal
three hexsides.

[10.4] STANDARD TERRAIN EFFECTS

The various terrain features on the map have an
effect on the ability of units to withstand fire. A
defending unit may derive the benefit of terrain as
long as at least one of the firing units is firing
through or into that terrain.

[10.41] Slope hexsides have no effect on combat in
any way. They only afTect movement. Similarly,
Marshes have no effect on combat.

[10.42] A unit adjacent to a Ridge hexside which
is fired on through that Ridge hexside, derives a
defensive benefit from the Ridge. The Total Fire
Strength column on the Fire CRT is adjusted one
column to the left; i.e., a unit fired on through a
Ridge by 6 Strength Points would use the 1-3
column to find the result. This benefit is derived

only if the firing unit is firing through an upslope
hexside that is adjacent to and part of the Ridge
hexside. Therefore, units behind Crest hexsides on
top of hills (e.g., Cemetery Hill, Little Round Top,
etc.) may fire through Crest hexsides at adjacent
Enemy units, but the Enemy unit does not derive
the benefit of the Crest, because the firing unit is
not firing through an upslope hexside.

[10.43] Units in Woods hexes that are fired upon
derive a defensive benefit from the Woods in that
the Total Fire Strength column is adjusted one to
the left.

[0.44] Units which are within fully constructed
Breastworks (see Section 19.0) or adacent to Stone
Walls derive a defensive benefit (one column to the
left) when fired upon through the Breastwork
contour or the Stone Wall hexside.

[10.45] The Town hexes of Gettysburg do not
provide any defensive benefit for units within
them. They do serve to block Line of Sight.

[10.46] Roads have no effect on combat in any way.
(However, see Case 10.51.) For any terrain effects,
refer to the other terrain in the hex.

[10.47] ln Fire Combat, terrain benefits may adjust
the Total Fire Strength column to the left; i.e., if
you had a final Fire Strength of "4," but were
firing into a Woods hex, you would use the "1-3"
column. Effects of terrain are cumulative, but the
ffnal net adjustment on the CRT may never be
more than two columns in any direction. Thus, you
may adjust three to the left and one to the right for
a change of two to the left; but you could not
adjust three to the left, as a final result. The CRT
column is never adjusted to the left of the "1-3"
column, and a unit firing with more than fifty
Strength Points fires in the "50*" column.

Example: Units with a total Strength of "16" are
firing at an Enemy "C"-type unit which is located
behind a Ridge hexside in the Woods. Although
there would theoretically be one adjustment to the
left each for the Woods, the Ridge and the weapon
of the defending unit ("C"), there is a maximum of
a two column adjustment in any one direction as
the final result.

[10.s] sPEcrAL TERRATN EFFECTS

[10.51j The Sunken Road: The Sunken road (Long
Lane) does not affect movement: it does
affect Fire Combat in that it acts as a quasitrench.
Units in a Sunken Road hex derive the benefit of
the depression; if they are fired upon, the Player
adjusts the Fire Strength one column to the left. In
addition, units placed in Reserve Status in a
Sunken Road hex may not be fired upon unless the
firing unit is adjacent to the Sunken Road hex or is
fiting in a straight line along the length of the
Sunken Road. Artillery units may never fire out of
the Sunken Road.

[10,52] The Railroad Cut: Units in a Railroad Cut
hex (a hex containing the Unfinished Railroad bed
that has a Cut hexside as a side of its hex) may not
fire through a Cut hexside. They may fire into any
hex or through any hex that does not contain a Cut
hexside. However, units outside the Unfinished
Railroad hex (i.e., on "top" of the Cut) may fire
into the cut through a Cut hexside only if they are
adjacent to that pafticular Cut hex. The Cut
hexside does not block Line of Sight for fire to and
from any other hex.

110.6l EFFECTS OF FACTNG
AI\DFORMATION

[0,6f] Units may fire only through their frontal
hexsides; however, they may be fired on through
any hexsides. Units fired upon through their rear
(enfilade) hexsides have the Total Fire Strength
column adjusted one to the right. See Case 7.2.

[0.62] Infantry units in column formation,
limbered Artillery and mounted Cavalry units may

i
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never fire in a Fire Phase. In addition, units in
column formation do not derive any benefit ftom
their weapon type when fired upon. Thus, a
"B"-type unit in column, when fired upon, adjusts
the Fire CRT column one to the right for the
column formation; however, it does not also move
it one to the left for its weapon-type, as the column
formation negates the weapon-type.

u0.71 LII\IE OF SIGHT
The ability of a unit to fire from the hex it is in to
some other hex depends on the terrain entered or
crossed by the Line of Sight (LOS). LOS is defined
as the ability to see the target; it is represented by a
straight line drawn from the center of the frring
hex to the center of the target hex. As there is no
indirect fire in TSS, the LOS is alwaye blocked if it
passes through a blocking hex or through a
blocking hexside which is not common with or
adjacent to either the firing unit or the target hex.
In addition, you can always see into a blocking
hex, but you cannot see beyond the blocking hex.
lf there is no LOS, fire is not possible. With the
exception of the Unfinished RR Cut, units may
always fire into an adjacent hex.

[10.71] There are three types of blocking terrain in
TSS: Woods hexes, Gettysburg Town hexes and
Ridge/Crest hexsides. Slope hexsides, Stone Walls
and Breastworks have no effect on LOS. In
addition, units, Friendly or otherwise, may block
LOS. Whethet blocking terrain actually blocks
LOS is dependent upon the elevation of both the
firing and defending units.

[10.72] For purposes of game simplification, there
are three levels of blocking terrain: gtound-level'
ridge-level and hilltopJevel. The latter level of
tenain consists of certain, designated Crest hexes
and only these Crest hexes: Big Round Top (C1822

and C1923), Little Round Top (all hexes on the
hill), Cemetery Hill (all hexes on the hill), Culp's
Hill (only hexes adjacent to and on the up side of a
Crest hexside), Oak Hill (all hexes), and Power's
Hill. These are the only Crest hexes that qualifu as
hilltopJevel for LOS purposes, although there are
other Crest hexes on the map (".g.. on
McPherson's Ridge, Seminary Ridge, etc.). Rldge-
Ievel hexes are all hexes on either side of a Ridge
and adjacent to that Ridge hexside (excluding all
hilltop-level heres). Ground-level blocking hexes
include all Woods and Town hexes, plus any hex
on -ground-level that contains a unit. No other
terrain has any effect on LOS,

[10.73] HilltopJevel hexes are the highest elevation
on the map. RidgeJevel is intermediary, and
groundJevel is the lowest. All blocking terrain is
capable ofblocking LOS, depending on elevation.

[10.74] Units adjacent to and sighted, or sighting,
through a Ridge- or hilltop-level Crest hexside are
said to be on the level of elevation of that hexside.
Furthermore, a Ridge ot Crest hexside that is part
of the hex fton whlch firing is occuring or lnto
which firing is projected does not block LOS. In
addition, units may always fire into Woods or
Town hexes if there is no other intervening
blocking terrain; i.e., you may fire into a
Woods/Town hei, but may not fire through one
(unless the firing or target unit is on a higher level,
see Case 10.76).

[10.75] To judge LOS between hexes located on the
same elevation, lay a straight edge from the center
of the firing hex to the center of the target hex. If
any point along this straight line passes through a
blocking hex or hexside'that is of the same or
higher elevation than the level of the two hexes in
question, then the LOS is blocked, unless the
blocking terrain is actually patt of the firing or
target hex (10.74). If the LOS is blocked, Fire
Combat may not take place. Any ambiguous cases
which cannot be determined bv the rules or the

logic or geometry should be decided in favor of the
defender.

[10.76] To judge LOS between hexes located on
different elevation levels, follow the same
procedure with the straightedge as in Case 10.75.
Intervening blocking terrain that is higher than
either level automatically blocks LOS. Intervening
blocking terrain or units on a lower level than
either level does not block LOS. Intervening
blocking terrain that is ofthe same elevation as the
higher level of the two hexes in question blocks
LOS automatically. However, if the intervening
blocking terrain is of the same level as the lower of
the two levels in question, and the blocking terrain
is not considered part of the firing or target hex
(10.74) then there is only a possibility that the LOS
is blocked:
1. If the firing hex is on the level that is lower than
that of the target hex, the LOS is blocked if the
blocking terrain is halfuay between the two hexes
or closer to the firing hex than it is to the target
hex.

terrain. Units within the Cut may never ftre
through a Cut hexside, even if the target unit is
adjacentl Units outside the Cut may only fire into
the Cut through a Cut hexside if they are adjacent
to a Cut hexside that forms a part ofthe Cut hex in
question.

[10.79] The Sunken Road has no effect on LOS. It
only provides "cover" for units (see Case 10.51).

[10.E1cAsuALTrEs
The Fire CRT gives results in casualties. Each
number on the Fire CRT represents the number of
men (in 100's) killed andlor wounded. However,
for Artillery units the number represents loss of
guns, not men. Thus, a result on the Fite CRT of
" l " means a loss of one hundred men (or one gun.
if Artillery).

[10.E1] For each Point of combat loss the Combat
Strength of the unit is reduced by one and the
Casualty Track of that particulat side is adjusted
to reflect the loss in terms of men. Note that
Cavalry losses are kept separate from other losses
as they are worth more Victory Points (see Case
22.1D. To lower the Combat Strength, simply
replace the present counter with anothet Combat
Strength Counter that reflects the reduced
number.

[10.82] Artillery units take losses in guns from Fire
Combat only when hit by Enemy Artlllery Fire'
Any loss result obtained from Small-Arms Fire is
considered to be a Pinned result (see Case 10'84).
Thus, Artillery. may be Pinned by Small-Arms
Fire, but not reduced.

[10.83] Certian results on the Fire CRT have an
asterisk (*); e.g., a roll of six in the "1-3" column
produces a result of " 1 *." The asterisk means that
if the firing unit is Artillery and the unit fired upon
is Infantry(or dismounted Cavalry/HQ), the result
is ignored in terms ofcasualties, but is considered
to be a "Pinned" result.

[10.84] Certain results on the Fire CRT are
"Pinned" results. These may be shown either as
"PIN" or as a result of Case 10.83. A unit that
receives a Pinned result may not moYe (except to
retreat as a result of combat), nor may it fire in a
Friendly, offensive Fire Phase or engage in Melee
combat in a Friendly Melee Phase. It may fire
defensively, and it may engage in Melee if forced to
by the Melee rules. To indicate a unit that is
Pinned. place a PIN Marker on top of the uni(s)'
Ifthere is more than one unit in a hex, and the top
unit receives a Pinned result, both units are
considered to be Pinned. Pinned units that later
become routed are no longer Pinned; however,
routed units may become Pinned. Pinned units
may change facing.

[10.85] PIN Markers are removed in the Friendly
Final Command Phase. Therefore, a unit that
receives a Pinned result in an Enemy offensive Fire
Phase may not move or engage in offensive combat
until the Pinned unit's Friendly Final Command
Phase. Pins do not cause casualties.

[10.E6] Each Player has a Casualty Track. Each
Casualty Track is divided into three sections,
enabling the Player to keep track of accumulated
losses: 100's, 1000's and 10'000's. For each
Combat Strength Point lost by non-Artillery units,
the track for that side is adjusted to reflect{he loss
of one hundred men, Separate Markers ate
provided for Cavalry losses and should be used on
the same track to reflect such. For Artillery units, a
loss of one hundred men is taken only when the
entire battery is eliminated. (Note that losses, in
guns, are still being subtracted from the Combat
Strength figure ofthe unit on the map.) Exception:
see Case 18.92.

[10.87] Leaders may be killed or wounded (see Case
17.4). When al-eader is killed or wounded, place

kno

2. Ifthe firing hex is at a higher elevation than the
target hex, the LOS is blocked if the intervening
blocking terrain is halfiray between the two or is
closer to the target hex than it is to the firing hex.

LOSBLOCKED

[10.77] No unit may fire through a Woods or Town
hex that is directly adjacent to the firing hex,
regardless oflevel. Thus, a unit on hex C1724 may
not fire through hex C1624 to another hex, no
matter how distant or elevated the target. (Note

that this rule renders Big Round Top useless as a
military objective, despite its elevation.) In
addition, if thete are two units (Ftiendly or

otherwise) in adjacent hexes and the common
hexside between them is a Ridge hexside with a
Slope hexside on both sides of the Ridge, neither
unit may fire through (i.e., over the head) of the
other unit. A unit on a Crest hex adjacent to
another unit in a similar situation may fire over the
head of the unit on the other side of the adjacent
Crest hexside because it is higher than the adjacent
unit.

Example: A unit on A3933 mayfire through a unit
in A3932, but not vice versa. Units on hexes A1812
and A1813 may not fire through each other; they
block each other's LOS.

[f0.78] The Unfinished Railroad Cut hexsides
never block LOS for hexes outslde the Cut. Thus,
units on opposite sides ofthe Cut may fite at each
other if there is no other intervening blocking

LOSBLOCKED

LOSUI\IBLOCKED
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LOSBLOCKED
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his counter in the kader Casualty Box in the
appropriate section. A Leader may be Pinned, but
he does not lose his effectiveness as a result of the
Pin; only his ability to move.

[10.88] The number of guns lost by capture (not
destroyed) is recorded by simply placing a Strength
Marker equal to the total of guns captured in the
Captured [Guns] Box.

{10.E9] Casualties are translated into Victory
Points for determining the winner in each
Scenario. Consult the Victory Conditions (see
Section 22.0) and each particular Scenario for a
more detailed explanation.

[10.9] TnE FrRE COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
(See sheet of Charts & Tables)

[11.0] ZOr\tES OF CONTROL
GENERALRULE:
All lnfantry units in line formation, dismounted
Cavalry, unlimbered Artillery and Headquarters
units have a Zone of Control extending into the
three hexes adjacent to their frontal hexsides.
Supply units and l.eaders have no ZOC's.

The ZOC's of these units affect combat, supply
and command, The presence of a unit in an Enemy
ZOC does not mandate combat: combat is alwavs
voluntary.
CASES:

[T1.1I WITHDRAWAL FIRE

lf a Friendly unit is in the Zone of Control of an
Enemy unit and the Friendly unit wishes to leave
that hex, the Enemy unit may fire at the moving
unit before it leaves.

[11.11] Withdrawal Fire takes place during the
withdrawing unit's Movement Phase before the
withdrawing unit leaves the hex; i.e., the range is
considered to be one hex.

[11.12] Withdrawal Fire is in addition to any
normal offensive or defensive fire. However, a unit
firing Withdrawal Fire may only do so onoe per
Phase, and the firing unit must check fot
ammunition depletion (see Case 12.21).

[1.13] If there are two (or more) units in the ZOC
of an Enemy unit and they both wish to withdraw,
the withdrawing units must first state their inten-
tion to withdraw. The Enemy unit must then
decide whether he wishes to fire aII his Strength at
one unit or divide it among the departing units
according to Case 10.34. The firing unit may fire
its total Strength only once per Phase (11.12).

[11.14] If there are two units in a stack and both
wish to withdraw, only the top unit may be fired
upon by Withdrawal Fire. If only one of the units
wishes to withdraw, it may do so.without being
fired upon; however, in such a case, the unit
remaining in the hex may suffer Withdrawing Fire,
even if it does not withdraw! In effect. it is
'covering' for the withdrawing unit.

Uf.15l A unit suffering casualties during
Withdrawal Fire acts as if it had suffered
casualties during any regular Fire Phase: it must
roll fot possible Rout ot I-eader loss, etc. If a unit
suffers a Pinned result in withdrawing it may move
one hex and then becomes Pinned..

ttl.16l A unit may withdraw from an Enemy ZOC
through any hexside it wishes, as long as it does not
enter an Enemy-occupied hex. However, if in
withdrawing the unit presents its enfilade hexsides
to the firing unit, the unit fuing Withdrawal Fire
then gets the benefit of enfilade fire (see Fire CRT).
Note that a unit may not "back out" of a hex.
(Howeyer, see Case 18.8). A unit withdrawing will
almost invariably present its enfilade to an Enemy
unit.

[11.17] Withdrawal Fire takes place solely in the
Movement Phase and the Retreat Before Melee
Phase, and is an exception to the rule that no
combat may take place during the Movement
Phase. A unit that is in the ZOC of an Enemy unit
during a Fire Phase and is forced to rctreat out of
thatZOC during that Fire Phase does not suffer
Withdrawal Fire. Furthermore, Withdrawal Fire is
not considered part of any Fire Phase, and units
that use Withdrawal Fire may fire regularly
during any Fire Phase in that Player-Turn. With-
drawal Fire is, in effect, a "ftee shot." Remember
to check for ammunition depletion.

U1.2]RETREAT FIRE
A unit that is forced to retreat into the ZOC of an
Enemy unit other than the unit which caused the
retreat may undergo Retreat Fite. The procedure
for Retreat Fire is the same as for Withdrawal Fire
(above) with the exception that units enter'mg the
ZOC trigger the fire, as opposed to units leaving
the ZOC (as in Withdrawal Fire). Each tirne that a
unit retreats into the hex of a different Enemy unit,
the possibility of Retreat Fire is triggered; there-
fore, a retreating unit may be fired on by several
Enemy units as it retreats. Retreating rbuted units
that suffer casualties from Retreat Fire do not roll
fof additional rout. Enemy units firing on
retreating units may only fire once during any
Retreat Phase; they may not split their fire as in
Withdrawal Fire. Units firing Retreat Fire must
check for ammunition depletion. Retreat Fire, like
Withdrawal Fire, is considered a "free shot."

[11.3]EFFECT ON AMMT]MIION SUPPLY

Units attempting to trace a Line of Supply to their
Supply Units $2.23, etcJ may not trace this line
through an Enemy Zone of Control.

[11.4] EFFECT ON LEADER COIYTROL

Units attempting to trace a Itadership Radius
from a Leader to a unit (or another Irader) may
not trace this line thtough an Enerny Zone of
Control.

[11.s]EXTENT OF ZONES OF CONTROL

Zones of Control do not extend through
impassable hexsides. The presence of a Friendly
unit negates an Enemy ZOC for the purposes of
Supply and Leadership Lines. However, the
presence of a Friendly unit does not negate an
Enemy ZOC for purposes of Withdrawal or
Retreat Fire.

[12.0] AMMIINTTTON SUPPLY
GENERALRULE:
All units, with the exception of mounted Cavalry,
Supply units and HQ guards, are subject to
ammunition depletion. Artillery ammunition
depletion is reprcsented by the number of rounds
fired as compared to the total rounds available.

When there are no mote rounds available, Artillery
may not fire. All other Small-Arms units suffer
ammunition depletion as a "result" on the Fire
CRT. These units may be resupplied by being
within Supply Range of a Supply Wagon. A more
complex-and optional-treatment of ammuni-
tion supply is contained in Section 23.0.

CASES:

[12.1]SUPPLY WAGONS

Each side receives a number of Supply Wagons, as
indicated by the Set-Up and Reinforcement
Schedule for that particular Scenario. These are
used to resupply Small-Arms units that have
suffered ammunition depletion.

[12.11] Each Supply Wagon is represented by an
individual counter and a Combat Strength
Counter, the latter representing its guard. Each
Supply Wagon starts with a guard of one hundred
"R" Infantry. They have a Movement Allowance
of five, but they move as if they rvere limbered
Artillery. They have noZOC.

[12.12] Supply Wagon guards may fire only in a
Defensive Fire Phase; they engage in Melee only
when attacked in an Enemy Melee Phase or when
forced to Melee as the result of an Engaged Melee.
If the guard of a Supply Wagon is elirninated, the
Supply Wagon itself is not automatically
eliminated. It temains on the board without a
guard. A Supply Wagon counter may never be
eliminated by Fire Combat; it may be captuted
during Melee and destroyed. Supply Wagons may
rout and retreat. Routed Wagons are automati-
cally rallied in the next Friendly Final Command
Phase; they do not need the presence of a Leader.
A routed Supply Wagon may not resupply units
until it is rallied.

[12.13] Supply Wagons which have lost their guard
may have a new guard assigned to them' This is

accomplished by having any "R" Infantry unit

stack with the Supply Wagon at the end of a
Friendly Movement Phase. The Infantry unit then
transfers one of its Strength Points to the Wagon

subtracting the Point from its own Strength. The
units may then move their own separate ways the
next Turn. Dismounted Cavalry units may neYer
be used as Wagon guards. There may never be
more than one hundred men (one Strength Point)
in a Wagon guard detachment, Units undergoing
such a maneuver must obey all stacking
restrictions.

[12.14] Supply Wagons are not subject to

lradership restrictions. They may move, have
combat and function in general without the benefit
of a lrader.

[12.15] Supply Wagons may be captured. To
capture a Supply Wagon, a Friendly unit must end
its Melee Phase in the same hex as an unguarded
Supply Wagon, with no other Enemy units present.
At the beginning of the next Friendly Movement
Phase, the Friendly Player, if he is still in the hex,
may choose to either destroy the Wagon (simply by
announcing, prior to movement, that the Wagon is
destroyed and then removing the counter) or
capture it. To capture a Supply Wagon, simply
replace the captured counter with one of the
captudng Player's. The captured Wagon is then
moved normally. Captured Wagons may be used to
supply Friendly troops.

[12.16] Players may not replace lost Supply
Wagons; they are limited strictly to the number of
Wagons designated in each Scenario.

[12.17) Supply Wagons-and their guard-never
suffer from ammunition depletion.

[12.2] SMALL.ARMS AMMUNTITION SUPPLY

Infantry, dismounted Cavalry and all other
non-Artillerv units (small-arms units) are subiect
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to possible ammunition depletion each time they
fire. Ammunition depletion never affects the
ability of the unit to move.

ll2.2llEach time that a small-arms unit fires and
rolls a "6" on the die, there is a possibility that that
unit has run out of ammunition. The Player firing
rolls again for each unit that fired in that combat
result: a roll of l, 2 or 3 means that the unit is out
of ammunition. An Ammunition Depleted Marker
is then placed on top of the unit to indicate its
status.

112.22] A unit out of ammunition may move and
engage in Melee normally. It may not fire under
any circumstances until it is resupplied.

|2.231To be resupplied, a small-arms unit must
be within five Movement Points (not hexes) of a
Friendly Supply Wagon in its Friendly Final
Command Phase. The route of Supply is traced
from the unit to the Wagon and not vice versa. The
Movement Points are counted as if the Player were
moving a line Infantry unit, with the exception that
Pikes, Roads, etc., may be used as if the unit were
in column. Note that the unit itself does not move;
this is simply a method of determining the
distance. The route to the Supply Wagon may not
pass through an Enemy Zone of Control or directly
through an Enemy unit.

[12.24] Any number of units may be resupplied
during a Friendly Final Command Phase, as long
as they can satisfy the requirements of Case 12.23.

[12.3] ARTILLERY AMMUNIITION

ln certain Scenarios, each Player is limited as to
the total number of times he may fire his Artillety.
ln these Scenarios, each time an Artillery battery
fires, regardless of the number of guns it has, it
uses one "round" of ammunition. The level of the
Artillery Ammunition Availability Track (AAAT)

is then reduced to reflect this use. In addition,
certain combat losses result in corresponding
losses of Artillety ammunition. Artillery Ammuni-
tion Supply is used only in the Campaign and
Third Day Scenarios. In all other Scenatios,
Artillery ammunition is unlimited for both sides.

[12.31] Each time an Artillery battery fires
(whether fire is split or not) it uses up one round of
ammunition, regardless of the number of guns in
the battery. The number of rounds of ammunition
available to the Player is given in the particular
Scenario. Each loss of rounds is recorded on the
AAAT. Thus, if the Confederate Availability level
was 455 at the beglnning of a particular Turn and
he fired 16 batteries during that Turn, the
availability level would be reduced to 439.

[12.32] When a Player runs out of Artillery ammu-
nition, he may not fire his Artillery any more
during that Scenario. There is no way to resupply
Artillery ammunition. (However, see Section 23.0).

[12.33] Artillery does not use any ammunition
when engaged in Melee combat.

[1234] For each gun (or Combat Strength Point)
that is captured by an Enemy Player (see 13.83)
the ammunition availability level of that Player is
reduced by three. Thus, if a battery of three guns
was captured, that Player would lose nine rounds
of ammunition.

[12.35] Ammunition may also be lost by exploding
caissons. Caissons are the Artillery batteries'
ammunition boxes. They are not a separate unit.
Every time that an Artillery unit suffers a loss on
the Fire CRT as a result of Artillety fite, the losing
Player rolls the die. Ifhe rolls a "1" a caisson has
exploded and the Player then rolls again,
multiplying the second roll by three. The resultant
number (second roll times three) is the number of
rounds lost because of a caisson explosion.

[12.36] The Artillery Ammunition Availability
Track is found on Map C.

[13.0] MELEE COMBAT
CENERAL RULE:
Melee Combat represents hand-to-hand fighting
that takes place when Friendly units attempt to
dislodge Enemy units from a given position. Melee
occurs when a Phasing Player, in the Melee Phase,
moves a unit (or units) into the same hex as an
Enemy unit(s). The ensuing combat is mandatory,
and the result is taken from the Melee Combat
Results Table.

PROCEDURE:
A unit that wishes to Melee with an Enemy unit
must begin the Friendly Melee Phase adjacent to
that Enemy unit. Then, in the Melee Phase, it
moves into the hex with the Enemy unit. The
Melee Strengths of the units are compared, and
the resulting combat differential is then resolved
on the Melee CRT. Thus, if an attacking unit has
two more Strength Points than the defending unit,
it attacks with a differential of "*2." As a result
of Melee. units may be captured. suffer casualties,
be fotced to retreat and possibly be routed, or
remain engaged in the Melee. Melee may occur
only in tho Melee Combat Phase; it may never
occur during any other Phase.

CASES:

lr3.1l DEFTMTTON OF MELEE STRENGTH

The Melee Strength of all units, with the exception
of mounted Cavalry and Artillery (limbered or
unlimbered) is always its Combat Strength. Every
Artillery unit engages in Melee with a Strength of
"1," which may be added to any other units
present in the hex. Mounted Cavalry engage in
Melee with its given Combat Strength unless
they are charging (see 18.2), in which case they
engage in Melee at two times theit Base Strength.

[13.2] RESTRTCTTONS ON ABTLTTY
TOENGAGEINMELEE

To engage in Melee, a unit must begin the Friendly
Melee Phase adjacent to the Enemy unit it wishes
to Melee with. Furthermore, it must be able to
move into the defending unit's hex through one of
the attacking unit's frontal hexsides. Units may
never fire at one unit during a Friendly Fire Phase
and then Melee with a different unit in the
succeeding Melee Phase. If a unit wishes to Melee,
it must Melee with a unit it fired at, if it fired. If it
did not fire in the preceeding Offensive Fire Phase,
it may Melee with any unit, within the above-
mentioned restrictions. Melee is not mandatory;
simply because a unit is adjacent to an Enemy unit
does not mean it must engage in Melee' However,
once a unit has entered an Enemy-occupied hex
then it must Melee.

U3.3] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN

The terrain within the hex has no effect on Melee.
However, if all Melee attacking units enter the
Melee hex by crossing a Stream, Ridge, Stone Wall
or Breastwork hexside, the defending units add
one Point to their Strength. Defending units may
never add more than one Point for tenaln
purposes. Units may engage in Melee only in hexes
into which they could normally move.

[13.4] EFFECT OF LEADERS

lraders have an effect on Melee. If a stack of
units, attacking or defending, contains a Leader or
kaders, that stack may add one Point to its total
Strength. Example: An Infantry regiment worth
"5" and stacked with a Leader crosses a Stteam
and Melees with an Enemy regiment worth "2,"
which is also stacked with a Leader. The final
combat differential is *2: the "5" gets one more
for the Leader, for a total of "6," but the defending
unit also has a kader and was attacked across a
Stream for a total of four (2*1*1:4).

[13.5] DETERMII\IING THE
COMBAT DIFFERENTIAL

The Melee CRT is a "differential" CRT. The
combat ratio is expressed as a difference between
the total Strength Points of the attacker (the

Phasing Player) and the total Strength Points of
the defender. The defender's Points (adjusted for
terrain and [raders) are always subtracted from
the attacker's, regardless of who has more Points.
Thus, a defender with "8" adjusted Points
attacked by a unit with a total Strength of five
would produce a differential of minus three (-3).

Differentials lowet than -4 or higher than *7 use
the -4 or *7 columns, respectively.

[13.6] STACKING IN MELEE

Each side may stack up to eight Combat Strength
Points (not Melee Strength Points, which are
adjusted Combat Strength Points) in a Melee hex,
with a provision that each side may have no more
than two units in a hex. Therefore, there may be, in
a given Melee hex, up to sixteen Combat Stength
Points, or four units total. There may never, under
any circumstances, be more than the limits thus
imposed. If infantry units are stacked with
Artillery, losses are taken from the Infantry units
first, regardless of the stacking otder. For other
units, losses may b9 taken as the Owning Player
desires. Friendly units may enter the same Melee
hex from different hexes. Units may not move
through units engaged in a Melee.

[13.7] RETREAT BEFORE MELEE

Prior to the Melee Phase, the non-Phasing Player
may chose to retreat units subject to Melee rather
than have them undergo attack. Thus,. in the
Retreat Before Melee Phase, the non-Phasing (but

retreating) Player may move any units that are
subject to Melee under Case 13.2 one or two hexes
away from the Enemy unit, as long as they do not
enter an Enemy ZOC. Units that retreat before
Melee are subject to Withdrawal Fire and, regard-
less ofwhether they suffer casualties as a result of
Withdrawal Fire, they must roll for rout (see 14.0).
The Phasing (attacking) Player may then advance
into the vacated hex, but he may not Melee with a
unit so advanced in that Turn. Unlimbered
Artillery may not retreat before Melee (however,

see Case 18.8).

[13.8] RESULTS OF MELEE COMBAT

As a result of Melee, units may be captured, suffer
casualties, be forced to retreat, or remain engaged.

[13.811 A "K" result on the Melee CRT means that
one Strength Point (100 men) from the side
affected has been killed or wounded (see Case
10.8).

tl3.E2l A result of "R" plus a number (e.g., R2)
means that the affected uni(s) must retreat the
given number of hexes. At the end of the retreat,
that unit rolls for possible rout.

The Path of Retreat is generally away from Enemy
lines and towards one's own lines (see Section
15.0). Unlimbered Artillery units may not retreat,
and any such retreat result on the Melee CRT
means that all guns, plus one hundred men, in that
hex have been captured.

[13.E3] A result of "C" plus a number means that
that numbet of Combat Strength Points have been
captured. The affected unit is rcduced by that
number of Strength Points (or guns, for limbered
Artillery) as if it were a notmal casualty, and the
number of men captuted from that particular side
(not.by that side) is recorded on the Captured
Track. These men are permanently captured; they
cannot escape or be recaptured. Any "C" result
against an unlimbered Artillery unit results in all
guns and men being captured.
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[13.84] A result of "Eng" means that all units in
that hex are engaged; i.e., the fighting is still
raging. Engaged units may neither fire nor move,
nor may that hex be fired upon by other units.
Furthermore, other units may not move through
that hex, although they may move into it under
certain circumstances (see B below). A counter
indicating that the units are engaged is placed
on the Melee units. In the ensulng Player-Turn the
former defending Player has thtee choices:
A. He may fight another Melee in his Melee Phase
with the same units, recomputing the differential if
necessary; or,

B. He may, within stacking restrictions, bring in
reinforcements and fight another Melee as in A;
of,
C. He may choose to tetreat two hexes, rolling for
rout at the end of the retreat. Units that choose to
retreat from a Melee do not suffer Withdrawal
Fire. Note that this is different from retreat before
Melee. There is no advance by the uni(s) left in the
hex. A Player may choose to retreat one or both of
his units. Unlimbered Artillerv mav not choose this
option (C).

U3.E5l If an Artillery, HQ or Supply unit is
engaged in a Melee, and the result is Engaged, that
unit may then Melee in its Friendly Melee Phase,
as per Case 13.84. This may be an exception to the
rule that certain units may not initiate Melee.

[f3.86] Melee Combat Reeults Table
(See sheet of Charts & Tables)

[14.0] ROUT
GENERALRULE:
Any time that a unit suffers a casualty as a result of
Fire Combat, br receives a Retreat result on the
Melee CRT, there is a possibility that that unit
may be routed. Routed units are forced to undergo
a retreat-and remain routed until they are rallied
by their Leader. Routed units are restricted as to
their abilities to move and have combat.

PROCEDURE:
Each unit in a hex that suffers a casualty, or
obtains a "Retreat" result from Melee. checks
individually for rout. A die is rolled for each unit;
if the number on the die is higher than the Combat
Strength ofthe unit that unit is routed. Example:
A "3" lnfantry regiment suffers a loss of one
Strength Point (as a result of Enemy fire) it is
reduced to "2" and the Player then rolls the die. A
three is rolled and the unit is routed and forced to
retreat because the three on the die is higher than
the adjusted Combat Strength of "2."

EASES:

[l4.UWIIEN UMTS ARE ROUIEI)

Units check for possible rout each time they suffer
a casualty on the.Fire CRT, receive a "Retreat"
result on the Melee CRT, or Retreat Before or
From Melee. A Pinrled result does not call for a
rout check.

[14.2] DETERMINING ROUT

To check for rout, first subtract any casualties or
captures from the individual units in the hex. Then
roll one die; if the die is higher than the newly
adjusted Combat Strength, then the unit is
routed. Any unit that is stacked with a Leader
counter{s) adds one to its Strength for the purpose
of checking for possible rout. All units with a
Combat Strength offive or greater rout on a roll of
six, no matter what their Strength. However, a unit
with a Combat Strength of five or gteater that is
stacked with a Itader can not be routed.
Unlimbered Artillery units cannot be routed.

[14.3]EFFECTS OF ROUT

Units which are routed must retreat three hexes
(not an expenditure of Movement Points), in

addition to any other retreats that may have been
received in that Combat Phase. Once routed, units
may not be routed again unless they have been
rallied. Thus, a rallied unit that is forced to
undergo Retreat Fire (11.2) does not roll for rout
again. Routed units may not engage in Fire
Combat, offensive or defensive; they may Melee
only if attacked (see Case 18.35), and if so attacked
they Melee at one-half their Melee Strength (with a
minimum Strength of "1"). Routed units may
move only one hex per Turn in the Ftiendly
Movement Phase, regardless of terrain costs,
Routed lnfantry, Supply and HQ units are so
indicated by turning them over so that their
"Rtd" side is face-up. Cavalry and limbered
Artillery indicate Routed status by placing an
"Rtd" Counter on top of the touted unit.

[14.4]RALLY
Routed units remain in a routed state until they
are rallied in a Friendly Final Command Phase.
Limbered Artillery and Supply units automatically
rally in this Phase. Other units may be rallied if:
a] they are adjacent to a commander or stacked
with any leader; or bl they are within a three-hex
radius of their officer and that offrcer expends a
morale point to rally the unit (see 17.16). Ifa unit is
stacked with a leader and is routed, the leader is
not routed (Iraders are never routed). The leader,
however, must retreat with the routed unit,
although he retains all his usual abilities. He rnay
rally the unit with which he is stacked in the
ensuing Friendly Final Command Phase,

u4.sl EFFECTS OF STACKTNG
lfthere is more than one unit in a hex and there is
a check for rout, each unit is checked separately. If
only the top unit is affected-as in Fire
Combat-that unit rolls for rout. If there is no rout
the bottom unit need not check. However, if the
top unit is routed, the bottom unit then must check
for rout after the first unit has retreated. The
bottom unit receives the benefit of any Leader that
began the Phase in that hex. Leaders on a stack of
units may choose to retteat with a routed unit or
remain with any non-routed unit. If a stack suffers
a casualty from Artillery fire, both units check for
rout, regardless ofthe status ofeither unit.

[14.6] ARTILLERY UNITS
Unlimbered artillery is nevet touted.

[14.7] EFFECTS OF TOWN IIEIGS [Gettysburg]

[4.71] Units suffering a casualty or reheat while
in a Gettysburg Town hex add one to the die when
rolling for rout. Thus, a roll offour becomes a five;
a roll of six remains a six.

[4.72] Units forced to retreat into a Gettysburg
Town hex from a non-Town hex ate automaticallv
routed.

[.4.73] Routed units which begin a Final
Command Phase in a Town hex may not be rallied
unless they are stacked directly with a l-eader, or
the requisite Leader (Ofiicer or Commander as per
Cases 17.16 and 17.19) can trace a Line of Com-
munications to the unit. This line may be traced
only through Pikes or Roads. Fot purposes of
tracing this line, a Town hex is considered to have
a "blocking" hexside unless it is traversed by a
Pike or Road. Thus, a commander may not rally a
unit in an adjacent Town hex unless the two hexes
are connected by a Pike or Road.

lr4.El THE rRON BRTGADE [1/rA]
The regiments of the Iron Brigade of the Union
Army-First Brigade, First Division, I Corps
(l/l/l)-arc never routed, no matter how many
casualties they sustain. Historically, units of the
lron Brigade sustained up to 8070 losses without
giving ground. However, Players who feel
encumbered by this rule may choose, by mutual
agreement, to ignore it ifthey so desire. (However,

see Section 26.0.)

[1s.0] RETREATS
GENERALRULE:
Units may be forced to retreat as a result of rout or
as a direct result from the Melee CRT. The
number of hexes retreated depends on the combat
result received. Retreating units must follow
certain conditions when retreating.

CASES:

lrs.ll REsTRrcTroNs oN RETREATS

A retreating unit may not move through an Enemy
unit or an unpassable hexside (Marsh Creek or the
RR Cut). If it is unable to tetreat because it is
completely surrounded by Enemy units, unpass-
able terrain andlor the edge of the map, it is
considered to be captured.

[1s.2]EFFECT OF ZONES OF CONTROL

Retreating units may pass through Enemy Zones
of Control, but in doing so they may undergo
Retreat Fire (see Case 11.2).

[15.3] PRESENCE OF FRIENDLY UNITS

A retreating unit may not retreat through Friendly
units if there is another path open to it. If the
retreating unit is forced to retreat onto or through
a Friendly unit, that Friendly unit must then roll
for possible rout. If the unit retreated onto is
already routed, then that unit automatically
retreats an additional three hexes (although it
doesn't roll for tout. as it is already routed).

[T5.4]THE PATH OF RETREAT

All retreats are conducted by the retreating Player.
ln determining a Path of Retreat, units should
attempt to follow the terrain of least resistance,
away from Enemy lines and towards their own
lines. The retreating unit must always end its
retreat the number of hexes it is mandated to
retreat awaJr from the Enemy unit that caused the
retreat. It may not enter the same hex twice during
any retreat or sedes of retreats. In anomalous
situations use common sense; however, the
retreating Player has the final say.

U5.5] ADVANCE AFTER RETREAT

The only situation where a unit may adance into a
hex vacated by an Enemy unit is when that Enemy
unit has retreated in the Retreat Before Melee
Phase (see 13.7). For the purposes of this section
only, Retire By Prolonge (18.8) is considered to be
a Retreat Before Melee.

[16.0] E)OTTNG Trm MAP
GENERALRULE:
No unit may voluntarily exit the game map. If a
unit is forced to exit the game map, it is considered
to be captured. The row of hexes around the
border of the map (21.1) is considered to be offthe
game map, and no unit on the g/me map may
enter these hexes, with one exception: Leaders may
leave the game map and enter a Staging Area in
order to escort reinforcements.

[17.0] LEADERS
GENERALRULE:
Various historical Leaders are provided with the

game. The kaders themselves have no combat

value; however, they are necessaty for the
movement and combat of troops. There are two
types of Leaders: Officers and Commanders.
Counters are provided for General Lee and Major-
General Meade, the figures represented by the
Players; these two counters have no effect on play.

I
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PROCEDURE:
In the Initial Command Phase, the Phasing Player
checks to see which of his units are not within the
Effectiveness Radius of their respective Officen.
Any units not within that radius may not move or
fight. The Officer's radius may be extended by his
Comnander if he is within three hexes of that
Commander. In the Final Command Phase, units
that have been routed may be rallied by OfFrcers or
Commanders.

CASES:

[17.r]HOW LEADERS ARE USEI)
There are two types of Iraders: OfEcers and
Commanders. Each ofthese Leaders has differing.
functions, and it is important that the Players keep
in mind the differences between the two. Each
kader has his own counter; there is no second, or
Strength Counter as a l.eader is not a combat unit
and may not engage in combat on his own. All
hadets have a Movenent Allowance of ten.

[17.11] Officers are the Infantry Brigade kaders
for the Confederacy, the Infantry Divisional
I-eaders for the Union, and the Cavalry Brigade
Iraders for both sides.

[17.12] Offrcers have two Iradership ratings: the
flrst rating is the Offrcer's Effectivenesg Radlur
and the second rating is the Officer's Morale
Rating. Offrcers may affect units [only]within their
command.

[17.13] The Effectiveness Radius is the maximum
number of hexes a unit may be from its Officer
during the Initial Command Phase in order to
move and have combat. Any unit that is not within
that radius may not move or attack during that
Friendly Player-Turn; it may fire and Melee
defensively; e.g., the 7th Tennessee Regiment is
five hexes distant from General Archer, its Officer.
It may neiiher attack nor move in the ensuing
Player-Turn, as General Archer's Effectiveness
Radius is four. The Effectiveness Radius of an
Officer may be increased by his Commande(s).
Thus. an Officer that is within a three-hex radius
of his Commander may have his radius increased
by up to two additional hexes by the Commander,
if the Commander has the necessary Command
Points (see Case 17.17). A unit that is not within
the Effectiveness Radius may still fire defenrively
and defend against Melee,

[17.14] The path of hexes of the radius may not be
traced through Fnemy units, Enemy ZOC's or
unpassable terrain.

[17.15] There are four exceptions to Case 17.13:
A Mounted Cavalry rnay always move in a Friendly
Movement Phase, even without the benefit of a
Irader. To Melee or Charge, however, it must start
the Initial Command Phase within its Ofiicer's
radius.
B Any unit within three hexes of a Commander of
the same unit designation (division,/corps) as the
combat unit may move and fight normally;
C Units entering the map in column formation as
reinforcements may continue to move without
benefit of a Leader until they desire to change
formation. Bemember that changing formation is
considered part of movement and it may not occur
if. under Case 17.13. the unit is outside its Officer's
Effectiveness Radius, etc.
D Artillery, Infantry units designated as Shatp-
shooters (SS),  Supply Uni ts and Leaders
themselves are not affected by Iraders; they may
move and fight without their benefit.

[17.f6] The Officer's Morale Rating is used to rally
routed units during the Friendly Final Command
Phase. For each Point in his Rating an Officer may
rally one unit within his command that is within
three hexes ofthe Offtcer. (Note that the Effective-
ness Radius has nothing to do with rallying.) He

may not rally more units than he has Morale
Points, nor may he rally units that are outside his
command. ln addition, any unit stacked with an
Officer is automatically rallied during the Final
Command Phase without expenditure of Morale
Points by the Officer. The three-hex path may not
pass through Enemy units, Enemy ZOC's, or
unpassable terrain.

[17.17] Commanders are higher echelon fcaders:
divisional or corps Leaders for the Confederacy
and Corps kaders for the Union. Commanders
have one rating, a Command Rating. The
Command Rating is equivalent to the number of
hexes by which a Commander may increase his
Officers' Effectiveness Radii. Commanders may
only increase the Effectiveness Radii of Offrcers
within their command. and the Office(s) must be
within three hexes of the Commander.

[17.1E] Commanders may increase an Officer's
Radius by up to two additional hexes, if the
Commander has the requisite Command Rating.
The total number of additional hexes added to
Offrcers' radii may never be more than the
Command Rating of the Commander. Example:
General Reynolds, with a Command Rating of
three, may increase General Wadsworth's radius
by one (to nine) or by two (to ten). He would then
have one additional Command Point remainine to
distribute.

t17.f9l A Commander may rally any routed unit
with which it is stacked or to which it is adjacent,
regardless of unit designation. The Commander
does not need, nor does he use, any type of Points
to do this.

lr7.2l EFFECT OF LEADERS
ON MELEE AI\TD ROUT

Any unit stacked with one or more Friendly
lraders that is involved in a Melee may add one
Point to its Melee Strength. Any units stacked with
a l-eader and receiving a combat result which
forces a check for possible rout may add one Point
to its Combat Strength when checking for rout (see
Case 14.2).

u7.31 STACKTNG RESTRICTTONS
There is no limit to the number of Iraders that
may be in a given hex. However, all Leaders must
always end a Movement Phase stacked with a unit
that is capable of having combat (which includes
HQ units). Thus, a kader may stack with a Supply
Wagon that has its guard intact, but it may not
stack solely with an abandoned Supply Wagon.
kaders may stack only with regular combat units
from within their command. Offrcers may always
stack with their Commanders, and, thus, Offrcers
may stack with higher command HQ units to
satisfy stacking requirepents. If the entire
command of a kader is eliminated, that Leader is
removed from play. However, the other Player does
not receive any Victoty Points for a Irader so
removed. If all the units with which a kader is
stacked are eliminated by Fire Combat, the Irader
may be moved immediately to the nearest unit in
his command.

[17.4] LEADER CASUALTTES

kaders may become casualties or be captured.
Whenever a Leader is stacked with a unit that
suffers a combat loss (either casualty or capture)
two dice are rolled to determine whether the
l,eader has become a casualty. Roll for each
kader in the hex separately:

Small-Arms Fire: 2 or 1l:kader Killed:
S:lrader wounded.

Artillery Fire: 2:Leader Killed; 11:kader
Wounded.

Melee, "K" Result: 2 or ll:Leader Killed;
7:Irader Wounded.

Melee, "C" Result: 3 or 6: Leader Captured.

lfa Leader becomes a casualty, he is removed ftom
the game and placed in the appropriate space of
the Leader Casualty Box. If a Leader is the only
Friendly unit remaining in a hex after a Melee, it
may not retreat: it is automatically captured by the
Enemy units in the hex. Remember, Leaders are
never routed, although they must retreat along
with units that do become routed.

lr7.sl BATTLEFmLD PROMOTTONS
Because of casualties to kaders, Officen and
Commanders may have to be replaced from "the
lower ranks" and other kaders piomoted in theit
p lace. No command-br igade, div is ion or
corps-may ever be without a \*ader if it began
the game with one.

[17.5f ] If a Commander becomes a casualty, or is
captured, he may be replaced by any Officer or
lowerJevel Commander from within his command.
An Officer thus promoted to Commander status
receives a Command Rating of one. A record
should be kept on a piece of paper of any such field
promotions. The Offlrcer thus promoted should be
the highest-ranking Offircer within that command.
For Officers of equal tank, consider next highest
total of Morale Rating plus Effectiveness Radius.
After that, the choice is left to the Player. Note that
Confederate Corps Commanders, if removed,
should be replaced by Division Commanders who
are in turn replaced by one of their Offtcers in a
sort ofchain reaction.

[17.52] The Confederates have a spare Major
General available. Major General Isaac Trimble
had been wounded in a recent action and was just

returning to duty. He had been given no
command, but was assigned to Pender's Division
as a sort of supernumary. Trimble may be used to
replace any Divisional Commander in Hill's III
Corps. Otherwise, he remains "hors de combat."

[17.53] If a Confederate OfEcer is removed, he is
replaced by one of the "Colonel Counters." These
represent br igade- level  colonels that  take
command upon the loss of the Btigadier Generals.
The Counters are anonymous-although they are
identified by letter-and record should be kept on
a separate piece ofpaper as to which brigade that
particular "Colonel" is leading. The Player may
choose any "Colonel" available, regardless of
rating. "Colonel Counters" may not be promoted
to Commander status unless all other historical
figures within that command have been eliminated
(in which case the Confederacy will be in deep
trouble anyway).

[17.54] lf a Union Offrcer is removed from play, he
is replaced by an Officet from the Union Offtcer
Replacement Pool (see 27.0). The Pool is formed
from the brigade-level infantry general ofFrcers not
used in play, but for whom counters have been
provided. Replacements from the Pool may come
only from within the removed Officer's command.
See the Pool for organizational listings. If there are
no replacements available from within the Pool,
then a "Colonel Counter" is used as per Case
r7.53.

[17.55] "Colonel Counters" and Pool generals may
be used to replace Officers that have been
promoted to Commander status under Case 17.51.

[17.56] When "new" Leaders are placed on the
game map, they may be stacked with any unit
within their command, regardless of the situation
of the "removed" kader,

t17.61 UI\rON CAVALRY LEADERS

Cavalry units of both sides use brigadeJevel
Officers. This is the only place where the Union
uses brigade-level Offtcers, All rules apply to
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Union Cavalry Officers as apply to Confederate
brigade-level Offrcers.

[17.7]ARTTLLERY UMTS

Artillery units have no Leaders. They operate
independently of any kadenhip restrictions.

[17.8] mADQUARTERS UNrTS
Each Infantry Commander has a Headquarters
Unit attached to it. These HQ units represent the
provost guards assigned to each command,

[17.E1] Each HQ (provost guard) is a quasi-cavalry
unit. HQ units always move as mounted Cavalry
and fight as dismounted units, without having to
pay the costs for mounting and dismounting. They
are counted as Cavalry for casualty and Victory
Point purposes.

[17.82] Each HQ unit is represented by a Combat
Strength Counter of one. lf the guard of an HQ
unit is eliminated, the HQ counter itself is removed
from play; the HQ cannot exist without a guard.
However, the HQ may be brought back into play
by having a Leader for that HQ stack with an
Infantry unit. At the beginning of the next
Friendly Movement Phase, one Strength Point is
detached from the combat unit and the HQ is
reformed and brought back into play. There can
never be more than 100 men (or one Strength
Point) in any HQ provost guard.

[f7.E3] The HQ unit is considered to be part of the
Commander to which it is attachei and it
automatically enters the game with that Comman-
der. However, the Commander does not have to
remain stacked with the HQ unit, and the HQ unit
may operate independently of the Commander. All
l.eaders may satisfy their stacking requisites when
stacked with HQ units from within their
command. Thus, a Player could conceivably stack
all kaders from any one corps in the same hex as
the corps'HQ.

[17.E4] HQ units may never fire offensively or
initiate Melee. They may, however, fire in a
Defensive Fire Phase and defend when Melee
attacked (see Case | 3.85).

[17.86] HQ units have a ZOC and a standard
facing and may only fire through their frontal
hexsides. However. HQ units may never engage in
Withdrawal Fire or Retreat Fire. HQ units do
block Supply and kadership lines through their
ZOC's. Note that HQ units are considered to be in
a mounted state only when they are moving. At all
other times, they are dismounted.

[17.87] There are no HQ's for Cavalry Leaders.

[18.0] CAVALRY AI\[D
ARTILLERY

CASES:

[lE.r] CAVALRY RETREAT BEFORE MELEE

Mounted Cavalry units (including HQ's) in danger
of being Melee attacked solely by Infantry units
may refuse Melee and retreat one or two hexes.
Unlike normal Retreat Before Melee (see Case
13.7) the Cavalry Player pays no penalty for this
tetreat; he does not roll for rout or undergo
Withdrawal Fire. However, if the retreating
Cavalry unit enters an Enemy ZOC, it must
undergo possible Retreat Fire. Dismounted
Cavalry units Retreat Before Melee as if they were
Infantry; they pay all penalties.

[1E.2] CAVALRY CHARGE

Mounted Cavalry units may Charge Enemy units.
Mounted Cavalry may also Melee in a normal
manner, using their given Combat Strength as a
normal Melee Strength.

[18.21] Mounted Cavalry may Charge any unit,
including other mounted Cavalry. HQ units may
not Charge.

[f6.22] The uni(s) being Charged may not be in a
Woods or Town hex, nor may the path of the
Charge be through \{oods, Marsh, Ridge, Crest
or Breastwork hexsides. Charges may be made
through (over) Stone Walls.

[18.23] To mount a Charge, the Cavalry units must
begin the Friendly Movement Phase no more than
four hexes from the target hex. A Cavalry unit
more than four hexes from a target hex may not
Charge that target hex during that Player-Turn,
although it may Melee normally. The Cavalry unit
then proceeds to move adjacent to the target hex.
lf it is still adjacent at the beginning of the Melee
Phase, it may then "Charge," or conduct Melee
combat at twice its Combat Strength. Thus, a
mounted Cavalry unit that would normally Melee
at four-its given Combat Strength-would
Charge with a Melee Strength of eight.

[18.24] Cavalry units conducting a Charge are
automatically routed after the completion of the
Melee Combat resulting from the Charge. They
may be rallied in the normal manner. This section
does not apply to Cavalry conducting a normal
Melee.

[18.25] Units being Charged (excluding mounted
Cavalry) may not use Retreat Before Melee'to
avoid the Charge. Mounted Cavalry may Retreat
Before Melee as in Case 18.1.

[18.3] MOUNTED CAVALRY DEFENSTVE
ADJUSTMENTS TO MELEE

When a mounted Cavalry unit (excluding HQ's) is
being engaged in Melee by Infantry or Charging
Cavalry, it defends with twice its Combat Strength.
In defending against a mounted Cavalry unit that
is Meleeing normally (not Charging) it uses its
given Combat Strength. Thus, if a mounted
Cavalry unit with a Base Combat Strength of three
were to be engaged in Melee by a dlsmounted
Cavalry unit with a Base Combat Strength of five,
the combat result would be found in the "-1"
column on the Melee CRT: 5 minus (3 times 2)
equals -1.

[18.4]EFFECT OF FrRE COMBAT
ON MOUNTED CAVALRY

If a mounted Cavalry unit is fired upon, the Total
Fire Strength column is always adjusted two to the
right: one column because the Cavalry unit is
mounted and one column because mounted
Cavalry is considered to be in column formation!

[18.5I MOUNTED CAVALRY AI\[D LEADERS

Mounted Cavalry may always move and dismount
without benefit of a l€ader, but they may not
mount without a lrader. Mounted Cavalry may
not Charge or engage in any Melee without a
kader. Dismounted Cavalry units always need a
Leader to function.

[1E.6] RESTRTCTTONS ON
ARTILLERY MOVEMENT AND FIRE

Artillery may either move or fire in any one Player-
Turn. They may not do both. Once an Artillery
unit has fired, it may not move, and once an
Artillery unit has moved, it may not fire. However,
if the only movement an Artillery unit makes is to
change from limber to unlimber, then it may fire
(see Case 18.8).

[TE.7] UNLIMBERED ARTILLERY
ROUTANDRETREAT

Artillery units in an unlimbered state may never be
routed or retreated.

lr8.8l RETTRE BY PROLONGE

Artillery units may Retire By Prolonge. This
enables an Artillery unit in an 

-nlimbered state to
fire and move at the same time.

[18.E1] In a Defensive Fire Phase, and only in a
Defensive Fire Phase, an unlimbered Artillery unit
may announce it is retiring by prolonge. It then
proceeds to fire (firing is mandatory), halving its
Base Combat Strength (before any other
reductions). Immediately after firing and before
any other combat is resolved, the Artillery unit is
retreated into a hex to the reaf of the unit. It
maintains its original facing-that is, it backs out
of the hex-but it must move through one of its
three rear (enfilade) hexsides into the hex
immediately to the rear. The hex entered-and the
hexside crossed-may not contain any terrain
other than Clear, nor may it contain any units,
Friendly or otherwise. Roads are ignored. The unit
remains in an unlimbered state. This rule is an
exception to Case 18.6.

[18.82] Artillery may retite by prolonge ftom an
Enemy Zone of Control, undergoing Withdrawal
Fire if called for. However, Artillery may not retire
by prolonge into an Enemy ZOC.

[1E.E3] Only an Artillery unit that fires may retire
by prolonge. However, if there are two Artillery
units stacked in one hex, both may retire by
prolonge even though only the top battery may fire.

[18.9IHORSE ARTILLERY

Horse Artillery consists of all batteries assigned to
Cavalry commands. Horse Artillery combines the
functions of Cavalry and Artillery.

[E.91] Horse Artillery has a Movement Allowance
of tcn. It operates either limbered or unlimbered.
ln a limbered state, it may Retreat Before Melee
(18.1) like mounted Cavalry unit. In an unlimbered
state, Horse Artillery acts as if it were regular
Artillery. It may retire by prolonge.

[1E.92] Because ofthe small size ofthe Confederate
Horse Artillery batteries, each battery does not
have 100 men. Thus, the Confederate Player does
not lose 100 men each time a battery is eliminated
or captured. Rather, the CSA Player should keep
traik of how many Horse Artillery guns he has lost.
When he reaches ten guns lost, he should then
subtract 100 men on the Casualtv Track.

[19.0] BREASTWORKS
GENERALRULE:

Breastworks represent temporary fortifications
constructed by troops from various materials:
stones, ttees, fences, etc. Breastworks offer units
defensive protection much the same as a Ridge
hexside. They are represented by counters which
have the countour of the fortification printed on
them. When Breastwork Counters are placed on
the map they are always oriented so that the actual
Breastwork contour follows the contour of the hex.
Breastworks affect combat only through the three
contour sides of the Breastwork.

CASES:

[19.11 C0NSTRUCTTON OF BREASTWORKS

[19.11] Breastworks may be built by Infantry or
dismorinted Cavalry. No other unit may construct
Breastworks. To construct a Breastwork, the
Player takes a Breastwork Marker at the beginning
of the Friendly Movement Phase and places the
constructing unit under the Marker, with the
"undet construction" side facing up. This
indicates that the Breastwork is in the process of
being constructed. Three Turns (Day or Night)
later, at the end of the Friendly Movement Phase
of that third Turn, the construction uqit may be
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placed on top of the Breastwork Marker, with the
Breastwork side face-up, indicating that the forti-
fication is complete. Thus, a unit that starts
construction on the 0800 Turn will have completed
construction at the end of the Movement Phase of
the 0840 Turn.

[19.12] Breastworks may be constructed in any
hex, except for Town hexes, Marsh hexes, or along
the same hexside as a Stone Wall. Units do not
need Leaders to construct Breastworks.

1f9.13i Units in the process of constrlcting Breast-
works may not move for the entire process of
construction, If, for any reason, the constructing
unit moves from that hex, the Breastworks Marker
is removed and construction must begin anew.
Furthermore, no other unit may enter the
construction hex unless it joins the construction;
i.e., any unit entering a construction hex is placed
under the original unit, While the second unit does
not speed construction, it does not stop it by
leaving, as long as one unit remains in the process
ofconstruction. The two-unit, eight Strength Point
maximum limit must be observed at all times.

[19.14] Units in the process of construction may
not fire, either offensively or defensively. They have
no Zones of Control, so they may not engage in
Withdrawal or Retreat Fire, nor do they block
Supply and kadership lines. Units in construction
may not initiate Melee; however, if they are,
themselves, engaged in Melee, they defend at
normal Strength. If constructing units are forced
to retfeat from the hex, the Breastwotk is
considered incomplete and is removed.

[19.15] Only one Breastwork may be built in any
one hex. There is no limit to the number of
Breastworks that may be built during the game. A
Breastwork has no stbcking value.

lr9.2l EFFECTS OF BREASTWoRKS

U9.2U A Breastwork hexside affects movement the
same as a Ridge or Crest hexside. In crossing a
Breastwork hexside, consider it as if it were a
Ridge hexside. lf there is a Breastwork hexside
concuffent with a Ridge or Crest hexside, ignore
the Breastwork; i.e., there is no additional move-
ment penalty for the Breastwork, if there is also a
Ridge or Crest there.

ll9.22llt a unit within the contours of a Breast-
work is fired upon through a Breastwork hexside,
the Total Fire Strength column is adjusted one to
the left. For the purposes of Fire Combat, the
defensive benefits of a Breastwork may be added to
that ofany terrain, with the provision that the final
adjustment may never be more than two columns
in any one ditection.

[19.231 If all attacking/Me]eeing units enter the
Melee hex through a Breastwork hexside, the
defending unit adds one to its Melee Strength. In
this instance, the effect of the Breastwork is
considered to be the same as a Ridge or Crest; i.e.,
you may never add more than one Point to the
Melee Strength for terrain benefits.

[19.31 DURATTON OF BREASTWORKS

Once constructed, Breastworks remain in place for
the remainder of the game. They may not be
moved or removed for any reason. The facing of a
Breastwork may nevet be changed.

[20.0] nrGHT ACTTON
GENERALRULE:

Movement and combat may take place at night, as
it did during the actual battle. However, there are
restrictions. The number ofTurns available to the
Player during nighttime has been compressed to

simulate the difficulty of maneuvet; the range of
weapons has been severely restricted because of the
inability to pick out targets over any great
distance; and rallying of units has been suspended
because of the inate confusion of night fighting.

CASES:

[20,U DURATION OF I\IGHT TURNS

Sun sets, for game purposes, after the 1940 0:40
PM) Turn; it rises at the beginning of the 0400
(4:00 AM) Turn. All Turns in-between are
considered to be Night Turns. Night Turns are
hourly in duration, from 2000 to 0300. However,
the 2100, 2300, 0100 and 0300 Turns ate
Thoroughfare-Only Tutns.

[20.21 THOROUGHFARE-OI\iLY TURNS

During Thoroughfare-Only Turns; the only action
a Player may take would be to move any
non-routed units that begin the Turn on a Pike,
Road or Trail along that or another Pike, Road or
Trail. Units moving in a Thoroughfare-Only Turn
must stay on a Pike, Road or Trail. They may
change Roads, or switch from Road to Pike, etc.,
but only at junctions. There is no combat or
non-Thoroughfare movementduring such a Turn.
Units moving in such a Turn may not enter an

Enemy Zone ofControl.

[20.3]EFFECTS OF NrGHT

During normal Night Turns (200f, 2200, 2400,
0200) all normal game functions may take place,
with the following exceptions.

[20.31]Small-arms units may not fire at a range of
more than one hex. The fire effectiveness at that
range is normal, i.e., the Range Chart is followed
as if it were daylight for a range of one hex.

[20.32] Artillery units have a Night Range of only
two hexes; the effectiveness over that range is the
same as for day.

[20.33] The Effectiveness Radius of all Officers is
reduced by one at Night. In addition, Offrcers may
not have their  radi i  increased by their
Commanders unless they are stacked in the hex
with that Commander.

[20.34] Units that are routed may not be rallied
during a Night Turn. They remain routed until the
first daylight Turn when normal rally rules take
effect.

[20.4] MGHT-TURN RETNTORCEMENTS
These must enter, in column, on thoroughfares.

[20.5] REFORMING ARTILLERY BATTERIES

During any non-Thoroughfare-Only Turn (e.9.,
2000, 2200, etc.), Players may reform partially
destroyed Artillery batteries by combining them
with other partially destroyed Artillery batteries.

[20.51] Players may combine only batteries that
have suffered a loss of guns. In addition, the
batteries to be combined must come from the same
corps and be of the same weapon-type; i.e.,
howitzers may not reform with Napoleons, etc. An
Artillery battery may never be of greater than
original Strength.

[20.52] Players may reform simply by beginning a
Friendly Movement Phase with two Artillery
batteries stacked together. At the end of that
Movement Phase, one of the Organizational
Counters is removed, or decreased by the desired
number of guns, and the other battery increased
respectively. Neither battery may move during that
movement Phase and stacking limitations must be
observed.

[20.53] ln reforming, the batteries may transfer
Supply Strength Points (see Optional Supply
Rules, Case 23.2) from one unit to the other.
However, the maximum individual battery Supply

levels (23.21) must be observed. In the case where
one Organization Counter is completely removed
from the game through the process of reforming
and there are still Supply Strength Points
remaining-the maximum level of the other unit
having been reached-then this "residue" may be
returned to the Supply Train (via the AAAT).
There is no need to physically transport the rounds
to the Train; the AAAT is simply incteased by the
amount of the residue, However, only actual
residue may be returned to the Ttain. This section
may not be used to replenish the Supply Train with
Artillery ammunition and may only be imple-
mented during a reform.

[20.54] This rule may not be used to resurrect
totally destroyed batteries or batteries removed
through reforming. Only batteties actually on the
game map may reform.

[21.0] RErI\TFORCEMENTS
GENERALRULE:
Reinforcements arrive at various times throughout
the game accotding to the Reinforcement Schedule
of each Scenario. Reinforcements do not enter
directly onto the game map, but must first enter
into a Staging Area designated for that particular
group of reinforcements. The reinforcements may
then enter onto the game map.

CASES:

[21.1]THE STAGING AREA

The strip of hexes which border the actual game
map is divided into Staging Areas. The various
Staging Areas are numbered "1" through "9" and
represent the areas through which troops may
anive andlor deploy before they enter the game
map. The actual Entrance Hex for each Staging
Area is designated by an arrow which points to the
Road or Pike by which units may directly enter the
game map. This Road or Pike hex is the Entrance
Hex; the hex with the arrow is the Arrow Eex.

[21.2]ENTERING TI{E STAGING AREA

All reinforcements enter the Staging Area (not the
actual game map) in column formation or in
limbered status. They must enter the Arrow hex
and can enter the Staging Area through no other
hex. There is no Movement Point cost to enter the
Arrow Hex.

[2T3IENTERING TIIE GAME MAP

Units wishing to enter the game map from the
Staging Area have two options: they may enter
directly through the Entrance Hex or they may
deploy inside the Staging Area and then enter the
map through any hex adjacent to lhe Staging Area
hex.

[21.31I Units wishing to enter the game map on the
Turn they are scheduled to appear must enter the
map through the Entrance Hex in column
formation. There is no cost to enter the Arrow Hex,
but there is a cost to enter the Entrance
Hex-whatever cost that terrain demands. Units
entering in column should be visualized as a
chain of units. The first unit costs, for exampl€,
one Movement Point to enter: the second, two
MP's; the third, three, etc.

[2132] Units wishing to change formation and/ot
deploy within the Staging Area may not enter the
game map on the Turn they are scheduled to
appear, even if they have sufficient Movement
Points remaining to do so. They must wait at least

one full Turn before entering the game map. The
Arrow Hex "costs no Movement Points to enter.
However, all other hexes within the Staging Area

are treated as Clear terrain. Units may move into

and through these hexes in normal fashion,
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deploying into a battle line, etc., before entering
the game map. Units enter the game rnap by
moving into an adjacent hex on the game map.
The units pay the full cost of any terrain entered or
crossed; however, units entering through hexsides
containing Pikes, Roads or Trails are considered to
be moving on such. Units must observe restrictions
on stacking in Staging Areas.

[21.4]EFFECTS OF TrrE STAGTNG AREA

None of the hexes inside a Staging Area are
considered to be on the game map. As such, units
in Staging Areas may not attack or be attacked in
any way. Units may not move off the game map
into Staging Areas; if they do so they are
eliminated. (However, see Section 16.0.) Once a
unit leaves a Staging Area it may not move back
into it under any circumstances, Units may not
move out of the boundaries of the particular
Staging Atea they are in. Zones of Control do not
extend into or out of Staging Areas.

[21.s] BLOCKTNG ENTRANCE
THROUGH STAGING AREAS

[21.51] If an Entrance Hex is occupied by an
Enemy unit, that Entrance Hex may not be used to
bring in reinforcements, However, reinforcements
may deploy within the Staging Area and then enter
the game map. If all hexes adjacent to a Staging
Area are occupied by Enemy units, no Friendly
unit may enter the game map from that Staging
Area.

[21,52] Reinforcements which are unable to enter
the game map may choose to wait within that
Staging Area or re-enter the game map through an
adjacent Staging Area six Turns later.

[2f.53] The Confederate Staging Areas arc 1,2,3
and 4. The Union Staging Areas are 4, 5, 6,7,8
and 9. Either side may switch to an Area adjacent
to the one through which they were supposed to
enter; however, one Player may not enter the game
map through the other Player's Staging Areas. The
cost to switch Areas is six Turns; i.e., if you begin
the 0800 Turn in Area #1, you may enter Area #2
on the 1000 Turn.

[21.54] Players may jump two areas by paying a
cost of twelve Turns (six for each Area). Players
may never jump more than two areas.

[21.55] Units may not jump Staging Areas unless
they are actually blocked from entering their
original Area's Entrance Hex. This rule applies
only to the historical Scenarios.

[21.6] STAGING AREA NO.9: SPECIAL RULE

On the first day of the battle there is a Union
Division (3/I) that enters the game map through
Staging Area #9-the Fair f ie ld-Hagerstown
Road. This is the only time that this area is
designated. The entering reinforcements must
enter the game map in column. They then proceed
along the Hagerstown Road without changing
formation until they either cross Willoughby Run
or are attacked by Confederate units.

[2r.TlCoNFEDERATE
MOVEMENTRESTRICTIONS

No Confederate units may voluntarily cross Ma$h
Creek on the first day of the battle. This rule
applies only to the historical Scenarios

I22.Ol VTCTORY CONDTTTONS
GENERALRULE:
Victoty is awarded to the Player who has amassed
the greatest number ofVictory Points at the end of
the Scenario. Victory Points are awarded for the
elirnination and capture of Enemy troops andlor
the occupation of certain geographical objectives.

PROCEDUREI
Each Player keeps track of his casualties on the
various tracks assigned for these purposes. Note
that Cavalry casualties are recorded separately
from other casualties (10.81). At the end of the
Scenario, the Player adds up the number oftroops
of the other side that he has killed, wounded or
captured. Each of these is worth a different
amount of Points. The total number of Points is
determined, adding in any Points acquired for
terrain objectives. The Player with the highest
number of Points is awarded the victory; the Level
of Victory is determined by the actual Point
differential, adjusted for any possible demoraliza-
tions.

CASES:

[22.1] VTCTORY POrNT SCTTEDULE

[22.11] Casuatty Points apply to all Scenarios, and
their values do not change according to Scenario.
1. Each Player receives I Vlctory Point for each
100 Infantry men killed or wounded;
2. Each Player receives 2 Victory Points for each
100 Enemy Infantry captured;
3. Each Player receives 3 Victory Points for each
100 Enemy Cavalry or HQ guards killed, wounded
of captured;
4. Each Player receives 3 Victory Polnts for each
Enemy kader wounded;

5. Each Player receives 5 Victory Points for each
Enemy Leader killed;

6. Each Playet teceives 5 Vlctory Poinb per {.start,

for each Enemy kader captured; e.g., a Major
General has two stars (10 Points); a Brigadier, one
(5 Points); a Colonel one-halfstar (2% Points);
7. Each Player receives I Victory Point for each
Enemygun captured. Players receive no Points for
destroying guns.

[22.12] Points may be awarded for occupation of
certain hexes or general terrain areas. Occupation
is defined as having a Friendly unit physically in
the hex or having been the last to have moved
through that hex. Thus, occupation may be met by
simply moving a unit through the hex in a Move-
ment Phase.

[22.2] LINES OF COMMUMCATTON

Various terrain objectives require that a Line of
Communiiations be traced from the objective to
another hex or an area offthe game map. A Line of
Communications is a path of contiguous hexes of
any length that does not pass through an Enemy
unit, an Enemy Zone of Control, or impassable
terrain.

[22.3IDEMORALIZATTON
The amount of wear and tear that an individual
soldier can withstand in battle is. a highly
debatable point. However, on a larger scale, units
tended to reach a breaking point after which they
would become relatively worthless for the
remainder of the battle. The knowledge of this is
just one ofthe reasons commanders refrained from
committing troops continually to frontJine
combat. In TSS, the following rule simulates on a
generally strategical scale, that "cause and effect."

[22.311 Each side has its own Demoralization
kvel, according to the individual Scenario. The
level is expressed as a total number ofmen lost by
both casualties and captures. Thus, if a side's
Demoralization Irvel is 25,000 men, when that
side has lost 25,000 men killed, wounded or
captured, it becomes Demoralized.

[22.32] Demoralized units are automatically routed
whenever they suffer a casualty. There is no need
to roll for rout; as soon as a unit takes a casualty, it
is routed. This does no apply to units that normally
do not rout. kaders have no effect on
Demoralized units in terms of negating rout.

[22.33] Demoralized units may not initiate Melee.

[22.34j Once a side has become Demoralized, it
remains so fot the rest ofthe Scenario.

[22.35] Demoralization affects the trvel of Victory.
If a side is Demoralized, its l,evel of Victory is
dropped to the next Level, or its opponent's raised,
depending on the situation. Both sides may
become Demoralized, in which case the kvel
would remain the same.

[23.0] ADVAr\CED
AMMT]MTION
SUPPLY [Optional]

GENERALRULE:
The Supply Rules for Ammunition in Section 12.0
are an abstraction of many of the problems asso-
ciated with keeping units supplied with
ammunition during battle. The following rules
reflect a greater degree of realism, with a minor
decrease in playability. Players should note that
even these rules are somewhat of an abstraction.

CASES:

[23.1 ] SMALL.ARMS AMMUMTION

[23.11] Each Player receives a Supply Train, from
which the Supply Wagons draw small-arms
ammunition. The Supply Train thus acts as an
ammunition source, functioning like a "Grand
Supply Wagon."

[23.12] Each Supply Wagon carries a limited
supply of small-arms ammunition. This is reflected
by the number of times it may resupply a combat
unit. Each Supply Wagon thus has two Strength
Counters: one is the Combat Strength, while the
second counter, the Supply Strength, represents
the amount of ammunition left in the wagon. Each
Supply Wagon begins with a Supply Strength of
six.

[23.13] Every time a Supply Wagon resupplies a
Friendly unit, it uses up one of its Supply Strength
Points. Thus, a Supply Wagon that has a Supply
Strength ofsix and resupplies two units during the
Final Command Phase finishes the Phase with a
Supply Strength of four. When the Supply
Strength reaches zero, the Supply Wagon is empty
and may not resupply any units that are out of
ammunition.

[23.14] Supply Wagons may replenish their supply
level by themselves being resupplied by the Supply
Train. To do this, a Supply Wagon must spend one
full Movement Phase stacked with the Supply
Train. lt then dtaws six Supply "Points" from the
Train and moves offin the following Turn. Thus, a
Supply Wagon that is stacked with the Supply
Train at the beginning of the 1300 Turn may draw
supplies in the Movement Phase of that Turn and
move off in the 1320 Turn. While in the process of
resupplying, neither the Wagon nor the Train may
supply combat units. The amount of srnall.arms
ammunition in the Supply Train is unlimited.

[23.15] The Supply Train itself may be used to
resupply combat units with small-arms ammuni-
tion as if it were a regular Supply Wagon. See Case
12.23.

[23.16] Supply Wagons retain the level of supply
they are carrying if they are captured. Once
captured they may be used normally by the
capturing side.

[23.l7llf a Supply Wagon is hit by Artillery fire, it
loses a number of Supply Points equivalent to the
Casualty Loss stated on the Fire CRT, in addition
to any manpower loss sustained by the guards.
Thus, a Supply Wagon hit by Artillery fire and
suffering a result of "2" on the Fire CRT would
lost its guard unit plus two Supply Points.
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[23.2] ARTTLLERY AMMUr\rTrON

[23.21] Each Artillery unit (battery) has two
Strength Counters. The second counter (as

opposed to the normal Combat Strength Counter)
is a Supply Strength Counter. It represents the
supply level of the battery expressed in rounds of
ammunition available. Thus, a battery with a
Supply Strength Counter of'5' has five "rounds"
of ammunition available. All Confederate batteries
enter the game with a supply level of six, unless
designated otherwise in the Scenario. The Union
initial level is eight. These are the maximum levels
for both sides.

123.221 Each time that an Artillery battery fires,
regardless of the number of guns in the battery, it
uses one "round" of ammunition, If it chooses to
split its fire (see Case 10.34) it still uses only one
round. Each time it uses up a round, it reduces its
Supply Strength by one; e.g., a battery with a
supply level of four fires in a Counter-Battery
Phase; it now has a supply level of three rounds.
When the supply level reaches zero, the Suppy
Strength Counter is removed and the battery may
not fire until it is replenished.

[23.23] The Supply Train (23.11) acts as the
ultimate supply source for Artillery ammunition.
The Supply Train does not carry a Supply Strength
Counter; rather, the level of Artillery ammunition
available in the Supply Train is kept on the
Artillery Ammunition Availability Track (AAAT).
Each time tfe Supply Train resupplies a battery,
the level on the AAAT is reduced accordingly.
Unless otherwise indicated by the Scenario, the
Confederate Supply Train enters the game with
280 reserve rounds, while the Union Supply Train
carties 400 reserve rounds.

123.241 The Supply Train, and only the Supply
Train, may replenish the ammunition supply of
depleted Artillery ammunition. The Supply Train
must be within frve Movement Points of the battery
at the beginning of the Friendly Final Command
Phase. The path may not include hexes containing
Enemy units, Enemy ZOC's or unpassable terrain.
The Movement Point path is traced as in Case
12.23.

[23.25] To resupply the battery, the Player, in the
Friendly Final Command Phase, simply subtracts
the number of rounds he wishes to give the
battery-up to their maximum levels-from the
AAAT and places a Supply Strength Counter,
indicating the amount subtracted, under the
battery; e.g., K Battery, 4th US Artillery is out of
ammunition. lt starts a Friendly Final Command
Phase two Movement Points from the Union
Supply Train, which has a reserve level of 227 (on
the AAAT). During that Phase, the Union Playet
subtracts eight rounds from the AAAT and places
an "8" Supply Strength Counter under the battery.
The Union AAAT level is now 219, and K battery
now has eight rounds of ammunition.

123.261 lf an Artillery battery is captured or
eliminated in combat, its supply level is likewise
eliminated. The opposing Player does not get to
use the rounds carried by the battery. The loss of
individual guns within a battery has no effect on
the Supply level of that battery unless the loss is
caused by Artillery fire (see Case23.26).

I23.27lThe rule for exploding caissons (see 12.35)
temains essentially the same. However, when the
die is rolled the second time (after the caisson
explosion has occurred) the throw is not multiplied
by three; rather, the number on the die ro11
indicates the number of rounds lost by the
exploding caisson; e.g., a battery with a Supply
kvel of four receives a combat result of "2" from
Artillery fire. After removing two guns, the Player
rolls the die, throws a one, intlicating a caisson
explosion, and then rolls again, throwing a two.

The supply level for the battery is thus reduced to
two. If he had thrown a five the second time, the
battery would have been out of ammunition.

[23.3]THE SUPPLYTRAIN

The Supply Ttain carries a guard of 100 men and
moves with an allowance of five, similar to a
Supply Wagon. The Supply Train may be
captured. lf the Supply Train is hit by Artillery fire
a die is rolled-after subtracting any guard
loss-and the result is multiplied by three. The
result is the number of rounds subtracted from the
AAAT. Thus, if the Supply Train is hit by Artillery
fire and the Player rolls a four on the die, twelve
rounds of ammunition are taken off the AAAT. A
captured Suppfy Train retains all its normal
functions and may be used as such by the
capturing side. The AAAT should be adjusted to
reflect the acquisition of captured Supply Train
ammunition.

t24.01 REDEPLOYING TI{E
PROVOST GUARI)
lOptionall

GENERALRULE:
Provost guard were regimental detachments
assigned to various guatd duties. By the third day
of battle, the commanders found some of their
regiments so depleted that they were forced to
reassign the supply guards back to frontJine duty.

CASES:

[24.1]HOW TO REDEPLOY

[24.11] Starting with the 0400 Turn of the Third
Day (July 3), Players may reassign any provost
guards doing duty as Wagon guards to any
regiment firing rifle-musket (R). To do this, the
Player simply finishes a Movement Phase with
both units stacked together, observing the stacking
restrictions. The transfer is completed at the end of
that Movement Phase. Units completing such a
maneuver may not patticipate in offensive
combat-Fire or Melee-in that Player-Turn.

l24.l2l A Supply Wagon that is stripped of its
guard remains on the board (12.12). Since a Supply
Wagon is considered to be a "4" for stacking
purposes, whether it has a guard or not, the largest
infantry regiment that may stack with it for
purposes of redeployment is a "3."

[24.13] No unit may evet exceed its original
Strength.

t25.OI ARTILLERY' AccuRAcY [optional]
GENERALRULE:
Both sides had a tendency to overshoot their
targets when firing Artillery at extended ranges.
This was especially prevalent during the great
Artillery duel that preceded Pickett's Charge. The
following rules reflect that tendency.

CASES:

[25.UTHE MECTTATilCS OF OVERSHOOT

Any time that an Artillery unit fires at a target that
is at least eight hexes distant, the Player must roll
for overshoot.

[25.11] The firing Player must always designate the
target he is trying to hit. This target may never be
an empty hex; i.e., a Player may never aim at any
empty hex in the hopes ofhitting an occupied hex
behind it.

[25.12] Once that target hex has been designated
add is found to be eight or more hexes distant from
the firing battery, the Player then rolls one die for
eoch battery (or split battery) firing. A roll of 1, 2

or 3 means that the battery has hit its designated
target. The Player then rolls normally for a combat
result on the Fire CRT. If the Player rolls a 4 or 5
he has overshot the target by one hex; if he rolls a 6
he has overshot the target by two hexes. A battery
may overshoot even if the hex reached by overshot
is past its listed effective range.

[25.13] If a Player overshoots a target by one hex,
the shot falls into the hex immediately to the reat
of the target hex, as determined by the Line of Fire
(see Cases 25.4. 25.5). Ifthe Line ofFire bisects two
hexes to the rear of the target hex, the non'firing
Player may designate the hex actually hit. After the
overshoot hex is determined, the firing Player rolls
for a result on the Fire CRT; however, he adjusts
the Total Fire Strength column one to the left as a
result of overshooting the target. Players must still
observe the two-column maximum moYement. It is
entirely possible for a Player to his his own units
by overshooting.

[25.14] lf a Player overshoots a target by two hexes,

the shell falls into the hex that is two hexes directly
to the rear of the target hex. A battery over-
shooting by two hexes halve its Fire Strength,
before any other adjustments.

[2s.2]EFFECTS OF LII\E OF SrGHT
ONOVERSHOOT

Batteries which overshoot their targets may end up
firing into hexes into which they did not originally
have a Line of Sight. They may still overshoot and
fire into these hexes if they had a LOS to the
original target hex. Thus, a battery may aim at a
target on top of a hill, but actually hit one that is
behind the Crest. This is the only time.that a unit
may fire at an Enemy unit to which it does not
have a Line of Sight. (Remember, it is aiming at a
unit to which it does have a Line of Sight.)

[2s.3] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN

Units fired on by overshooting Artillery get the

benefit of any terrain in their hex. They also
benefit from any terrain hexside that the original
target hex would have benefited ftom; e.g., the
original target was behind a Ridge; the overshoot
target is not behind a Ridge hexside, but is in the
Woods. The new target gets the benefit of the
Woods, plus the Ridge plus the overshoot
adjustment! (Remember, however, the two-column
maximum adjustment.) If the Line of Sight passes,

by chance, through two Ridge hexsides, the
defending unit gets the benefit of only one Ridge
hexside.

[25.4lLII\iE OF FIRE

The Line of Fire is considered to be the same as the
Line of Sight-a direct line from the center of the
firing hex to the center of the target hex. To
determine the overshoot hex, simply continue the
line through the rear of the target hex into the hex
(or second hex) beyond it.

[25.5] SPLITTING FIRE

Where thete is more than one battery firing at a
particular target, each battery rolls for overshoot
separately. Thus, one single fire attempt may
dissolve into a bartage of several batteribs
scattered ovet two or more hexes, depending on the
Line of Fire of each battery! Remember the
restrictions of Case 10.35.

[26.0] BRTGADE COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS
lOptionall

GENERALRULE:
Brigade Combat Effectiveness (BCE) is an
Optional Rule that allows the Players to simulate
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the problems of motale and fatigue on a less
abstract level than with Case 22.3. A sheet of
paper-the BCE Sheet-has the Combat Effect-
iveness ratings for all necessary brigades and is
used to keep track of losses in Combat Strength
Points by brigade. It is suggested that Players
either make copies of this sheet for further use or
provide a clear, plastic cover for easy erasure. If
this rule is irsed, Case 22.3 is to be ignored for all
purposes except Victory Conditions.

CASES:

[26.1]HOW BCE WORKS

[26.11] Every Infantry and Cavalry brigade has a
Combat Effectiveness Rating. Artillery, HQ's,
kaders and Supply Guards do not have CE
Ratings and are thus not affected by loss of CE.
Futthermore, all Sharpshooter units, even if
attached to a specific brigade, are not affected by
loss of CE, even though losses to them count as
losses against the brigade.

[26.12] The CE Ratings for all units are found on
the Brigade Combat Effectiveness Sheet. The
Rating tepresents. the number of Combat Strength
Points which the units in the brigade may lose
before the brigade loses Combat Effectiveness.
When the brigade has lost the number of Strength
Points listed on the BCE Sheet, then the brigade
has lost Combat Effectiveness; e.g., the units in
Hays' Brigade (Earlylll) may lose up to eleven
Strength Points and remain fully combat effective.
However, when the brigade loses its twelfth.
Strength Point, it has lost Combat Effectiveness.
Players should keep track of the brigade losses by
checking off a box for each Strength Point
eliminated or captured.

[26.2] EFFECTS OF LOSS
OF COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

[26.21] The loss of Combat Effectiveness has the
following effects:

A) No unit in the brigade may initiate Melee. All
other combat functions may be performed
normally;

B) lf a unit in the brigade is routed and is within
the command control of its Officer, all other units
within that brigade and in command control of
that Officer are routed automatically, without
hafing to check. Units not in command control or
units engaged in a Melee other than the Melee
which caused the rout are not routed.

C) If a unit in the brigade is routed and is not
within command control, there is no effect on
other units in the brigade.

[26.22] Loss of Combat Effectiveness for the entire
brigade takes place the instant the CE Level is
reached. Once lost, BCE may not be recovered.
However, routed units may still be rallied.

[26.23] Units that are forced to retreat by rout
because another unit in the brigade has routed (see

Case 26.21B) dtaw Withdrawal Fire.

[26.3]RESTRTCTTONS ON
USE OFBCE

The Brigade Combat Effectiveness Rule should
not be used at all in Scenario #1-The First Day. It
may be used, optionally, in any other Scenario as
the Players see fit. It is recommended that the rule
be used by people wishing to play the Campaign
Game, lf it is used for the entire Three-Day
Campaign Game, the rule does not take effect
until the 1700 Turn of the lst Day; i.e., Players
may ignore the restrictions and penalties of lack of
Brigade Combat Effectiveness until 1700, even
though they are keeping track of the actual losses.
Then, starting with the 1700 Turn, the effects of
BCE (26.D come into play. The rule remains in
effect throughout the remainder of the game .

[26.4] COMBAT EFFECTTVENESS RECORn
(See separate sheet)

l27.01TIIE UI\trON- GNTTNRAL OFFICER
REPLACEMENT POOL

GENERALRULE:
The following is a listing, by corps, of Union
General Offrcers who may be used to replace any
Union divisional Ofhcer removed from play (see

Case 17.54). The replacing Officer must come from
the same corps as the Officer removed. If no
replacement exists in that corps, a "Colonel
Counter" must be used. The numbers in
parentheses following the Officer's name are his
historical command and his qame-command

rating.

FIRST CORPS: Brig. General Meredith (1/1/I;

6-2); Brig. Gen. Cutler (2/l/l; 6-l); Brig. Gen.
Palul 1/2/l; 6-1); Brig. Gen Baxter (2/2/l; 6-l);
Brig. Gen. Rowley (1/3/I; 4-1); Brig. Gen.
Stannard (3/3/l; 6-1).

SECOND CORPS: Brig. Gen. Zook (3/l/ll; 6-2);
Brig. Gen. IJartow'(l/2/ll; 5-1); Brig. Gen. Webb
(2/2/rr 6-D.
THIRD CORPS: Brig. Gen. Grrhan (l/l/lll;
7-1); Brig. Gen. Ward (2/l/l[;7-2); Brig. Gen.
Calr (3/2/lll;7-l).

FIFTH CORPS: Brig. Gen. Wed(3/2/Y;7-2).

SIXTH CORPS: Brig. Gen. Torbert (l/l/YI;6-l);
Brig. Gen. Bartlett Q/l/Yl; 6-1); Brig. Gen.
Rusself (3/1/Vl; 6-2); Bdg. Gen. Neill (3/2/Vl;
5-1); Brig. Gen. Shaler (l/3/YI;6-1); Brig. Gen.
Wheaton (3/ | /Yl; 6-2).

ELEVENTH CORPS: Brig. Gen. Ames (2/l/XI;
5-1); Brig. Gen. Schimmelfenntg (1/3/XI; 5-1).

TWELFTH CORPS: Brig. Gen. Lockwood
(2/1/Xll; 6-1); Brig. Gen. Ruger (3/l/Xll; 7-2);
Brig. Gen. Kane(2/2/Xll;5-1); Brig. Gen. Greene
0/2/Xrl:.6-l).

[28.0] TrrE SCENARTOS
[28.1] THE FIRST DAY: JULY 1, 1E63

On the afternoon of June 30, two brigades or
Union cavalry under General John Buford were
camped in the hills west of Gettysburg. To the far
west they could just barely see a column of
Confedetate infantry trudging through the steamy
heat toward the small Pennsylvania town. A brief
exchange ofshots from Buford's pickets caused an
immediate withdrawal of the Southern trooos
(Pett igrew's Br igade from Heth's Div is ion,
supposedly looking for supplies). Buford, a
capable and resourceful officer, immediately sent
word by courier to Major General John Reynolds,
in command of the Union I Corps-the nearest
body of troops-for Buford was not fooled by this
quick Confederate disappearance. He knew that
the Army of Northern Virginia would be
back-and in force-the next day. With only 2900
troopers at his command, Buford decided to hold
the ground, for a quick look around told him that
those hills would afford an excellent oosition for
receiving an attack.

General Robert E. Lee received the information of
this brief encounter from Major General Heth
stoically. Heth was convinced that the force
encountered had been local militia. He was
ordered by Lee to reconnoiter in force the following
morning. So, at about eight o'clock in the morning
of July lst the brigades of Brigadier Generals
Archer and Davis tramped down the Chambers-
burg Pike from Cashtown into one of the most
decisive clashes in the history ofwarfare.

[28.1r] SCENARTO LENGTH

The Scenario begins with the 0740 Turn ofJuly I
and ends with the completion of the 1700 Turn,
July l. The Scenario is thus 29 Game-Turns and
takes approximately eight hours to play. The
Confederate Player is the First Player.

[28.12] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT

Union: The Union Player places the lst and 2nd
Brigades of the First Cavalry Division, Battery A,
2 US (Tidball/HA), plus General Buford and
Colonels Gamble and Devin, along with one
Supply Wagon (at maximum level for Optional
Rules) on Map A, anywhere east of Herr Ridge and
North of Hagerstown Road. The Cavalry are all
dismounted.

Confederates: There are no Confederate forces on
the game map,

[28.13] RETNFORCEMENTS

Both Sides: Receive all Reinforcements listed on
the Campaign Game Reinforcement Schedule
(29.0) for the First Day through and including the
1500 Turn.

[28.14] AMMUNITION SUPPLY-ARTILLERY
Basic Game: Both s ides have unl imited
ammunition.

Optional Rules: Both sides start with all batteries
at maximum level. Thev receive no other
ammunition.

[28.15] VTCTORY CONDTTTONS
Both Players receive Victory Points as per Case
22.11. ln addition, if the Confederatc Player, at the
end of the Senario has at least four unrouted
combat units in any four consecutive hexes of
Ccmetery Hill and these units are within the
Effectiveness Radius of their Office(s) and can
trace a Line of Communications back to the
Staging Area One, he receives 1fi) Victory Points.
The Confederate Player will also receive 50 Points
for similar occupation of Culpts Hill. The Union
Player receives 50 Points if the Confederate Player,
at the completion of the Scenario, has no combat
units that are in command control east of the
Seminary-Oak Ridge Line and south of Hexrow
2700, Map B.

[2E.16] LEVELS OF VTCTORY

Stated as a ratio of Confedetate Victory Points to
Union Victory Points;
Confederate Decisive VictgrJ:
1.75 to I or gr€ater.

Confederate Substantive Victory:
at least 1.5 to 1, but less than 1.75 to 1.

Confederate Marginal Victory:
at least I to 1, but less than 1.5 to 1.

Union Marginal Viciory:
less than 1 to 1, but greater than 1 to 1.25.

Union Decisive Victory:
I to 1.25 or more.

[28.17] DEMORALIZATION LEVELS
If the Confederate Player sustains casualties
(including captures) ofover 10r(XX) men, his side is
Demoralized.

lf the Union Player sustains losses of over Er(X)0
men, his side is Demoralized.

The effects of Demotalization are covered in
Case22.3.

[28.2]THE SECOND DAY: JULY 2' 1E63

As the sun set on the first day of Gettysburg, the
Confederate Army was in a state of elation.
They had inflicted a decisive beating on the Union
I and XI Corps, captured thousands of Union
soldiers, and pushed the "Yankees" out of the

I



town. The Army of Northern Virginia had done it
again, and, as usual, the Northetn forces had
folded under pressure. It was surely just a matter
of one more sharp attack early the following day
and the road to Washington would be wide open.

This euphoria, however, was ill-founded and
certainly had not spread to ke and his staff. The
Confederatq Army had also taken heavy loses, and
the curious failure of Lieutenant General
Ewell-newly appointed as a Corps Commander in
place of the sorely-missed Stonewall Jackson-to
follow his Corps' early success with an attack on
the Union positions on Cemetery Hill had allowed
the Union Army to withdraw in good order.
Furthermore, Lee missed JEB Stuart's cavalry. He
had no idea of the whereabouts of the rest of the
Union Army or how dispersed its corps were.
Stuart could have provided this information, but
his absence remained a mystery.

In conference that evening, Longstreet opted for a
flanking move to the south and an avoidance of a
head-on attack. But Ire, although aware of
Longstreet's preference for remaining on the
tactical defensive, felt that this would come to
naught. Unsure of the Union positions, Lee still
felt positive that a well-coordinated attack would
break the North and win the day.

In the meantime, Major General Meade had
arrived at the battlefield sometime after midnight.
Apprised of the genetal situation, he found the
Union positions satisfactory, making sure that
units from the XII Corps covered the flank to the
soulh of Cemetery Ridge.

At daylight, Lee sent out a few men to reconnoiter
the Union left. By some quirk of fate, they found
themselves at the summit of The Little Round Top
with no Union troops in sight. Records seem to
indicate that the units of Geary's Division that had
occupied this position had just moved off to their
new positions, and Sickle's III Corps units had not
yet arrived to take their place. In any case, ke was
informed that the Union left did not extend as far
as the Round Tops and that an oblique attack

[from this position] on the Union left was possible.

Thus Lee, ignorant of the steady flow of Union
troops from the south and east (V and II Corps,
plus the Reserve Artillery were already present),
decided to proceed with his plan to have
Longstreet's Corps move to the Confederate right
and hit the Union left in a coordinated attack-in-
echelon, while Ewell pinned the Union troops in
the Cemetery Hill area. The Confederates began to
move at 8 A.M.; it wasn't until 4 P.M. that they
began to attack.

[2E.21] SCENARTO LENGTH
This Scenario begins with the 0800 Turn of July
2nd and ends with the completion ofthe 2300 Turn
of the same day. The Scenario is thus 40
Game-Turns and takes approximately ten hours to
play. The Confederate Player is the First Player.

[2E.22] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
Confederates: Johnsonts Division (II): Anywhere
east of Rock Creek and north of Hanover Road.
Units may be in reserve. Earlyts Divlsion (II):
(excluding Smith's Brigade); Anywhere between
the west edge of Gettysburg (exclusive) and Rock
Creek; north of and excluding hexrow 83400.
Smlth's Brfuade: Within one hex of 80705. Rode'c
Division (II): (excluding Gordon's Brigade);
anywhete between the Baltimore Pike, as it runs
through Gettysburg,  and Seminary Ridge
(inclusive); north of and excluding hexrow 83300.
Gordonts Brlgade: Within two hexes of 81803.
Heth's Dlvision (III): Within two hexes of A2513,
in reserve status. Penderts l)ivision: Anywhere
west of Seminary Ridge (may be adjacent to Ridge)

between Hagerstown road and hexrow A/B3900,
inclusive. Andersonts Division (III): Anywhere
west of Seminary Ridge (may be adjacent to Ridge)
between hexrows A/8,f000 and A5200. inclusive.
Mclaw's Division and Hood's Divlsion (excluding
Law's Brigade) (I): Within five hexes of Herr
Tavern (A1913), in reserve gtatus. All Artillery
(except those listed below): With any command
from same division or corps. Hardaway Battery
(Mclntosh's Batt-III): 80832. Nelson's Battalion
(lI): Within two hexes of 82427. Carterts Battallon
(lI): Within two hexes of 82324. Gamett's Batta.
lion (III): With Pender's Division. 14 Va, 16 Va,
17 Va, I MdBn (Cav)r: Within one hex of 81702:
Ten Breastworks: anywhere. Etght Supply
Wagons: Anywhere. One Supply Traln (Opt):
Anywhere.

Union Inltlal Deployment: First Dlvision (I):
Anyvhere between Culp's Hill and Cemetery Hill,
north of row 84200. Second Division (I): Hex
84621 in reserve status. Second Corps, plus Thfud
Division (l): Anywhere between hexrows 84500
and 85800, inclusive, and east of Cemetery Ridge
(may be adjacent to Ridge). First Division (III)
(minus 3/1/III): Anywhere within the area of The
Wheatfield and Devil's Den, but not west of any
hex ending in 29. Second Divirlon (III) (minus
3/2/lll): Within four hexes of C0127. IO Corpsr
Within three hexes of 84222; may be in reserve.
)ilI Corps (minus 1st MD, ESH Regiment):
Anyrhere between Culp's Hill (inclusive) and
85310, but not east or northeast of Rock Creek or
Culp's Hill Trail. Reserve Artillery (minus lst
Vol Bgde): Within four hexes of C0411, in rcsene.
First Cavalry Divlsion, Brigades I and 2, plus
Battery A, 2US(HA): Anywhere between the
Baltimore Pike and the Emmitsburg Road. Corps
Artillery: With any unit within that Corps. Seven
Supply Wagons: Anywhere. One Slpply Train
(Opt): Anpvhere. Ttventy Breastworks: Anywhere.

[28.23] RETNFORCEMENTS
Both sides receive all reinforcements from the
Campaign Game Reinforcement Schedule (29.0)
starting with the 0800 Game-Turn of the Second
Day, through the end ofthe day.

[2E.24I AMMUNITION SUPPLY
Artillery: Basic Game: unlimited; Optlonal Rules:
all batteries at maximum level.
Confederate Supply Train l*vel: 200; Union
Supply Train Level: 365.
Small-Arms (Optional): All Wagons at maximum
level.

[2E.25]UNIT STRENGTHS
All units are at maximum Strength, except the
units listed below. The Strength for these units is
listed in parentheses after the unit designation.

C,onfederates: Hays'Brigade (Early/II): sth La (3),
6thLa (4),9th La (3). Hoke's Brigade (Early/II):
6th NC (3), 2rst NC (5), 57th NC (4). Gordon's
Brigade (Early/ll): 26th Ga (1), 31st Ga (1), 61st
Ga (1). Daniel's Brigade (Rodes/II): 32NC (2),
43NC (3),45NC (3), 53NC (2), 2NCBat (2). O'Neal's
Brigade (Rodes/II): 3Ala (2), 5 Ala (1), 6Ala (3),
12A1a (1), 26Ala (3). Iverson's Brigade (Rodes/II):
sNC (2), 12NC (1), 20NC (1), 23NC (1). Doles
Brigade (Rodes,zll): 4GA (3), 44cA(D. Ramseur's
Brigade (Rodes/II): 2NC (2), 14NC (1). 1st Brigade
(Heth/III): 11Nc (4), 26Nc (4),47Nc (3), 52Nc (4).
2nd Brigade (Heth/III): 47Va (2),55Va (1). 3rd
Brigade (Heth/III): l4Tenn (2). 4th Brigade
(Heth/IlI): 2Miss (4), 11Miss (3), 42Miss (4), 55NC
(2). lst Brigade (Pender/III): 1SCPA (1), lSCRif
(3), 12SC (1), 13SC (1), 14SC (2). 2nd Brigade
(Pender/III): 7NC (2). 3rd Brigade (Pender/III):
35Ga (2), 45GaQ\.4th Brigade (Pender/III): 16NC
(1), 22NC (1), 34NC (1), 13NC (1), 38NC (1).
kaders Eliminated: Pender. Heth. Archer.

Union: 1/1/I: 19lnd (1), 24Mich (1), 2wis (1),
Swis (3), TWis (1). 2/r/r:7rnd (4), 76NY (1), 84NY
(2), 9sNY (1), 147NY (2), 56Pa 1). l/2/r: Atl
regiments 0\. 2/l/l: 12Mass (2), 97NY (1), 88Pa
(r). l/3/1: 80NY (2), l2rPa (2\, 142Pa (3), 151Pa
(2). 2/3/1: All regiments (D. l/Uxll 54NY (2),
68NY (3), 153Pa (2). 2/l/Xl:17 Conn (1), 25 Ohio
(1), 75Ohio (3), 107Ohio (2). l/2/xr: 134NY (1),
1 54NY (2), 27 P a (D, 7 3P a (2). 2/ 2 / Xl: 33Mass (5),
55Ohio (3), 73Ohio (4). l/3/Xl:82lll (3), 45NY (2),
157NY (2), 61Ohio (2), 74Pa (l). 2/3/Xl: 58NY (2),
ll9NY (2), 82Ohio (1), 75Pa (3), 26Wis (1).
l/l/Cavl.8th lll (4). Artillery: B, 4US (I) (5); A,
2US (HA) (5): G, 4US fiI) (5). I-eaders Eliminated:
Reynolds (I), Paul (I), Barlow (XI).

[2E.26] VTCTORY CONDTTTONS
Both Playen receive Victory Points as per Case
22.11. Losses incurred prior to start of this
Scenario do not count towards Victory Points. In
addition, the Players receive Points for the
following geographical objectives:
Confederates: 1(X) Victory Points (VP): At least
one Confederate unit on Cemetery Hill and no
Union units. 75 YP: Same as above, for Little
Round Top. 50 YP: Sane as above, for Culp's Hill.
l0 VP: Each Confederate combat unit exiting the
map through Staging Area #6; Confederate Player
must be able to trace a Line of Communications to
exit hex(es) at end of Scenario.
Union: 50 Yictory Points (VP): At least one Union
unit on Cemetery Hill and no Confederate units. 50
VP: Same as above, for Culp's Hill, 50 VP: Same
as above, for Little Round Top. lfi) VP: If there
are less than 10(X) unrouted Confederate soldiers
in Command Control east of the Emmitsburg
Road.

12E.27 | LEV F.LS OF VTCTORY
The I-evels of Victory are the same as in Case
28.16.

[2E.28] DEMORALIZATION LEVELS
If the Confederate Player sustains casualties
(including captures) of over 12,000 men, he is
Demoralized.
If the Union Player sustains losses of over 11,000
men, he is Demoralized.
lf Optional Rule 26.0 is used, the only effect of
Demoralization is on the Level of Victorv.

[28.3I BATTI,E FOR THE LITTLE RO{JND TOP:
JULY 2.4 PJVI.

This Scenario simulates the attack by the
Confederate right-Longstreet's Corps-on the
First Division of the Third Corps, which anchored,
somewhat weakly, the Union left. The immediate
goal turned out to be The Little Round Top, a high
hill whose summit would not only prove a strong
defensive point for the Union left, but whose view
provided a complete enfilade of the Union
positions to the north. (Big Round Top is higher,
but its heavily-wooded terrain makes it a negligible
military target). Longstreet's orders were to furn
the Union flank; Sickle's, to hold it. The Little
Round Top thus became the focal point of the
entire clash.

[2E3U SCENARIO LENGTH AND MAPS USED
This Scenario begins with the 1600 Turn of July 2
and ends with the completion of the 1900 Turn of
the same day. The Scenario is 10 Game-Turns long
and takes approximately three hours to play. The
Confederate Player is the First Player,

Only the "C" game map is used for thls Scenarlo.
Units forced off the north edge of the game map
are not considered to be eliminated or captured;
however, the may not return to the game.
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[28.32] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
Confederates: Alexander's Artillery (I) and
Cabbell's Artillery (I): West of Warfreld Ridge,
north of hex 1035 (inclusive); may be adjacent to
Ridge. Henry's Artlllety (I): West of Warfield
Ridge, south of hex C1035; may be adjacent to
Ridge. Eshleman's Artlllery (l): Hex 0544, ln
reserve status.Barksdalets and Kershawts Brtgades
(McLaws/I): West of Warfield Ridge, north of hex
C1035 (inclusive); in First Wave. Wofiord and
Semme's Brigades (McLaws/I), Mclaws, one
Supply Wagon: West of Warfield Ridge, north of
hex C1035 ( inclusive): in Second \{ave.
Roberbon's and Law's Brigades (Hood/I): West of
Warfield Ridge, south of hex 1035; in Fitst Wave.
Anderson's a16 gsnningte Brigades (Hood/I),
Hood, one Supply Wagon: West of Warfield
Ridge, south of hex 1035; in Second Wave.
Longstreet: Anlwhere west of Southern line,

Uniou 3/2fi11 (attached to 1/III for this
Scenario): hex 0526, ln resene status. l/V, Bannes:
hex 0219, in reserve. 2/Y, Ayte: hex 0707, in
reserve. 3/V, Crawford: hex 0207, in reserve. 3rd
Mass and D, sth US Batterier (V): hex 0218. h
reoerye. C, lst IYY; L, lst Ohio; 5th US Batterlec
(V): hex 1013, in neserre. Sykes; one Supply
Wagon: hex 0508. lst US Sharpshootcs Q/l/lll)z
hex 0925. 105Penn (l/l/lll): hex 0130. G. lstl\tYi
6F, MeLt (4th Vol/Res Arty): hex 0124. 15NY (lst
Vol,/ResArty): hex 0123. SMassI,t (1 Vol,zResArB):
hex 0124. C/F, Pa (lVol/ResArB): hex 0125.
6EPenn (1/1AII): hex 0230. 9Mascl,t (lVol/Res
Arty): hex 0327.2, NJLI OII); 63Penn (l/l/lll):
hex 0331. E, lstRILt (III); 141Penn 0/l/lID: hex'
0431. 57Penn 0/l/l[Dz hex 0531. 114Penn
(l/r/rrr): hex 0530. 2 US SS (2/l/lll); 3Malne
(2/I/lll): hex 0529. D, ll{Ylt (III): hex 0725.
3Mich (3/1/I[): hex 0830. SMtch (3/1/III): hex
0931. 110 Penn (3/ l / l l l ) :  hex 1030.
40 NY (3/ l / l l l ) :  hex 1130. 17 Malne
Q/l/llD: hex 1229. 86IYY (2/1/III): hex 1329.
4NYLt (III); 99Penn (2/l/lll): hex 1428. 20lnd
(2/l/lll): hex 1529. 124th IYY (2/l/lll\: hex 1628.
4Maine (2/l/lll): hex 1627. Birney; Sickles; Itr
Corps HQ: hex 0726. One Supply Wagon: hex
0724.

[2E33]RETNFORCEMENTS
At the beginning of the 1700 Game-Turn, the
Union Player receives the Fint Division of the
Second Corps (1/II and General Caldwell) as
reinforcements. The Division arrives in column
through hex C0117. It carries one Supply Wrgon
with it.

[2834] AMMUNITION SUPPLY
Artillery: Baslc Game: unlimited; Opttonal Rules:
all batteries at maximum level; no Supply Train.
Small-Arms (Optional): A1l Wagons at maximum
level.

[26.35]UNIT STRENGTHS
All units are at original/maximum Strength.

[2E.361 SPECTAL RULES
1. The units of Burling's Brigade Q/2filI) arc
considered to be under the command of General
Birney for the purposes of this Scenario.
2. Unlon Reserve Release Rule: The Union has
several groups of units in Reserve Status at the
start of the Scenario. These units may be released
automatically if attacked. Otherwise, they follow
the schedule below:
Thm Unlts Released
1620 3/2/\r(0526\
1640 One ofthe following hexes: 1013, 0707,0207,

or 0219*0218.
1700 Same as 1640
1720 Allremaining Reserve groups.

[28.371 VTCTORY CONDITIONS

The victor in this Scenario is determined according
to the conditions listed below. If neither side
satisfies any of the conditions, the Scenario is
considered a Draw.

Confederate Decisive Victory: No unrouted Union
units in command control south of hexrow 0901,
inclusive.
Confederate Tactical Vlctory: At least one
Confederate unit and no Union units on Little
Round Top. The Confederate unit must be able to
trace a Line of Communications to Warfield
Ridge.
Union Tactical Victory: At least one Union unit on
Little Round Top must be able to trace a Line of
Communications to hex 0117.

Unlon Decisive Victory: No untouted Confederate
units in command control east of any hex ending in
29, inclusive.

[2E.38] EFFECT OF CASUALTIES

The Demoralization Rules should not be used for
this Scenario. Players may use the Optional
Brigade Effectiveness Rules if they wish, but it is
not recommended.

However, if any side suffers 3090 or more losses
(casualties and captures) than the other side, the
side with fewer losses receives one higher Level of
Victory.

[28.41TIm TIIIRD DAY: PICKETT'S CHARGE

After the victory of the first day and the
disappointments of the second, ke decided that
he would attack once more in an effort to defeat
Meade's force decisively. Confederate tactics,
however. still ran under the impression. proven
erroneous by now, that the Union Armies were
poorly motivated and even more pooily led.
Perhaps this is what convinced ke to try a massive
frontal assault on the center of the Union line.
Convinced, for some reason, that Cemetery Hill
was impregnable (despite the fact that it had been
taken briefly by Ewell's Corps the day before) and
wary of Longstreet's ubiquitous idea of a flanking
maneuver to the south, Lee felt that a head-on
charge at the center of the Union line-. fixed at a
point behind a stone wall in front of Cemetery
Ridge now known as "The Angle"-would most
assuredly carry the day.

Longstreet disagreed vehemently, realizing, with
his bent towards defensive tactics, that such a
charge against an almost equal number of troops
would be foolhardy. But tre felt that an extended
bombardment from the 175 guns from Oak Hill to
the Peach Orchard would soften the Union line
sufficiently for an attack by General Pickett's
Division-newly arrived and, as yet, unused-
supported by units from Heth's Division (now

commanded by General Pettigrew), Pender's Divi
sion (led by General Trimble) and Anderson's
Division. But once again ke had miscalculated
badly. He was unaware that his attillery ammuni-
tion supply was woefully low. He insisted on using
Heth's Division in the charge, a division not only
badly riddled by first-day casualties, but led at the
brigade level by three Colonels and a rather color-
less general. [Joseph Davis was a nephew of
Jefferson Davis; the Confederacy was not immune
to nepot ism.]  Furthermore, Pickett 's  men,
although not yet bloodied, had endured a hot,
brutal march to the battlefield; the intensive heat
of the third day (almost !Qo) would not help their
condition.

Worst of all, the Union was imminently ready.
Although their losses were equal to those of the
Confederacy for the first two d4ys, they were now

relatively rested behind a huge line of ridges and
breastworks. With several key units well-placed as
reserves, they were in a good position to hold off
virtually any major attack.

Thus, Pickett's Charge became a classic disaster:
as a wanton destruction of men it was unparalleled
in Nineteenth Century warfare. The 379o losses
suffered by The Light Brigade at Balaclava were
light when compared to Pickett's Division's losses
of over 65%! Heth's Division went as high as 6070
lost, and several regiments were virtually wiped out
to the man. Surveying the carnage and the effect of
the battle on his army-and on the fate of the
Confederacy-an exhausted and agonized ke
could only cry out, "Too bad! Too bad! OH, TOO
BAD!" About the only moment of glory for the
South occurred towards the end of the cannonade
and into the battle proper. Two brigades of Union
cavalry undet General Kilpatrick attempted to
flank the Southern right deployed across the
Emmitsburg Road. After some worthless
skirmishing, Kilpatrick became convinced that the
southetn position was being held by only a thin line
of reserves. Sensing the opportunity to turn the
flank with one grand assault, he baited the
brilliant young cavalry offrcer, Brigadier General
Elon Farnsworth, into charging the Confederate
line. Farnsworth charged, circling the Confederate
posi t ions Indian-sty le.  Unfortunately,  they
weren't reserves; they were several brigades from
Hood's Division. Hundreds of Union troopers died,
Farnsworth among them.

[28.41] SCENARTO LENGTH

The Scenario begins with the 1300 Game-Turn of
the Third Day and ends after the completion of the
1940 Turn ofthe same day. The Scenario is thus 21
Game-Turns long and takes approximately seven
hours to play. The Confederate Player is the First
Player; the Union sets up first.

[2E.42] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
Confederate: Eardaway Btry (McIntosh/III): hex
80832. Sumter A & B Battcrles (LanelIII): within
three hexes of A3403, in reserve. lst Rlchnond
Howltzers (Cabell/I), Madison Lt Arty (Alex/I)'

Huger Arty (Garnett/Ill), NflkltArtyBlues (Gar-

nettllll): within four hexes of A4106, ln teserve.
Jones[I Artillery Battalion: within two hexes of
82323. Remainder of Artlllery: with their parental
division or corps. ISC Regiment (Hampton/Cav),

SC (Hart) Battery (Beckham): hex C0544' Plckett's
Division (I): between hexrows A5100-6000,
inclusive; west ofRidge running north ofthe Peach
Orchard. Mclawts Divislon (I): on Map C, west of
any hex ending in 26, exclusive. Johnson's Divicion
(II), Daniel's Brigade and O'Nealts Brigade
(Rodes/II): in any hex within one hex of Rock
Creek, between 84610 and B3714, inclusive.
Ear ly 's Dlv ls lon ( I I ) :  between Gettysburg
(inclusive). and Rock Creek, north of hexrow
B3500, exclusive, Iversonts, Dolest, Ramceurts
Brigades (Rodes/II), lrt and 3rrl Brigades
(Pender/III): any hex in the Sunken Road. Hethts
Division (II): west of Seminary Ridge, between
hexrows A4100-4800, inclusive. 2nd and 4th
Brigades (Pender/III): same as Heth's Division, to
rear of Heth's Division. Mahone's and Poeeyts
Brigarles (Anderson/Ill): west of Seminary Ridge,
between hexrow A4000 and the Hagerstown Road.
Wilcox's and Pertyts Brigades (Anderson/Ill):

west of Seminary Ridge, between hexrows A4900-
5200, inclusive. Wrigbt's Brigade (Anderson/III):

within three hexes ofA5004. Ten Supply Tfagonr,
one Supply Train, General Lee, fffteen Bre$twork
Counters: anywhere.

Union: All Artillery unlb: divided in any manner
between Cemetery Hill and Ridge, and the C Map,
northeast of The Big Round Top. An Artillery
Park may be set-up in Power's Hill vicinity. Flrst

t"
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Division, lst Corps: between Culp's Hill (inclusive)
and Cemetery Hill (exclusive) south of hexrow
84000 (inclusivd. l/2fi: hex 84421, in reserve.
2/2[z hex 84321, in reserve. l2lPu 142Pc (1/ 3/D:
hex85722, in reserve. 2/3I:hex85722, in resene.
3/3[: within one hex.of 85926. First Division. tr
Corps: between hexrows 85900 and C0200,
inclusive; east of Cemetery Ridge line. Second
Division, tr Corps: between hexrows 85100-5700,
inclusive; adjacent to Cemetery Ridge. Eohto
(l/3/ll): hex 94426. Remainder ot l/3/Ik
Cemetery Hill. 2/3fi1and 3/3/tr: between hexrows
84700 and 85000, inclusive; adjacent to Cemetery
Ridge. III Corps: between hexrows C0100-0700, in
Woods adjacent to Tanneytown Road. Fhst
Division, V Corps: within three hexes of C0971.
Second Division, V Corpe: within three hexes of
C1517. Third Division, V Corps: within four hexes
of C1220. First Division, VI Corps: same as 1/II.
Second Division, VI Corps: within three hexes of
C2016. Third Division, VI Corpc: within three
hexes of C1217. First Divlsion, )(I Corps: in hexes
83921, 84020, 84120 and, 84219. Second and
Third Divlslons, XI Corps: on Cemetery Hill or
adjacent to it. )ilI Corps: between Culp's Hill
(inclusive) and 85010, west of Culp's Hill Trail,
inclusive. Thirteen Supply Wagons, one Supply
Ttain, General Meade: ,anywhere. Thfity Breast-
work Counters: anlwhere.

[2E.43] RETNFORCEMENTS
Players receive any reinforcements arriving on or
after the 1300 Turn ofthe Third Day.

[2E.44] AMMUNITION SUPPLY
Artillery: Baslc Game: Confederates have a level of
180; Union has a level of 445. Optional Rules: All
batteries at maximum level. Confederates have no
Supply Train Ammunition Level; Union Supply
Train kvel is I10.
Small-Arms (Optional): A1l Wagons at maximum
level.

[28.45]UNIT STRENGTHS
All units are at maximum Strength, except for
those units listed below:
Confederates: Carter's Artillery Battalion (each
battery reduced by "1"). Mclaw's Division/I
(remove 21 Strength Points). Hood's Division/I
(remove 21 Strength Points). Early's Division/Il
(remove 15 Strength Points). Johnson's Division/Il
(remove 9 Strength Points). Rodes' Division/Il
(remove 28 Strength Points). Andenon's Division/
III (remove 10 Strength Points). Heth's Division/
III (see Case 28.25). Pender's Division/Ill (see
Case 28.25). kaders Eliminated: Pender, Heth,
Archer, Hood, Barksdale, Semmes, Anderson, G.,
Roberbon, JJ., Jones, J..

Union: Artillery (see case 28.25; plus A, lRILtnI
(5); B, IRILt/II (4). I Corps (see Case 28.25). l/ll
(remove 15 Strength Points). 2,zII (remove 10
Strength Points).3/II (remove 10 Strength Points).
1/III (remove 19 Strength Points). 2/III (remove 18
Strength Points). l/V (remove 7 Strength Points; 4
ftom 2/l/Y). 2/V (remove 9 Strength Points). 3,zV
(rgmove 1 Strength Point). l/XI (remove 13
Strength Points). 2/XI (remove 9 Strength Points).
3/XI (remove 15 Strength Points). I/XII (remove 4
Strength Points). 2/XII (remove 4 Strength Points).
kaders Eliminated: Reynolds, Paul, Sickles,
Graham, Weed, Barlow.

[2E.46] VTCTORY CONDTTTONS
The schedule of Victory Points and kvels of
Victory are the same as fot the Second Day
Scenario (Cases 28.26 and28.27).

[28.47] DEMORALTZATTON LEVELS
If the Confederate Player sustains casualties
(including captures) ofover 10,000 men, his side is
Demoralized. The Union Plaver has the same
Demoralization Level.

[2E.48] SPECTAL RULES FOR
PICKETT'S CHARGE (OPTIONAL)

Players may attempt to recreate the actual attack
known as Pickett's Charge. They should be fore-
warned that this is an exercise in futility, as was
borne out in playtesting. However, for those
interested in this sort of thing the following
suggestions are included. This Scenario lends itself
quite well to solitaire play.

1. The Scenario begins at 1300. From 1300
through 1440, the only Phases of the Game-Turn
used are the Artillery Fire and Counter-Battery
Phases. There is no movement. This will recreate
the famous cannonade that preceded the charge.
Players should use the Artillery Overshoot Option
with this rule, and there is no routing during the
cannonade.

2. Starting with the 1500 Turn through the 1640
Turn, the Confederate Player may move units that
start the Scenario west of Seminary Ridge or west
ofthe Ridge running north of The Peach Orchard.
No other units may move. The U.S.A. Player may
not move any units from the following Corps: III,
V, VI, XI and XII. The Scenario ends with the
completion of the l640Turn.

3. During the initial movement portion of the
Scenario (1500-1540), the Rout Rules-including
Brigade Command Effectiveness-are suspended
for the C.S.A. Units may rout only starting with
the 1600 Turn. C.S.A. units fired at during these
Turns do not roll for rout; they do not check for
rout if Melee attacked. This does not apply to the
Union uni ts.
4. The Victory Conditions for the Confederates
are possession of any five adjacent hexes that are
part of Cemetery Ridge. Confedetate casualties
will be immense; Players should make their own
determination as to whether any Confederate
victory, ifachieved, was worth it.

[2E.49] FARNSWORTH'S CHARGE (OpTrON)

As an added fillip to the above Case, Players may
want to throw in Farnsworth's Charge. On the
1440 Turn, Farnsworth's and Merritt's Cavalry
Brigades, plus General Kilpatrick, are placed
anywhere in Staging Area #7. They may move no
further that Turn; however, the C.S.A. Player may
immediately release any two brigades on the C
Map. He may then release one more brigade on
1540, and an additional brigade on 1600. They
may not move to any other map. The U,S.A. Player
has the option as to whether to bring the Cavalry
on at all; his objective is to capture Supply Wagons
and create "confusion," inflicting more casualties
than are received. The objectives are somewhat
hazy-as were Kilpatrick's reasons for ordering
Farnsworth to make the charge. The C.S.A. Player
can take some solace in killine a bunch of Union
Troopers.

Units eliminated prior to the start of the Scenario t28.5f l INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
arenotcounted' The Initial Set-Up for the Grand Battle Game is
If Optional Rule 26.0 is used, the only effect of the same as the set-up for the First Day; see Case
Demoralization is on the kvel of Victory. 28.12.

[28.12] REINFORCEMENTS
Players take reinforcements as per the Grand
Batt le Game Reinforcement Schedule,  see
Section 29.0.

[26.53] DEMORALIZATION LEVELS
If the Confederate Player loses more than 27,000
men, his side is considered Demoralized. If the
Union Player loses more than 30,000 men, his side
is Demoralized. However, it is recommended that
Players use the Brigade Command Effectiveness
Rule (Section 26.0) when playing the Grand Battle
Game. If this is done, the Demoralization kvels
affect only Victory kvels.

[2E54] VTCTORY CONDTTTONS
Players receive Victory Points for Enemy men
eliminated as per the section on Victory Conditions
(Case22.ll't.

In addition, Players receive the following Points for
holding geographical objectives at the end of the
game:

Area Points

Culp's Hill 100 Points
Cemetery Hill 200 Points
Little Round Top 150 Points

Players are considered in possession of an objective
when they have at least one unit at that location
that is in Command Control and can trace a Line
of Communications to the Commanding General,
and there are no Enemy units which can do like-
wise in that location.

The Confederate Player also receives ten Victory
Points for each combat unit that he exits from the
board through Staging Area #6. The Confederate
Player must be able to trace a Line of
Communications from the exiting hex back to
hex A0632 at the end ofthe game to get credit for
these units.

[28.ss] LEVELS OF VTCTORY
The lrvels of Victory are the same as in Case
28.16.

[28.56] AMMUNITION SUPPLY
Artillery: Basic Game: Union kvel on AAAT is
880. CSA kvel on AAAT is 640. Optional Rules:
All batteries at maximum level. Union Supply
Train carries 400 rounds; Confederate Supply
Train carries 280 rounds.

Small-Arms (Optional): All units at maximum
level.

[29.0] GRAND BATTLE
REINFORCEMENT
SCHEDULE

[29.U CONFEDERATES
July 1, 1863; The First Day

Time Area Units

[26.5]THE GRAND BATTLE GAME:
THE THREEDAYS OF GEITYSBURG

This Scenario covers the entire length of the
battle. The Scenario begins with the 0740 Turn of
July I and ends with the completion of the 1940
Turn of July 3-or sooner, if the Players so desire.
The number of Game-Turns to play is 149 and the
entire process should take a minimum of 50 hours!
It is suggested that at least three Players be
assigned to each side. A supreme commander to
make all strategic decisions-and oversee all the
bookkeeping chores-would not be a bad idea
either.

0740

0800

0820

3/Heth/III, 4/Heth/III (minus llMiss)
Archer, Davis.
Pegtam's Artillery (III); 1 Supply
Wagon
l/Heth/lll. 2/Heth/lll. Mclntosh's
Artillery (III); A.P. Ilill, Eeth, Petti-
grew, Brockenbrongh.
Garnett's Artillery (III)

Pender's Division (w/o Ait i l lery);
Pender, Lane, Thomas, Scales, Perrln;
1 Supply Wagon
Rodes' Division, plus Carter's Artillery
(II); Rodes, Daniel, Iverson, Doles,
Ramseur, OtNeal; I Supply Wagon

0920 1
r200 I

1300 2
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1340 3 Early's Division, plus Jones' Artillery
(II); lst Maryland Battalion Cavalry
(Fitz.I*e); Ewell, Early, Hays, Smith,
Gordon, Avery; I Supply Wagon

14 Virginia, 16 Virginia, 17 Virginia
Cavalry Regiments (Jenkins); Jenkins

Longstreet

Wilcox and Perry's Brigades (Ander-

son/III), Andercon, R., Wilcox, Lang;
The Supply Train (Opt)

Mahone and Wright's Brigades
(Anderson/III), Mahone, lYright

Posey's Brigade (Anderson/III); Lane's
Artillery (lII); Pooey; I Supply Wagon

Steuart's, Nicholls' and the Stonewall
Brigades (Johnson/Il); Johnson, 8.,
Steuart' Walker, Willians; 1 Supply
Wagon

Jones' Brigade (Johnson/II); Latimer's
Artillery; Jones, J.

t440

1500
1540

1600 I

1620 1

1840 I

1900 1

2200 1 Dance's Artillery (II), Nelson's Artillery
(II),

July 2, 1863; The Second Day
Time Area Units
0400 1 Anderson's, Robertson's andBenning's

Brigades (Hood/I), German, Palmetto
and Rowan Batteries of Henry's
Artillery (I); Hood, Andenon, G.,
Robertson, J., Bennlng; 1 Supply. 
Wagon

0540 1 McLaw's Division, plus Cabell 's
Artillery (I); Mclaws, Kershaw,
Semmes, Barksdale, Wofford; 1
Supply Wagon

0800 1 Alexander's Artillery (l), Eshleman's
Artillery (I)

1000 I (Optional/Non-Historical) Robertson's
and Jones' Cavalry Brigades (Stuart/
Cav); Robertson, B., Jones, W.

ll40 3/4 Fitz.ke's (minus lst Md Bn Cavaky),
Hampton's, and WHF ke's Cavalry
Brigades; 34th Virginia Bn, 36th Vir-
ginia Bn., and Jackson's Horse Arty
from Jenkin's Cavalry Brigade; Beck-
ham's Horse Artillery; Stuart, Fltz.L€e,
Hampton, Chambliss

1200 1 Law's Brigade (Hood/I);  Branch
Artillery (Henry I); Law

1640 1 Pickett's Division; Dearing Artillery (I)
Pickett, Garnett, Armistead, Kemper;
I Supply Wagon

1900 I Poague'sArtillery(III)

July 3, 1863; The Third Day

Time Area Units
0600 1 1lth Mississippi (4/Heth/III)

0740 4/S WITHDRAW: Fitz.Iee's, Hampton's
(minus lSC Cav Rgt), \{HF Lee's and
Jenkin's Cavalry Brigades (Stuart/Cav)
Beckham's Horse Artillery (minus 3SC
Battery); Stuart, Fitz.Lee, Hampton,
Jenkins, Chambllss. UNITS MUST BE
OFF GAME MAP BY 0740.

1000 1 (Optional,/Non-Historical): Imboden's
lnd. Cavalry Command; Imboden

[29.2]UNTON
Time Area Units
0800 8 1/I (Minus TInd); B, 2d Maine Battery

(I); Reynolds, IYadsworth; 1 Supply
Wagon

0940 8 Howard (XI)

1000 8 2/l; remaindet of I Corps Artillery;
Roblnson

1100 9
1120 8

| / 3 / l, 2/ 3 /l; Doubleday
l/Xl (minus 41NY); I, lNY, lOhio and
G, 4US Batteries (XI); Barlow, 1
Supply Wagon
3/Xl; Schurz
2/XI; remainder of XI Corps Artillery;
Von Steinwehr; 1 Supply Wagon.
41NY Regiment$/l/Xl)
TInd Regiment (2/1/I)

3/3/l
Hancock (II)

XII Corps (minus 2/1/XII); Willlams,
Geary; 1 Supply Wagon, The Supply
Train (Opt.)

Slocum (XII)

l/l/lll,2/l/lll;2NJ, E, RI and K, 4US
Batteries (III); Birney; 1 Supply Wagon

1120
122Q

1440
1500
1520
190
t640

1740
1740

1920
1940

2000

7
7

8
8
8
7
6

6
8

8 Sickles 0II)
8 l/2/11\ 2/2/lll: remainder of III

Corps Artillery ; Humphrcys
8 Meade (Army of the Potomac)

July 2, 1863: The Second Day
Ttne AreaUnib
0500 7 II Corps; Caldwell, Glbbon, Hays;

2 Supply Wagons
0620 7 The Reserve Artillery Corps (Minus the

1st Volunteer Brigade)
0720 6 lst Maryland Potomac Home Brigade,

1 50NY Regimen ts (2/ 1 / Xll)
0800 6 t/Y, 2/Y; V Corps Artillery; Sykes,

Bames, Ayres; 1 Supply Wagon
0800 7/8 3/l/lll, 3/2/lll; D, lNY, 4NY Bat-

tedes (III); I Supply Wagon
0900 7 lst Volunteer Brigade (Reserve)

lL2O 6 3/V; Crawford; 1 SupplyWagon
1400 5/6 WITHDRAW: lst and 2nd Brigades,

lst Cavalry Division; Buford, Devin,
Gamble. UNITS MUST BE OFF THE
GAME MAP BY 1400.

1540 6 VI Corps; Sedgewick, Wrlght, Howe,
Newton; 2 Supply Wagons

1600 5 (Optional/Non-Historical): 2d Cavaky
Division; Gregg, D., Mclntosh, Gregg,
J.; 1 Supply Wagon

1700 7 9Mich, 6NY, and B, 2US Batteries
(Horse Artillery)

July 3, 1863; The Third Day
Time Area Units
M20 6 1Md Eastern Shore Rgt (2/1/XII)

120O 5 (Optional/Non-Historical):Custer's
Brigade (3dlCav); M, 2US and E, 4US
Batteries (Horse Arty); Custer

1320 8 Merritt's Brigade (lst/Cav); K, lUS
Battery (Horse Arty); Menitt

1340 6 Farnsworth's Brigade (3dlCav); E, lUS
Battery (Horse Arty); Kilpatrlck,
Farnsworth

Note: Where two Areas are indicated for one set of
reinforcements, all reinforcements may arrive at
either one of the Areas. They may not be split
between the Areas.

[29.31 NON-HTSTORTCAL RETNFORCEMENTS
AI\[D WITHDRAWALS

Certain reinforcements (usually Cavalry) are
designated as Optiona/Non.Historical. These are
units that were present in the area that did not
reach the battlefield proper. However, they were
available. For Players wishing to adhere to strict
historical happenstance, these reinforcements
should be ignored; otherwise, treat them as regular
reinforcements. Players should note that listings

designated as WITHDRAWALS are not
Optional;.these units must be withdrawn by the
times stated on the Reinforcement Schedule. Any
unit that is on the game map at the time that it
should have been withdrawn will cost the Player
lfi) Victory Points per Strength Point!

[30.0] TrrE oRDER
OF BATTLE

[30.1] THE ARMY OF NORTMRN VIRGII\IIA
(General Robert E. Lee)

FIRST CORPS (tt.Gen. James Longstreet)
MCLAW'S DIVISION
(Maj.Gen. Lafayette Mclaws)
Kenhaw's Brigade (Brig.Gen. J.B. Kershaw)
2nd SC, 3d SC, 7th SC, 8th SC, 15th SC,3d SC Bn.
Semmes' Brigade (Brig.Gen. P.J. Semmes)
lfth Ga; 5fth Ga; 51st Ga; 53d Ga.
Barksdale's Brigade (Brig.Gen. Wm. Barksdale)
13th Ms; 17th Ms; 18th Ms; 21st Ms.
Wofford's Brigade (Brig.Gen. W.T. Wofford)
16th Ga; 18th Ga; 24th Ga; Cobb's kgion;
Phillip's kgion.
Cabell's Artillery
1st NC, Battery A; Pulaski Art.; lst Richmond
Howitzers; Troop Art.

HOOD'S DIVISION(Maj.Gen. John B. Hood)
Law's Brigade (Brig.Gen. E.M. Law)
4th Ala; 15th Ala; 44th Ala;47th Ala;48th Ala.
Andersonts Brigade (Brig.Gen. George Anderson)
7th Ga; 8th Ga; fth Ga; 11th Ga; 5fth Ga.
Robertsonts Brigade (Brig.Gen. J.B. Robertson)
3d Ark; 1st Tex;4th Tex; 5th Tex.
Benning's Brigade (Brig.Gen. Henry L. Benning)
2d Ga; 15th Ga; lTth Ga; 2fth Ga.
Henry's Artillery
Branch (NC) Art.; German (SC) A*.; Palmetto
(SC) Lt.Art.: Rowan (NC) Art.

PICKETT'S DIVISION
(Maj.Gen. George E. Pickett)
Garnettts Brigade (Brig. Gen, Richard B. Garnett)
8th Va; 18th Va; 19th Va; 28th Va; 56th Va.
Armistead's Brigadd
(Brig.Gen. kwis A. Armistead)
9th Va; 14th Va; 38th Va; 53d Va; 57th Va.
Kemper's Brigade (Brig.Gen. J.L. Kemper)
1st Va; 3d Va; 7th Va; llth Va; 24thYa.
Dearing's Artillery
Fauquier (Va) Art. ;  Hampden (Va) Art. ;
Richmond Fayette Art.; Blount (Va) Battery.

ARTILLERY RESERVE
Alexander's Battalion
Madison (La) Lt.  Art. ;  Brooks (SC)
Art.; Ashland (Va) Art.; Bedford (Va) Art.; Parker
(Va) Battery; Taylor (Va) Battery.
Eshleman's Brlgade (Washington, La., Art.)
lst Co.; 2nd Co.; 3d Co.;4th Co.

SECOND ARMY CORPS
(Lt.Gen. Richard S. Ewell)
EARLY'S DIVISION (Maj.Gen. Jubal A. Early)
Hay's Brigade (Brig.Gen. Harry T. Hays)
Sth La;6th La;7thLa;8th L,a; 9th La.
Hokets Brigade (Co1. Isaac E. Avery)
6th NC: 21st NC: 57th NC.
Smith's Brigade (Brig.Gen. William Smith)
31st Va:4fth Va: 52nd Va.
Gordonts Brlgade (Brig.Gen. J.B. Gordon)
13th Ga; 26thGa;31st Ga; 38th Ga; 6fth Ga; 61st
Ga.
Jonest Artillery
Charlottesville (Va) Art.; Courtney (Va) Art.; La.
Gd. Art.; Staunton (Va) Art.
JOHNSON'S DIVISION
(Maj.Gen. Edward Johnson)
Stonewall Brigade (Brig. Gen. James A. Walker)

r--
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:
2nd Ya; 4th Va; 5th Va; 27th Yat 33rd Va.
Steuart's Brigade (Brig.Gen. George H. Steuart)
lst Md Bn.; lst NC; 3d NC; lfth Ya:, 2M Yai
37th Va.
Nlcholl'c Brigade (Col. J.M. Williams)
trst La; 2nd La; lfth La:' l4th La; 15th La.
Jonest Brigade (Brig.Gen. Iohn M. Jones)
21st Va; 25th Va; 42nd Ya; 44th Ya; 48th Va;
50th Va.
Latimer's Artillery
lst Maryland Battery; Alleghany (Va) Art.;
Chesapeake (Md) Art; I,ee (Va) Battery.
RODES' DIVISION (Maj.Gen. R.E. Rodes)
Danlel's Brigade (Brig.Gen. Julius Daniel)
32nd NC;43d NC;45th NC; 53d NC; 2nd NC Bn.
Iverson's Brigede (Brig.Gen. AIfred Iverson)
5th NC; 12th NC;2fth NC;23d NC.
Dolest Brlgade (Brig.Gen. George Doles)
4thGa;l2th Ga; 21st Ga; 44thGa.
Ramseurts Brlgade
2nd NC;4th NC; 14th NC;30th NC.
O'NeaI's Brlgade (CoI. Edward A. O'Neal)
3d Ala; 5th Ala; 6th Ala; l2th Ala; 26th Ala.
Carterts Artillery
Jeff Davis (Ala) Art.; King William (Va) Art.;
Morris (Va) Art.; Orange (Va) Art.
ARTILLERY RESERVE
Dance's First Vlrginta Artillery
2nd Richmond Howitzers: 3d Richmond
Howitzers; Powhattan (Va) Art.; Rockbridge (Va)
Art.; Salem (Va) Art.
Nelson's Battallon
Amherst (Vd Art.; Fluvanna (Va) At.; Georgia
Battery.

THIRD ARMY CORPS (Lt.cen. Ambrose P. Hill)
ANDERSON'S DIVISION
(Maj.Gen. R.H. Anderson)
Wllcox's Brigade (Brig.Gen. Cadmus Wilcox)
8th Ala; 9th Ala; 1fth Ala; l1th Ala; 14th Ala.
Mahone's Brlgade (Brig.Gen. William Mahone)
6th Va; 12th Va; 16th Va;41st Va;61st Va.
Wrlght's Brigade (Brig.Gen. A.R. Wright)
3dGa;22nd Ga;48th Ga; 2nd Ga Bn.
Perry's Brigade (Col. David Lang)
2nd Fla; sth Fla; 8th FIa.
Poseyts Brigadc (Brig.Gen. Carnot Posey)
12th Miss; 16th Miss; lfth Miss;48th Miss.
Lone's S nter Ardllery Battallon [ffth Ga]
Co. A; Co. B; Co, C.

HETH'S DIVISION (Maj.Gen. Henry Heth)
Flnt Brigade (Brig.Gen. I.J. Pettigrew)
1lth NC; 26th NC;47th NC; 52nd NC.
Second Brlgade (Col. J.M. Brockenbrough)
40th Va; 47thYa;55th Va; 22ndYaBn.
Ihlrd Brtgade (Brig. Gen. James J, Archer)
13th Alal 5th Ala Bn.; 1st Tenn (Provisional
Army); 7th Tenn; 14th Tenn.
Fourth Brtgade (Brig.Gen. Joseph R. Davis)
2nd Miss; l1th Miss;42nd Miss; 55th NC.
Garnett's Artillery
Donaldsonville (La) Art.; Huger (Va) Art.; kwis
(Va) Art.; Norfolk Lt. Art. Blues

PENDER'S DIVISION (Maj.Gen. Wm.D. Pender)
Fint Brigade (Col. Abner Perrin)
lst SC (Provisional Army); lst SC Rifles; 12th SC;
13th SC; 14th SC.
Second Brlgade (Brig. Gen. James H. Lane)
7th NC; 18th NC; 28th NC; 33d NC; 37th NC.
Ihird Brtgade (Brig.Gen. Edward L. Thomas)
14th Ga;35th Ga;45th Ga;49th Ga.
Fourth Brtgade (Brig.Gen. A.M. Scales)
13th NC: 16th NC:22nd NC:34th NC: 38th NC.
Poaguets Ardllery
Albemarle (Va) Art.; Charlotte (NC) Art.; Madison
(Miss) Lt.Art.; Va. Battery (Brooke).

ARTILLERY RESERVE
Mclntochts Battalion
Hardaway (Ala) Art.; Danville (Va) Art.; 2nd
Rockbridge (Va) Art.; Johnson (Va) Battery.
Pegramts Battallon
Pee Dee (SC) Art.; Crenshaw (Va) Battery; Freder-
icksbutg Art.; Letcher (Va) Art.; Purcell (Va) Art.

CAVALRY
STUART'S DIVISION (Maj.Gen. J.E.B. Stuart)
Fitz. Lce's Brigade (Brig.Gen, Fitzhugh tre)
lst Md Bn. (attached to Ewell's Corps); lst Va;
2nd Va; 3d Va;4th Va; sth Va.
Hamptonts.Brlgade (Brig.Gen. Wade Hampton)
lst NC; lst SC; 2nd SC; Cobb's kgion; JeffDavis
Legion; Phillip's [rgion.
W.H.F. Lee's Brigade (Brig.Gen. J.R. Chambliss)
2nd NC; 9th NC; lfth Va; 13th Va.
Jenkln's Brigade (Brig.Gen. A.G. Jenkins)
14th Va; 16th Va; l7thYa;34th Va Bn.; 36th Va
Bn. ; Jackson's Battery (Horse Art,).
Roberbonte Brigade
(Brig.Gen. Beverly H. Robertson)
4th NC; 5th NC.
Jones'Brlgade (Brig.Gen. William E. Jones)
6th Va: 7th Va: llth Va.
Beckhamts Horse Artillery
Chew's (Va) Battery; Breathed's (Va) Battery;
Griffrn's (Md) Battery; Hat (SC) Battery;
McGregot's (Va) Battery; Moorman's (Va)
Battery.

[30.2]THE ARMY OF TrrE POTOMAC
(Major General George G. Meade)

FIRSTARMYCORPS
(Maj.Gen. John F. Reynolds)
FIRST DMSION (Brig.Gen. Iames Wadsworth)
First Brigade (The Iron Brigade)
lfth Indiana;24th Mich; 2nd Wisc: 6th Wisc: 7th
Wisc.
Second Brlgade
7th Indiana; 76th NY; 84th NY: 95th NY: 147th
NY;56th Penna.

SECOND DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. John C. Robinson)
First Brigade
16th Me; 13th Ma; 94th NY; l04th Ny; t07th pa.
Second Brlgade
l2th Ma;83d NY (fth Militia); 97th NY: llth pa:
88th Pa; 9oth Pa.

THIRD DIVISION (Maj.Gen. Abner Doubleday)
FintBrigade
8fth NY (2fth Militia); 121st Pa; 142nd Pa: 151st
Pa.
Second Brigade
143d Pa; 14fth Pa; 15fth Pa.
ThirdBrigade
13th Vt: 14th Vt: 16th Vt.

WAINWRIGHT'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
Me Lt, 2nd Battery (B); Me Lt., 5th Battery (E);
lNY Lt, Battery [.&E; lst Pa Lt., Battery B; 4US,
Battery B.

SECONDARMYCORPS
(Maj.Gen. Winfield S. Hancock)
FIRST DIVISION (Brig.Gen. John C. Caldwell)
First Brlgade
5th NH;61st NY; 81st Pa; 148th Pa.
Second Brlgade
28th Ma; 63d NY;69th NY;88th NY; 116th pa.
ThlrdBrtgade
52nd NY;57th NY;66th NY.; 140th Pa.
Fourth Brlgaile
27thCt;2nd Dela;64th NY;53d Pa; 145th Pa.

SECOND DIVISION (Brig.Gen. John Gibbon)
First Brigade
lfth Me; 15th Ma; lst Mn; 2nd Co. Mn. Sharp-
shooters; 82nd NY (2nd Militia).
Second Brigade (The Philadelphia Brigade)
69th Pa; Tlst Pa; 72ndPa;106th Pa.
Third Brigade
lfth Ma;2fth Ma;7th Mich;42nd NY;59th NY.
Unattached
lst Co. Ma. Sharpshooters.

THIRD DIVISION (Brig.Gen. Alexander Hays)
FhstBrlgade
14th lndiana;4th Ohio; 8th Ohio; 7th W.Va.
Second Brfuade
14th Ct; 1st Dela; 12th NJ; lfth NY Bn.; 108th NY
Third Brigade
3fth NY; 11lth NY; 125th NY; 126th NY.
HAZARD'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
lst NY Lt., Battery B*14th NY Battery; lst R.I.
Lt, Battery A; lst R.I. Lt, Battery B; lUS, Battery
I;4US, Battery A.

TSIRD ARMY CORPS (Maj.cen. Daniel Sickles)
FIRST DIVISION (Maj. Gen. David B. Birney)
First Brigade
57th Pa; 63rd Pa; 68th Pa; 105th Pa; 114th Pa;
141st Pa.
Second Brigade
2fth Indiana; 3rd Me; 4th Me; 86th NY; 124th
NY; 9fth Pa; lst US Sharpshooters; 2nd US
Sharpshooters.
ThlrdBrtgade
17th Me; 3d Mich; Sth Mich;4fth NY; 1lfth Pa.

SECOND DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Andrew H. Humphreys)
Ftrst Brtgade
lst Ma; llth Ma; 16th Ma; 12th N.H.; llth NI;
26thPa.
Second Brigade
TOth NY; 71st NY; 72nd NY; 73d NY; 74th NY;
12fth NY.
Thlrd Brtgade
2nd NH;5th NJ;6th NJ;7th NJ;8th NJ; 115th Pa.

RANDOLPH'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
NJ Lt, 2nd Battery; lst NY Lt, Battery D; NY Lt.,
4th Battery; lst R.I. Lt, Battery E; 4US, Battery K.

FIFTH ARMY CORPS (Maj.Gen. George Sykes)
FIRST DIVISION (Brig.Gen. James Barnes)
First Brlgade
18th Ma; Z2ndMa;1st Mich; 118th Pa.
SecondBrfuade
9th Ma; 32nd Ma;4th Ma; 62ndPa.
ThirdBrtgade
2fth Me; 16th Mich; zl4th NY; E3d Pa.

SECOND DMSION (Brig.Gen. Romeyn B. Ayres)
FintBrigade
3d US;4th US; 6th US; 12th US; 14th US.
Second Brigade
2nd US; 7th US; lfth US; 1lth US; 17th US.
Third Brlgade
14fth NY; 146th NY; 91st Pa; 155th Pa.

THIRDDIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Samuel W. Crawford)
First Brtgade
lst Pa Res,; 2nd Pa Res.;6th Pa Res.; 13th Pa Res.
ThlrdBrlgade
Sth Pa Res; fth Pa Res; lfth Pa Res.; 1lth Pa
Res.; 12th Pa Res.
MARTIN'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
Ma Lt., 3d Battery (C); 1st NY Lt., Battery C; lst
Ohio Lt., Battery L; SUS, Battery D; SUS, Battery
I.
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SIXTH ARMY CORPS (Maj.cen.John Sedgwick)
FIRST DMSION (Brig.Gen. Horatio G. Wright)
Ftrst Brigade
lst NJ;2nd NJ; 3d NJ; 15th NJ.
Second Brlgade
5th Me; l2lst NY; 95th Pa; 96th Pa.
Third Brigade
6th Me;49th Pa; 119th Pa; 5th Wisc.
SECOND DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Albion P. Howe)
Second Brigade
2nd Vt; 3d Vt;4th Vt; 5th Vt; 6th Vt.
Third Brtgade
7th Me; 33d NY (Detachrnent); 43d NY; 49th Ny;
77th NY; 61st Pa.

THIRD DIVISION (Maj.Gen. John Newton)
FintBrtgade
65th NY;67th NY; 122nd NY;23d Pa;82nd Pa.
Second Brigade
TthMa;lf th Ma;37th Ma:2nd R.I.
ThirdBrtgade
62nd NY; 93d Pa: 98th Pa: 139th Pa.
TOMPKIN'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
Ma Lt., lst Battery (A); NY Lt., lst Battery; NY
Lt, 3d Battery; lst R.I. Lt, Battery C; lst R.I. Lt,
Battery G; 2US, Battery D; 2US, Battery G; 5US,
Battery F.

ELEVENTHARMYCORPS
(Maj.Gen. Oliver O. Howard)
FIRST DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Francis C. Barlow)
First Brigade
41st NY; 54th NY;68th NY; 153d Pa.
Second Brlgade
17th Ct;25th Ohio;75th Ohio; 107th Ohio.
SECOND DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Adolph von Steinwehr)
FintBrigade
134th NY; 154th NY; 27thPa;73d,Pa.
Second Brigade
3d Ma; 136th NY; 55th Ohio;73d Ohio.

THIRD DIVISION (Maj.Gen. Carl Schurz)
FirctBrtgaile
82nd Ill; 45th NY; 157th NY; 61st Ohio; 74th Pa.
Second Brlgade
58th NY; 119th NY; 82nd Ohio; 75th Pal 76th
Wisc.

OSBORN'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
lst NY Lt., Battery I; NY Lt., 13th Battery; 1st
Ohio Lt, Battery I; lst Ohio Lt., Battery K; 4US,
Battery G.

TWELF"TEARMYCORPS
(Maj.Gen. Henry W. Slocum)
FIRST DIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Alpheus S. Williams)
First Brigade
5th Ct;2fth Ct;3d Md; 123rd NY; 145th NY: ,l6th
Pa.
Second Brtgade
lst Md; Potomac Home Bde: 1st Md. Eastern
Shore; 15fth NY
Third Brigade
27th Indiana; 2nd Ma 13th NJ; 107th NY; 3d
Wisc.

SECOND DMSION (Brig.Gen. John W. Geary)
Flrst Brtgade
5th Ohio; 7th Ohio; 2fth Ohio; 66th Ohio; 28th
Pa; l47th Pa.

Second Brigade
2fth Pa: 1Ofth Pa; I I lth Pa.
IhlrdBrtgade
6fth NY; 78th NY; 102nd NY; 137th NY; 149th
NY.

MUHLENBERG'S ARTILLERY BRIGADE
lst NY Lt, Battery M; Pa Lt., Battery E; 4US,
Battery F; 5US, Battery K.

CAVALRYCORPS
(Maj.Gen. Alfred Pleasanton-not present)
FIRST DIVISION (Brig.Gen. John Buford)
Flrst Brigade (Col. William Gamble)
8th Ill; 12th lll; 3d Indiana; 8th NY.
Second Brigade (Col. Thomas Devin)
6th NY; fth NY; 17th Pa;3d W.Va.
Reserve Brlgade (Brig.Gen. Wesley Merritt)
6th Pa; lst US; 2nd US; sth US; 6th US.
SECOND DIVISION Grig.Gen. David Gregg)
Fint Bdgade (Col. John B. Mclntosh)
lst Md; Purnell kgion, Co. A; lst Ma; 1st NJ; 3d
Pa Art., Sect. Battery H.
Third Brigade (Col. J. Irvin Gregg)
lst Me; lfth NY;4th Pa; 16th Pa.

THIRDDIVISION
(Brig.Gen. Judson Kilpatrick)
First Brigade (Brig.Gen. Elon J. Farnsworth)
5th NY; 18th Pa; lst Vt; lst W.Va.
Second Brlgade (Brig.Gen. George A. Custer)
lst Mich: Sth Mich:6th Mich: 7th Mich.
HORSEARTILLERY
Roberbon's Brigade
9th Mich Battery; 6th NY Battery; 2nd US,
Batteries B and L; 2nd US, Battery M; 4th US,
Battery E.
Tidball's Brigade
lst US, Batteries E and G; lst US, Battery K; 2nd
US, Battery A.

ARTILLERY RESERVE
Ransomts First Regular Brlgade
lst US, Battery H; 3d US, Batteries F and K: 4th
US; Battery C; sth US, Battery C.
McGilveryts First Volunteer Brlgade
Ma Lt., 5th Battery (E)*lfth NY Battery; Ma Lt.,
9th Battery; NY Lt, 15th Battery; Pa Lt., Battedes
C and F.
Taftts Second Volunteer Brfuade
Ct Lt.,2nd Battery; NY Lt.,sth Battery.
Huntington's Third Volunteer Brigade
N.H. Lt., lst Battery; lst Ohio Lt., Battery H; lst
Pa Lt., Batteries F and G; W.Va. Lt., Battery C.
Fitzhugh's Fourth Volunteer Brlgade
Me Lt.,6th Battery(F); Md Lt., Battery A; NY Lt.,
lst Battery; lst NY Lt., Battery G; lst NY Lt.,
Battery K*1lth NY Battery.

[31.0] DESIGI\IER'S NOTES
Having made the initial decision to design a large,
more introspective vefsion of Gettysburg, the
initial problems of size and scale were solved with
relative ease. The original map was supposed to be
90 yards to the hex, but after a geat deal oftrial
and error in drafting a test ve$ion the present
scale of 125 yards per hex was adopted. The
differences between the two arc minimal in their
effect on the battle and the latter scale was easier
to work with.

As for the terrain itself, several sources were used.
Most of the terrain features came from the
Bachelder (1876) map and the Civil War Times
Illustrated "Gettysburg Special Edition," as well
as photos taken of the battlefield by Matthew
Brady, Timothy O'Sullivan, and. The Tyson
Brothers. In addition, our resident terrain expert,
Terry Hardy, made a visit to the battlefield-a trip
heartily recommended to anyone with even the
slightest interest in the period-and his observa-
tions proved invaluable as regards the unusuat
ridge and hill configurations and the Lines of
Sight.

The terrain features that produced the biggest
headaches were the Unfinished.Railroad Bed and
the town of Gettysburg itself. For the former, we
had to develop a unique set of rules that would
tecreate this unusual feature while not infringing
on the basic LOS rules. There is an excellent
visualization of the bed in the American Heritage's
Civil War volume--showing Chambersburg Pike
and the RR cut during the first day's fighting.

The problems ofthe town were even more severe.
Gettysburg proved to be more of a hindrance than
a help to troops. Union regiments retreating
through the town on the first day got lost for hours
in the back streets and alleys, and a battle within
the town most likely would have been a triumph of
mass confusion. The rules for the town reflect this
confusion and make it difficult for a Player to use
it either offensively or defensivelj.

The following discussion refers to particular
sections ofthe rules. Players might find that these
comments, aside from providing insight into the
design process, will help settle arguments about
the meanings ofcertain rules.

[4.0] One of the initial design decisions made was
that the game would favor the defense-in general.
In light of this decision an intermixed play
sequencH)ne where both Players perform
functions within a given Player-Turn-was
adopted. The placing of Defensive Fire before.
either Offensive Fire or Melee enables the
defensive Player to stop an assault as or before it
occurs, rather than waiting a Turn. In addition, it
was decided to give Artillery its own Fire Phase in
order to be able to recreate the tremendous
artillery duels that mafked the ,fighting at
Gettysburg.

[5.0] The Movement Allowances for the units were
determined bysimple arithmetical computations
based on rates of march, conditions of terrain, etc.
However, these rates were then further adjusted for
various reasons; e.g., in the original version of the
game, Infantry units could either fire or move.
Given the number of units in play and the general
level of complexity, this was found to be quite
unwieldy; Players simply could not keep track of
who had done what. So the Infantry MA was
lowered from 7 to 5 while the multiple for move-
ment on Pikes and Roads was faised to allow for
the adjustment to fre-and-move.

The rate of movement for Artillery on Roads is not
increased because of the generally poor conditions
ofthe roads after the rains.

[6.0] The Formation Rules represent an amalga-
mation of the several different kinds of formations
that were prevalent during the Civil War. Using all
the available formations would have been
impossible; in terms of playability it simply was
not feasible. In any case, while the rule may be
somewhat abstract-for a designer to maintain his
sanity he must rcsign himself to a number of such
abstractions-the practical effect is not. Changing
a division in column into a battle-ready fighting
line js a definite problem in coordination and
player-command ability, as you will soon see.
Thus, the problems of formation are covered more
by the game scale and movement rules than by the
formation rules alone, a simple example of
merging several rules to produce the desired effect.

[E.2] Stacking Restrictions were, in general,
formulated on unit frontage statistics and other
such information. In addition. it was the
designer's intention to avoid overlarge stacks on
the game map. I'm sure that there will be scholars
who will challenge the generality of these
particular rules; but within the strictures of the
simulation and playability they do accurately
reflect the tactics ofthe period.
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[8.5] This extension of Case 8.2 simply reflects the
realities of Civil War tactics and firepower.

[E.7] Reserve Status enables Players to "store"
units on tle game map, keeping them handy for
reinforcing tight situations. The rules do reflect the
status and combat readiness of units kept in such a
situation.

[10.1] The entire design intent was based on the
hypothesis that casualties would be taken
accurately and historically. This meant step
reduction for each unit. With some units
containing as many as 800 men, it was decided to
adopt a system first encountered by the designer in
Desert Fox-that of having a separate counter
representing the Combat Strength of the unit,
This, together with the discovery that the four
different combat values we were working with all
drew from the same basic number-unit
manpower-led io the present rule.

[10.2] The Weapons Range Effects Chart is the
heart of the Fire Combat system. Ranges were
determined through various sources and then
adjusted for relativity to other weapons; e.g., the
seemingly large factor for Napoleonic muskets at
100 yards tange arises from the fact that Union
soldiers carrying thern had a tendency to load them
with "shot" for close-up firing. They were brutal at
close range.

Information as to the types of small-arms weapons
carried by the various regiments was sketchy at
best. One interesting factor that was unearthed
was that few of the Confederate cavalry troopers
were armed with more than pistols, while the
standard Union issue was the Sharps carbine. If
you, as the Player, have information that so-and-so
unit was armed with a certain type ofweapon, feel
liee to change the given unit.

An even more difficult job was typing Confederate
artillery; they had a nasty habit of intermixing
their batteries. Thus, the gun-types for
Confederate batteries represent, where possible,
the prevalent gun.

As for artillery in general, grapeshot, regular shot,
balls, etc., are all factored into the Range Effects
Chart. The reason for this is that testers invariably
used grape at close range and shell at a distance.
The two were thus placed on the same Table and
the effect built into the Range factor.

[10.33] The decision to separate small-arms and
artillery fire was reached when we decided that to
add the two together would give an abnormally
large effect to artillery against infantry at 400-500
yards.

[10.34] I could never understand why units in a
game could not split their fire. This rule reflects
that concern. It also reflects the realities of
regimental frontage and firepower. This rule
proved to be quite popular with the playtesters.

[10.7] Line of Sight Rules are the bcte nolr of any
designer; no matter how well they are written,
there is always someone who can't make head nor
tail of them. Something to do with Structural
Visualization. TSS has adopted a three-tiered LOS
system, and since all LOS rules are an abstraction,
Players, in a pinch, will simply have to use their
common sense. Surprisingly, LOS problems were
relatively few during plaltesting. Let's hope they
stay that way.

[10.E1] The reasoning behind the increased value
of cavalry units for Victory Points is centered on
their cost to train and replace, resulting in a rcluc-
tance by commanders to commit them to a massive
engagement. Historically, Buford's two brigades
lost bnly 127 men that first day-and even then
they wete withdrawn!

[10.9] The Firc CRT iS a result of trial and error,
research and pla]'testing-with an emphasis on the
latter. The main wish was to produce "accurate"
casualties. The usual resort was had to "Numbers
and Lnsses," etc,, but it was only after several
weeks of counting bodies that a workable CRT was
added. The Pinned result was added late in
playtesting to compensate for adjustments made to
losses from Artillery Fire, etc.

[11.0] Withdrawal and Retteat Fire were also fairly
late additions, resulting from playtesting. It was
found that the elimination ofthe standard form of
Zone of Control allowed units too much movement
leeway. There was a definite desire to stay away
from the Fire system used in Torgau, so a compro-
mise was reached in the above two rules.

[12.0] The Supply Rules (both basic and optional)
were given a geat deal of thought and attention.
The numerical quotas used, especially in the
optional rules, were arrived at through a series of
calculations based on information culled frorn
various sources, including personal statements by
both artillery commanders, Hunt and Pendleton,
as to the state of ammunition supply. As stated in
the rules, even the optional rule is somewhat
abstract-and it may seem strange that the same
"round" of ammunition can supply a battery of six
guns as well as it can a battery of two guns. But
this was all worked out arithmetically; and if it
seems a bit hazy to us now I know it was right when
we first did it.
loss of .ammunition by small-arms units was a
terrible reality during the battle. The rule in the
game is not literally accurate in a truly realistic
sense, but it does simulate the situation without
resorting to an incredibly complex system of charts
and tables, which was tried and, believe me, did
not work any better.

[f3.0] It was decided quite early to place Melee
Combat within the hex. This solved a great
number of terrain problems and created a much
more realistic readout ftom the Melee CRT. It
enabled us to rationalize "captured" results
without any qualms and it simulated assaults in a
much more visual fashion. The reason for using a
combat differential rather than the usual
odds/ratio was that in using the latter we found
that almost every Melee was I to 1. Combat
differential proved to be more valid iir terms of the
relative size ofthe units involved.

[14.0] The Rout Rules may seem somewhat
simplistic in the use of unit size to determine
susceptibility to rout; they are, in reality, not. Since
routing was almost invariably a result of a
percentage of losses, as opposed to an absolute
number, the size of the unit would have a definite
bearing on Rout.

[17.0] The kader Rules were formulated with a
specific design intent to keep as much play in the
hands of the gamers as possible. The true effect of
kaders is to keep the basic brigade formations in
formation. The rather coniplex system of Officers
and Commanders grew out of that idea. The
ratings for the individual lraders are, admittedly;
somewhat subjective-but, then again, so is all
interpretation of history. Players might note that
the "stars and bird colonel" rankings used for all
kaders was not actually used by the South;
Confederate general officers used braiding to
distinguish themselves from colonels, etc.

[1E.2] The somewhat severe restrictions on the
ability of cavalry to make a mounted charge reflect
the great decline in the effect of cavalry in such a
massive battle. The effect ofranged fire on cavalry
was deadly, especially considering the drill a
cavalry brigade had to go through before it could
mount a charge.

[lE.E] Our resistanee to putting in this bit of
esoteria was low. I'm not sure it was ever used in
the entire four months of playtesting. But it sure
sounds great.

[26.0] The.BCE Rule was almost a must after the
amount of playtesting we observed. Most players
had no regard for the number of men they were
killing; the objective was all-important. This, of
course, did not accurately reflect the usage and
capabilities of the various brigades during the
battle. Thus, the BCE Rule was promulgated after
considerable research into the vatious brigades,
etc. Granted, it takes a deal ofbookkeeping, but it
is quite realistic and will give the Players a much
greater feel for tactics of the era than using the
rather simplistic demoralization rules.
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Counter Sheet Errata:

Because of a typesetting ertor the following units
on the Confederate Counter Sheet have been
mislabled:

l)The Powhatan Artillery Battery should read
Dance/II, not Cartr/II.

2) The 43rd NC Regiment of Daniel's Brigade
belongs to Rodes' Division, not Early's.
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The information listed beloiv is a result of letters
and comments from the players of TSS. It consists
of a number of changes, clarifications, additions,
etc,. to the rules ofthe game, some corrections to the
few typographical etrors that appeared pertaining
to the Order of Battle, as well as additional
suggested, but optional, rules that will increase
historical.enjoyment of the game at some cost to
playability, The designer is grateful to the number
of people who have responded with their insights
and comments, and he certainly welcomes further
such letters.

[5.29] (ADDITION) During a friendly melee phase'
one infantry unit may melee across the Marsh Creek
Bridge (44629/30). This rule is an exception to 5.27.

{6.U1 (ADDITION) lf an infantry unit in column is
fired upon it automaticalty go€s into llne formation.
It need not suffer a casualty to do so, but if it does it
changes formation after casualties are taken'

[6.231 (ADDITION) If an artillery battery desires to
either limber or unlimber (change formation) and
that battety is within range and LOS of any enemy
small-arms units (excluding Guards) those enemy
small-arms units may fire at that battery bdore it
changes formation. This fire is considered a form of
Withdrawal Fire. lf, in the course of such fire, a
battery becomes pinned, it may not complete its
change of formation; i.e., it may not limber or
unlimber. This rule may be used whether the
battery is the top unit or the bottom unit in a stack'

18.71 (CLARIFICATION) Units in Reserve Status
may not fite. either offensively or defensively.

[9.0] (CLARIFICATION) Ridges and Crests are
separate entities for all purpcses, especially
movement. Do not confuse the two. (See the Terain
Examples on the Map). The Terrain Effects on
Movement Table has speci{ic columns for a) cross'
ing a ridge hexside; b) crossing the crest hexside by
moving up the crest; and c) crossing the crest
hexside by moving down the crest. Remember,
Ridge hexsides have splash contours on both sides
of the hexside, while a Crest has splash marks on
one side only (the downhill side). A unit sitting in a
hex that is adjacent to a downhill Crest Hexside
(i.e., "beneath" the crest) is considered to be on
ground level for LOS purposes, not Ridge Level!

lt0.22l(ADDITION) M:Smoothbore Muskets
(Austrian. etc.)

lf0.23l (ADDITION) Units gaining a weapon-
defensive benefit (C. S, B and P combat units) do
not gain this benefit when undergoing Retreat Fire
or Withdrawal Fire (except when "covering" for
Withdrawal Fire as per 11.14).

ll0.3ll(ADDITION) When a unit is fired on by
both artillery and small^arms it takes casualties (if
any) from both fires beforc checking for rout.

tl0.82l (ADDITION) Pinned artillery is halved in
File Strength when it hres (defensively).

ll0.8tl (ADDITION) Pinned units may not
Retreat- Before-Melee.

ll0.E4l (CLARIFICATION) Pinned units may not
fire Withdrawal or Retreat Fire. Pinned units have
no Zones of Control. Pinned Artlllcqr units may rot
use Counter-Battery Fire; they may fire only in a
Defensive Fire Phase.

Control for the purpmes of negating supply and
leader effectiveness lines.

[13.Ef l(CLARIFICATION) A "K" result has no
effect on Artillery units in any way.

l13.E3l (CLARIFICATION Artillery units, once
captured may lot be recaPtured'

t13.E4l (CLARIFICATIO$ Engaged units have no
Zones ofControl. l,eaders that are'"Engaged" (in a
Melee) may not Rally other units; their E$ective-
ness Radius, however, remains unhampered.

[13.E7] GDDITION) lf, in a Melee Combat, the
result is such that both sides are totally eliminated
(either through a K or C, etc.) ignore that result and
consider it to be an Engaged.

[14.21 (SUBSTITUTION)

t14.21] AII regiments in each infantry or cavalry
brigade have a letter rating (iee llsting below). The
regiments within eaeh brigade all have the same
rating; thus, if Kershaw's Brigade is a 'C', all
regiments in Kershaw's Brigade heve a Morale
Rating of 'C'. The letter rating, running from 'A'
through 'E is the unit's Morale Rating,

[4.22] Units use their Morale Rating in determin-
ing the chances of Rout (see l4.l). Using the
Morale/Rout Table, the Player rolls for each unit
that has a chance of routing by throrving a die and
ooss-referencing that die roll with the unit's
Morale Rating. Thus, if an R2withaMorale Rating
of'C' takes a casualty and rolls a 3, it will not Rout.

t14.231 A unit that has suffered morc than 509o
losses (from its original strenglh) adds one to the
Rout die-roll.

[14.24] Presence of a lrader in the hex still
subtracts one from the die-roll.

[4.251 All HQ and Provost Guards are 'D' units.
All artillery batteries are 'C' units.

[14.25] The Moralc/Rout Table

UnltMonleRldng

DIeABCDE

lraaaa

2cla.a

3o..rR

4o.rRR

Sr: t ' r rRRR

6**RRRR

o:No Effect, No Rout
R=Unit Routs
*t:Rol[ again; if a '6' is rolled, unit routs

Unit Morale Ratings (see 14'21)

csA
Kershaw(C), Semmes(D), Barksdale(C), Wof-
ford(D), Garnet(C), Armistead(C), Kempe(C);
Law(D), Anderson(D), Robertson(B), Benning(C);
HaystC), Hoke(C), Smith(D); Gordon(B); Steuart
(D), Nicholls(C), Stonewall(A), Jones(D); Daniel(C),
lverson(D), Doles(C), Ramseu(C), O'Neal(D);
Wilcox(D), Mahone{D}, Wrigh(D), PerrdD), Posey
(D); Pettigrew(D), Brockenbrough(D), Archer{E),
Davis(Dh l/Perrin(B), 2/Lane0), 3/Thomas(E),
4/Scales(C); Fitzf,ee(B), Hampton(B), WHFLeetC),
Ienkins(C). Robertson(C), Jones(C); Imboden(B).

USA

| / | / t( N, 2/ | / t{o, | / 2 / l(Dr, 2 / 2 / t(E}, | / 2/ lcr,
2/3/r{D).3/3lrlDr,r/r/Il(E),2/r/rr{D),3/llrrfc,
4 t | / rl(Dl, | / 2 / tr(c), 2 / 2 / fi{O, 3 / 2 / lt(Dr, | / 3 / ll
(O. 2/3lI(E), 3/3/II0); l/l/ll(D), z/r/rll(C\,
3/l/rrr(D), t/z/rrr(D), z/zlrrr(E.l, 3/2trrr(c):

| /1 /v (D), 2/r /v(H, 3/ 1 /V((.\, l/2/v(Dr, 2/2/V
(D), 312lV(B), r/3/V(C), 3/3/Y(Dl; l/l/Vl{c,
z t | / v r(c\. 3/ 1 /V (C), 2 / 2/ V r(D',t, 3 / 2 /V lrc, | / 3 /
vl(D), 2/3/vI(D), 3/3/VI(D); r/l/xr(Dr, z/l/xr
(E(, I /2/X r(D), 2 / 2 / Xr(D\ | / 3 /Xl(E), 2 / 3 / Xl(D) ;
1 / | /Xr(D\, 2/ | lKfi(q, 3/l/XII(D), | / 2/ Xrr(D),
z / 2 / XrrrcI 3 / 2 / Xrl(C) t 1 / l / Cav (C), 2 / | / C a{C),
R/ 1 /Cav(B), | / 2 / Cav(C), 3 / 2/ C av(C), 1 / 3 / Cav(C)'
2/3lCav(C).

U4.31 (CLARIFICATION) A unit that is routed
and suffers additional casuatties while in a state of
rout do€s not suffer rout again; it sirnply suffers the
casualties.

lf43l (CLARIFICATIO$ Routed units may not
Retreat Before Melee (13.7); they have no Zone of
Control and may not engage in Withdrawal or
Retreat Fire. Although Routed units may move one
hex per turn, they still need to be within the radius
of a Leader, etc., in order to move as per 17.13'

lf4.5l (CLARIFICATION If the top unit in a stack
is etimlnated by fire, the bottom unit does not have
to check for rout.

[17.13] (CLARIFICATION Units outside a
Leader's Effectiveness Radius may stlll fire
Withdrawal andlor Retreat Fire; these units do
have Zones of Control.

[f 7.4] (ADDITION) lf, as a result of fire or Melee
casualties, a Leader is alone in a hex that is
surrounded by enemy units or enemy Zones of
Control, and all these enemy units and ZOC's are
within five hexes of the Leader, that lBader is
considered Crptured.

lf 7.1sCl GDDITION) lf units that enter under this
section are, for any reason, unable to move for
failure to link up with their parent unit for any
period longer than two Game-Turns, on the third
turn or thereafter the Player may use a Colonel
Counter to move the unit. The Colonel leads the
unit; it enables it to move in any way or fire in any
way. lt may rally the unit, but does not add any
benefit for melee or rally. As soon as the unit links
up with its parent formation, the Colonel is
removed,

[U.571 GDDITION New Leaders (i.e.' leaders re'
placing leaders that have taken casualties, etc.) ere
placed on the game-map in the Final Command
Phase ofthe turn the original leader left the gsme.

t2l.4l TCHANGE)The second sentence-"As such,
units ... in any way."-is removed. In its place
substitute the following rule: A unit in a Staging
Area may fire at a unit on the Game.map, A unit on
the Game-Map fired on by a unit in a Staging Area
may fire back at the unit that Iired-but only at a
unit that fired, This is the only instance in which a
unit in a Staging Area may fire oi be fircd upon.

t2f .56l GDDITION) lf the Confederates exit
combat units amounting to atleast 500 men (5 SP's)
through Staging Area #6 the Union Player may not
use that SA to bring in any more reinforcements
(21.53). This pertains only to Area #6'

[21.61 (CHANCE) The last phr4se-"...or are
attacked by Confederate units."-is removed. In its
place substitute the following rule: '.. or satisfy
either of the folldwing requisites( $ come within 10
hexes of a Confederate unit to which they have a
Line of Sight; or lJ come within 5 hexes of a
Confederate unit, with or without a LOS' In
addition. one hour bsforc this division is to arrive
(i.e. at 1000 hrs,) the Union Player may decide not to
bring these units in through this Staging Area. He
may then bring them in through Area nr. I at 1400
hrs. He does not have to inform the Confederate
Player of his decision,

[2E.22] (CORRECTION) In Line 8, Confederate
Deployment, remove the phrase "excluding Gor-
don's Bdgade" and place it in line 3 after Early's
Division (Il). Gordon's Brigade is in Early's



Division, but it's correetdeploymentL given in Line
12. as written.

[26.221 (CLARIFICATION) The CSA Player
should note thatthe llth Miss (4/Heth/III) and the
batteries of Alex&ndef's, Eshleman's and Poague's
Artillery Battalions have not yet arrived and should
not be deployed.

[2E.2lil (CORRECTION) Column 3,lir *-"2/l/
l" should rcad "2/2/1".

[2E.321 (CORRECTION) The following changes
should be made to the initial Union deployment:

1. G, INY and 6F, MeLt batteries should be in
0122. not 0124.
2. Switch the63 Penn Reg. with the 57 Penn Reg.
3. Switch the 141 Penn Reg. with the 114 Penn Reg.

I2E.37l (ADDITIO$ The union units that are in-
itially deployed in Reserve Status may stack over
and above the normal Reserve STacking restric.
tions until released by (2) above.

[2E.42] GDDITION] In the lnitlal Confederate
Deployment, Hood's Divisionsets up with Mc!.&w's
Division, but slightly to the south of it. (No unit
should be south of the 2000 hexrow),

[29.f ] GDDITION) General ke and the ANV HQ
arrive July I, 1400 hrs., Area 1

[29.21 (DELETE) From the Union July l, 1940
Hours Reinforcements, "..,remainder of the III
Corps Artillery."

[30.1] (ADDITION At the end of Crrdry:
Inbodcn's Indepqdant Cornnand
62nd Va. Mounted Infentry; Virglnia Partisan
Rangers; lSth Va.; Mc{lanahan's Hotse Artillery.

130.11(coRREcrroNs)
l. The Sth Ala. Sharpshooters are part of the 5th
Ala, Regiment listed under O'Neill/Rodes/Il.
2. In W.H.F. Lee's Cavalry Brigade, the 9th NC
regiment should read 9th Ya,

130.21 (coRREcTroNs)
l.The lst and 3rd Penn. Regiments (Cavalry)
should be listed under the First Brigade of the
Second Division, Union Cavalry.
2. Uader2/3/l.the l4fth Pa. should read the l49th
Pa.
3, Under z/l/U. the 4th Ma should read the 4th
Mlch.
4. Under 2/2/Xl, the 3d Ma should read the 33d
Ma.
5. Under 2/3/Xl, the 76th Wisc should read the
26th Wisc.
6. Under Fitzhugh's 4th Vol. Reserve Artillery, the
NY Lt, lst Battery should read the Nt Lt. lst
Battery.

Game-Map (OMISSION) Warfield Ridge is the
ridge that runs south from 85409 to C2333.

Coutrter Sheot (CORRECTTONS)

l There is an extra Confederate Unit in the
counter-mix: the 35th Va. Battalion Cavalry. It is
not ured in the game,
2. The Union 9th Mass Infantry Regiment should
read. for its parent organization, 2/l/V.
3. The Union t08th NY Regiment should read
2/3/ll, not l/3/ll. lt is listed conectly in the OB,

Couatem (CHANGE) The following units on the
Confederate Counter Sheet have been mislabeled:
1) The Powhatan Artillery Battery should read
Dance/ll, not Cart/ll.
2) The 43rd NC Regiment of Daniel's Brigade
belongs to Rodes' Division, not Early's.

Brlgadc Coarbet Effoctlvcnccr Shoct
(CORRECTIONS)

There are several minor errors in the total stfengths
(not the BCE level) of a few ofthe units listed on the

sheet. The true strengths of the units ate listed
below, with the mistaken strergths listedn in
parentheses:
Wofford's Brigade (Mclaws/l): 23 (24)
Daniel's Brigade (Rodes/ID: 2l (18)
Hampton's Brigade (StuarVCav): t2 (23)

SUGGESIEI' OPIIONAL RULES

These rules stated below may be usbd at the opfon
of the players for added realism.

lrt.sl HonsE trol.llEns
Whenever Cavalry units dismount someone has to
hold the horsesl Therefore, when computing the fire
strengths ofdismounted cavalry units, for every unit
that has a present strength of'3' or more deduct onc
strength point ftom its Ore strength (not melee)
beforc computing any othet changes. This
deduction pertains only to firepower and not to
anything else (e.9., casualties' Rout check, etc.).
Players should note that this rule will hsve its
greatest effect on the opening hours of play and can
be used to offset I particularly able Union
commander, if that effect is so desired.

[20.6] STRAGGT,EnS

A small percentage of casualties taken ere
considered Missing In Action: these MIA's often
simply wandered off during the battle and were
rounded up leter to reform uaits, etc. Therefore, in
the full3.day Battle game, in the 0300 Game-Turn,
each Player may round up the stragglerc. For every
2000 men lost(rounded down) in the previous drytr
fighting the player may return one strength point to
active duty. The SP must be an R-weapon point. He
may use these SP's to either build eristing units up
to strength or to resurrect departed units. No more
than one strength point may be applied to any given
unit. Resurrected units are placed with their parent
command in the lnitial Command Phase.

SUGGESTED BATTI,E FATIGUE RI,'LE

Units in a brigade may move, melee, or fire
offensively only 24 turns in a given day(0400 to 0300
hrs). Each time any one unit in a given brigade fires
offensively or moves (excluding changing formation
orfacing) it has used up one ofits 24 turns. \{hen a
unit exceeds the 24 turn limit there is a chance that
the entire brigade will become "Battle Frtigued."
At the beginning of each turn after this point is
reached, the Player rolls a die: a 1, 2, or 3 and the
unit is fatigued--4, 5, or 6 has no effect.

A fatigued brigade may not fire offensively nor may
it melee offensively. ln addition, its Movement
Allowance is halved (rounding upwards). This rule
applies only to infantry units, Players may use the
Combat Effectiveness Record Sheet to keep track.
Players should also note that this tule is completely
optional and requires a great deal of rccord.
keeping.

SUGGESTED NUI,ES FON
COMMUNICATING IN MI'LTI.
COMMANDER GAMES

Several scenarios, especially the Grand Battle
Game, lend lhemselves-to $ay the least-to multi-
commander play.

The following rules are suggestions for commun.
ications (i.e. talk) between the players:

1) Players may only communicate if the leader they
represent is within two hexes of the leader with
whom they wish to communicate.
2) IfPlayers' leaders are more than two hexes away
they may communicate by note: the note may be no
more than one seotence long. [use common sense
herel. Notes may be addrersed to specilic leaders;
they arrive at the leader a given numbcr of
Game-Turns after they are written, For each l0
mounted cavahy Mwement Points that th€ sending
leader is distant from the recelving leadet, one
Game-Turn is consumed before the messagp may
arrive. Off-map leadets consume trvo Game.Turns
in addition to the distance traced to the edge of the
Game-Map, e.g., Buford wishes to send a m€ssage
to Meade, who is offthe map (Area E). Buford is 24
cavalryMP's from the edge of the game-map and it
is 13fi) hrs. lt is thus 3 Game-Turns to the edge of
the rnap and two additional to reach Mcade
off-map. Thus, Meade will get his message at 1440
hts.
3) An On-board commander may not be more than
l0 cavalry Movement Points from at'least one of his
officers, lf a commander is more than 10 cavalry
MP's ftom at least one of his officers, the unit of
that commander may neither move, melee nor fire
offensively that turn, l,ee and Meade are not
offected by this rule,

s
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COMBAT EFTECTIVENESS NECORD SIMET

EXPII\NATION OF lEE COMBAT ETTECIIVENESS RDCORI)
Each time a unit takes a loss, a numbcr ofboxes adjaceat to the unit name equal to the
number of Strength Points lost must be checked off. Whcn all bores arc chcckcd off, the
unit has lost combat efiectiveness. Thc numbers in parcnthesis show the numbcr of
boxes, and the total strength of the unit, respectivcly. IMPTORTANT: rptain onc cropy of
the Combat Effectiveness Record without marks on it, as you will necd it to make
duplicate photo-copies (additional copies are not available from SPD.

CONTEDERATE COMBAT EFT'ECTIVENESS RECORI)

TJNION COMBAT ETT'EC-TIVENESS RECORD
ICORPS

(16l1E) r lr/r !DtrtrDDD!trDDtrtrtrtrtr
0t/2D 2/rI trtrtrDD!trDtrtrtr
(s/10) r/2I trtrtrtrn
(4/rD 2/2/r trtrnD
(8/1s) r/3/r DDtrDntrtrD
\s/rD 2/3fi trtrntrtr
(7/2r) 3/3I ntrtrtrtrntr

trcoRPs
(3/8) r/r/n Dtrtr
(s/o 2/rfir trDtrtrtr
(7/r5) \A/n tr!trnDtD
(6/15) 4/r/n ntrDntrtr
(6/1D r/2m trtrtrtrtrtr
(s/lr) 2/2/1M trtrtr
$/rD 3/2/n DtrtrtrD
(6/10) rl'fir .!trtrDtr
(s/ls) 2/3/t trDtrDtr
(7/r7) 3F/n Dtrtrtrtrtrtr

mcoRPs
(8/lE) r/r/fr, nntrtrtrtrtrtr

00/lE) 2A/m trtrtrtrtrtrntrtrD
(7/r7) 3A/m trtrtrtrtrtrtr
(8/18) r/2/m DntrtrnutD
(1/rE' 2/2/m trtrDtrDtrtr
(8/rs) 3/2/m trntrtrtrtrrf tr

vcoRPs
Q/jt r/rN
(4/ru 2/rN
(8/13) 3/rN
(E/18) r/2N
(s/rl) 2/2N

(r2/ru 3/2N
00/18) r/3N
(e/2D 3/3N

vrconPs
(8/16) rlrwl
(8/16) 2/rM
(8/15) 3lrwr
(9/re) 2/2wr

00/19) 3/2wr
(9/20 L/3/rVr
(8/r7) 2/3/rVl
(E/18) 3/3/rVl

IilCORPS
(6/1s) r/r/n
{s/r4) 2/r/fr,
(6/19 r/2/fr,
(8/1e) 2/2/n
(7/ru rq/n
(7/16) 2/3/fr,

)flICORPS
(E/lE) r/t/W
(E/16) 2/r/Yr
(s/r2) 3/r/8r
(8/18) r/2/XE
(4/7) 2/2/m
(7/rq 3/2/Yr

CAVALRYCORPS
(9/16) l/r/Crt
(7/13) 2/l/Cw
{9/14) Rll/Crt
(7/r, r/2/cs
(8/14) 3/2/C.rt
(E/16) r/3/Cav

02/20 2/3/C*v

trDtr
trtrtrtr
tr! trntrtrtrtr
! trDtrtrtrtrtr
trtrtrtrtr
t rNtrDtrDDDDDDtr
tr!trntrtrtrtrntr
t r t rDtnDtrntr

!trtrrtrtrtrtr
DtrtrtrI trtrtr
t r t rntrntrDD
trDDNDtrtrtrtr
nntr t r t r t rEDnn

-ntrtrtrtrDftDntrtrtrtrtrtrtr
DDDtrtrtrtrtr

ntr t r !Do
NtrDtrN
trtrtrtrtrn
trtrtrtrtrtrtrtr
DDtrDf]DN
Dfl t r t rDDn

trtrDtrtrtrtrtr
trtrtrtrtrtrntr
trtrDtrtr
DDDDNDDN
trtrtrtr
DNNEtrtrN

DDtrtrOtrtrtrtr
ntrtrtrtrDD
trCtrNtrNDtrD
tr tuf tD!tr
trtrtrtrtrtrtrtr
t rntrntrDDn
!ItrNDtrtrtrtrtrDtr

I CORPS
Mcl,aw'r Dlvblon
0/14) Kenhrw
0/lT Scmmg
(E/15) Barkrddc

(J0/24) Wofiord
Plckett'c Dlvblon
(7./14) Gamctt
(E/16) Armbteld
(E/16) Kemper

Hood'c Dlvlslon
(8/18) Law
(7/l$ Anderron

(11/13) Robertron
(7/1, Bcnnlng

trcoRPs
Earlytr Dlvldon
(12/2D Hayr
(8/15) Eoke
(3/7) Smlth
(6/lD Gordon

Johnrontr Dlvblon
(9/20 Steuart
6/lD Nlchollr

(10/11) Stonewall
(6/14) toncr

Rodcrt Dlvblon
(10/18) Danlel
6/14) lvercon
(8/14) Dolcc
(6/ll) Ranreur
(1/lU O'Nerl

mcoRPs
Andenontr Dlvldon
(8/1E) Wllc"ox
(9/20 Mahonc
(8/18) Wrrsht
(3/7) Perty
(9/n) Pooey

Hcthrc Dlvblon
02/26\ Pcttlgrew
(3/E) Brcckcnbrough
(4/10 Archer

(J0/2$ Davtr
Pcnder'r Dlvblon
(ll/14) l,/Perrln
6/l$ 2lLrnc
(4/lO 3/Thomas
(7/14) 4/Scalec

CAVALRYCORPS
08/2$ Fttzl.ec
06/23) Harnpton
(8/lq WHFLce

{12/21) Jen}lnr
(3/5) Robertron
(7/lO tonq

07/2U Imbodcn

trtrtrtrtrtrn
trtrntrtrtrn
trtrDtrtrtrtrtr
D!trtrf t trntrDtr

Dtrtrtrtrtrtr
trtrtrt trtrtrD
trntrtrtrtrDtr

trNDtrtrtrDD
NDtrtrtrtrD
trNNtrtrDDDtrtrtr
trNDDtrtrtr

t rntrntr t rntrDtr !n
trtrDDtrtrtrtr
EtrN
DtrNtr !D

trDEDtrtrDtrN
ntrtrtrt tr
t r t r t rnDntr t rnD
trtrtrnDtr

DtrtrtrDtrtrtrNtr
Dtrtrtrtrtr
Dtrtrtrtrtrtrtr
n!trtrtrtr
DtrNtrDtrtr

DDtr!Dtr t r !
trtrtrtrtrntr!D
Dtrtr!ntrtrtr
trtrD
Dtrtr t rDtr t rDD

trtrNDtrNtrDtrDtrtr
t r !n
trtrno
trDtrN!DtrNtr t r

t rDtr t rDtr t r t rNND
8trtrNtrtr
DtrND
DtrDDtrNtr

trDtrtrtrDtrNtrtrD8trtrtrtrDN
trtr t r ! t rDtr t rnnrDtrntrD
tr t rDDDntrn
OtrtrN-trNDDDDtr
trtrD
trDtrDNDN
trtr t r t r t r t r t r t rnntrDnnDD!
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COMBAT EFFtsCTTVENESS RECORD SIIEET

EXPLTNATION OF IEE COMBAT EFFECTTYENESS RECORD
Each time a unit takes a loss, a number ofboxes adjacrcnt to the unit name equal to the
number of Strength Points lost must be checked off. When all boxes are checked ofr, the
unit has lost combat efiactiveness. The numbers in parenthesis show the number of
boxes, and the total strength of the unit, rcspoc'tively. IMFORTAM: rctsitr one copy of
the Combat Effectiveness Record without marks on it, as you will necd it to mske
duplicate photo-copies (additional copies are not available from SPI).

CONFEDERATE COMBAT EFFECTWENESS RECORI)

UNION COMBAT EFFECTTYENESS RECORD
ICORPS

(16118) r/rf l  nnDtrtrtrtrtr! trtrtrtr!DD
(rr/2r\ 2/rI Dn!trtrtrtrtrtrDtr
(s/10) r/2I trtrtrtD
(4/rr) 2/2/r trtrtrtr
(E/15) rl3L lltrtrtrntrilD
+s/r2) 2/3/r trtrntrtr
(7/2r) 3/3/r trtrtrtrDUD

trcoRPs
(3/8) r+/n DtrD
(s/6) 2/Vn trtrtrtrD
(7/r$ 3/r[r trtrtrtrtrtrtr
(6/1s) 4/r/n trtru!tr!
(6/12) t/2/n trtrDln!
(s/ll) 2/2/rr tr!tr!D
(s/rD 3/2/n trtrntrtr
(6/10) v3m trtrntrtrtr
(s/ls) 2F/n DtrtrtrD
(7/r7) 3ftln trntrDDtrtr

mcoRPs
(8/18) r/rlm fttrDDtrDtrtr

(10/18) 2/r/m DtrDDDtrtrtrtrtr
(7/rT 3/r/m trtrtrDtrntr
(8/18) r/2/m ntrntrntrntr
Q/rg 2/2/m trtrtrtrtrD!
(8/15) 3/2/m trtrtrDtrtrntr

vcoRPs
(3/71 r/rN
g/r0l 2/rN
(8/13) 3/rN
(8/18) r/2N
(s/11) 2/2N

(12/rU 3/2N
00/18) L/3:N
(9/2D 3/3N

VICORPS
(8/16) rlrwr
(8/16) 2/r/'Vl
(8/1s) 3/rM
(e/rq 2/2wr

(r0/re) 3/2wr
\9/2O r/3M
(8/17) 2/3/'Vl
(8/18) 3/3/'Vr

ItrCORPS
(6/ls) rry/xr
(s/r4) 2/r/n
(6/13) r/2/n
(8/1e) 2/2/rfi
(7/rg rq/n
(7/ro 2/3/Xr

IilICORPS
(8/18) r/r/ren
(8/16) 2A/Xn
(s/rD 3/r/frr
(8/r8) r/2/Xn
(4/7) 2/2/frr
(7/r4) t/2/frr
CAVAIRYCORPS
(9/16) r/rlCcv
(7/lg 2/r/Cal
(9/l$ Rll/Csv
(7/13) l/2/C.cv
(E/14) 3/2/Cw
(E/16) r/3/Ctt

\r2/2U 2/3/Cr,t

tr! tr
t r ! t rD
tr t rDDtrDDD
trtr t r ! t rDtn
DDDDD
trDtrtrtrtrtrtrtrNDD
!DDtrDtrtrtrtrtr
trtrntrtrtrtrDD

trtrnntrDDtr
Lntr !Dtrntr
DDDtrNtr t r t r
t rNDtrUDNDD
trtrD!trDtrDtrtr
! t rDtrntr t r t rn
trtrD!trtrtrtr
trtrtrDtrtrDD

trtrtrntrn
trDtrtrtr
trtrtrtrDD
trtrtrtrDDtrtr
trtrtrtrtrtrn
trtrtrtrtrtrtr

DDtrtrtrtrtrtr
trtrtrtrDtrtrC
OtrDDD
trtrtrtrtrtrtrE
trtrDtr
NNDtrDtrD

trtrtrtrtrDtrDD
Dtrtrtrtrtrtr
DtrDtrDtrtrtrtr
trtrtrtrtrtrtr
ntr!trtrtrDtr
NtrDNDtrtr t r
trtrtrtrntrtrtrtrDDtr

I CORPS
Mclodr Dlvldon
Q/l$ Kerrhaw
Q/17) Scmmer
(E/15) Barkrdale

(10/2$ lVofiord

Plckctt'c Dlvblon
(7/l$ Ganrett
(E/16) Arnlbted
(8/16) Kenpcr

Hood'c Dlvblon
(8/18) Law
(7/lU An&non

(11/13) Roberbon
(7/1, Bennlng

trcoRPs
Earlytr Dlvlrlon
(12/22) Eayt
(8/15) Eoke
(3/7) Smlth
(6/lD Gordon

Johnrontr Dlvblon
(9/2U Steuart
(6/lU Nlchollr

(10/ll) Stonewall
(6/14) Joncr

Rodcrt Dlvblon
(10/18) Danlel
(6/l$ Ivergon
(E/lq Dohc
(6/ll) Ranreur
(7/lU O'Ned

mcoRPs
Andenontr Dlvlrlon
(8/1E) Wllcox
(9/20 Mahone
(8/18) Wrlsht
(3/7) Petry
(9/20 Pocey

Hethtr Dlvldon
(12/26) Pettlgrew
(3/8) Brockenbrough
(4/lU Archer

(.J0/2, Davlc
Pender'c DMdon
(ll/14) lpcrrln
(6/l$ 2lLtre
(4/10 3Ahomu
(7/14) 4/Scaler

,CAVALRYCORPS
(18/25) Ftelxc
$6/23) Ilanpton
G/14\ WEFkc

(12/21) tenklnr
G/51 Roberbon
\7/10, Joner

/J7/20 Inboden

t rntrntrnD
trN!Dtr8tr
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trntrnDtr t rnntr

DDtrNNtrtr
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[10.26] RANGE
SMALLARMS

Weapon Type

EFFECTS ON FIRE STRENGTH
Efrectiveness at Range (in hexes)

MaxtnumRangel2S4

2 hexesM (Smoothbore Musket) 3x Vzx

MaximumRange I

Efiecdveness atRanse (ln hexes)

2 3 4.11 12.15 16-20 2r+

tti*i,:i$!
T (Rifled Cannon) 20hexes 6x 4x 2x lx lx Yzx

:jt:tr t it:rt:lt:ti:;Wi*a:tL
W (Whitworths) 70 hexes 1x 1x lx lx lx

Cross-index the Range to the target with the firing unit's Type and multiply its Fire Strength by the number shown-

The Strength of Artillery fir-rng against Infantry or dismounted Cavalry is halved (dropping fractions)
before applying the multiple shown. -:Unit may not fire at that range.

P (Hand Weapons)

ARTILLERY

Gun Type

Copyright @ 1976, Simulations Publications, Inc., New York



Die
Roll 1-3

[10.9] FrRE COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Total Fire Strengtn Dfuected tnto Hex

4-6 7-9 10-15 16-21 22-27 2E.33 34-39

2234
:t$ta1t!irg !a:tr:;:ft lx:

6(D) 1* 1*222334 s (D)6

Results shown are losses in Combat Strength Points; the Combat Strength is reduced by the number result.
(D):If a "six" is rolled, roll again and check for Ammunition Depletion (see Case 12.21). Pin:unit is Pinned; see 10.84.
*:If Artillery is firing against Infantry-type, defending unit is Pinned instead of taking loss. o:No Effect

Die
40-45 4ff.-49 50+ RoIl

ADJUSTMENTSTO
TOTAL FIRE STRENGTH COLUMN:
Never more than a two-Column final Shift in anv one
direction.
Move One Columh to L€ft if...
...Defending unit is fired on through adjacent UpSlope
Ridge hexside.
...Defending unit is fired on through adjacent Breast-
work or Stone Wall.

...Defending unit is B-, C-, S- or P-type.

...Defending unit is in Woods hex.

Move One Column to Right if...
...Defending unit is limbered Artillery.
...Defending unit is Infantry in Column formation.
...Defending unit is fired on through an Enfilade hexside.

Move Two Columns to Right if...
...Defending unit is mounted Cavalry.
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[13.9] MELEE COMBAT RESTTLTS TABLE
Melee Sfrength Differential (Attacker minus Defender)

4-3-2-10 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

r Attkr: C1R2 R2
- Defdr: . .

EneEnsKo.Ko.oo
EnE EnE ClR2 R2 C1R2 C1R2 C2R2 C2R2 C2R2 C2R2

Attkr: C1R2 C1R2 C1R2
Defdr: . . .

K..K..
c1R2 C1R2 C1R2 C1R2 C2R2 C2R2

6 Attkr: C3R3 C3R2 C2R2 C1R2 C1R2 C1R2 Eng Eng K o . K
' D"fdr, . . . o o K EnE ilE cinz c1R2 c1R2 c1R2 6

E)GLANATION OF REST]LIS :
Attkr: Effect on Attacker.
Defdr: Effect on Defender.
K:1 Strength Point becomes a casualty.
Cl,2 or 3:That number of Strength Points is captured bythe Enemy.
Rl, 2 or 3:Unit must retreat that number of hexes, then check for possible Rout.
Eng:11t" units are Engaged; see Case 13.83.
o:No result against that side.
Terrain and Leader Effects on Melee Combat: See Cases 13.3 and 13.4.
Retreats are always executed after losses; a C2R2 means remove two Points are captured, then retreat the remaining
units two hexes.


